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Magnetic skyrmions are topologically stable nanoscale particle-like objects that were

discovered in 2009. Since that time, intense research interest in the field has led to the

identification of numerous compounds that support skyrmions over a range of conditions

spanning cryogenic to room temperatures. Skyrmions can be set into motion under

various types of driving, and the combination of their size, stability, and dynamics

makes them ideal candidates for numerous applications. At the same time, skyrmions

represent a new class of system in which the energy scales of the skyrmion-skyrmion

interactions, sample disorder, temperature, and drive can compete. A growing body

of work indicates that the static and dynamic states of skyrmions can be influenced

strongly by pinning or disorder in the sample; thus, an understanding of such effects

is essential for the eventual use of skyrmions in applications. In this article we review

the current state of knowledge regarding individual skyrmions and skyrmion assemblies

interacting with quenched disorder or pinning. We outline the microscopic mechanisms

for skyrmion pinning, including the repulsive and attractive interactions that can arise

from impurities, grain boundaries, or nanostructures. This is followed by descriptions of

depinning phenomena, sliding states over disorder, the effect of pinning on the skyrmion

Hall angle, the competition between thermal and pinning effects, the control of skyrmion

motion using ordered potential landscapes such as one- or two-dimensional periodic

asymmetric substrates, the creation of skyrmion diodes, and skyrmion ratchet effects.

We highlight the distinctions arising from internal modes and the strong gyrotropic or

Magnus forces that cause the dynamical states of skyrmions to differ from those of other

systems with pinning, such as vortices in type-II superconductors, charge density waves,

or colloidal particles. Throughout this work we also discuss future directions and open

questions related to the pinning and dynamics in skyrmion systems.
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Magnified view of panel (c). Here the skyrmions are on the
order of 90 nm in diameter. Reprinted by permission from:
Springer Nature, X. Z. Yu et al., “Real-space observation of
a two-dimensional skyrmion crystal”, Nature (London) 465,
901 (2010), ©2010.
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I. INTRODUCTION54

Skyrmions were first introduced by Tony Skyrme,55

whose goal was to obtain low-mass baryon particles from56

a nonlinear field theory in which the topological quantum57

number was identified with the baryon number. Skyrme58

showed that such excitations could be stabilized in a59

sigma model by introducing additional nonlinear terms60

(Skyrme, 1961, 1962). The concept of particle-like field61

solutions, which came to be called skyrmions, spread62

far beyond nuclear physics and has been applied in a63

wide variety of systems including two-dimensional (2D)64

electron gases (Brey et al., 1995; Sondhi et al., 1993),65

FIG. 2 Image of skyrmion creation at room temperature by
passing current through a constriction (Jiang et al., 2015).
Here the skyrmions are approximately a micron in diameter.
The constriction at the center of the image is 3 µm wide and
20 µm long. From W. Jiang et al., Science 349, 283 (2015).
Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

Bose-Einstein condensates (Al Khawaja and Stoof, 2001),66

and liquid crystals (Ackerman et al., 2014). The the-67

oretically proposed existence of skyrmions in magnetic68

systems (Bogdanov and Yablonskii, 1989; Rößler et al.,69

2006) was confirmed experimentally in 2009 when neu-70

tron scattering experiments revealed a six-fold scatter-71

ing pattern in the chiral magnet MnSi, indicating the72

presence of a collection of lines forming a 2D hexagonal73

skyrmion lattice (Mühlbauer et al., 2009). Shortly after-74

ward, direct Lorentz microscopy images of the skyrmion75

lattice were obtained in thin film samples (Yu et al.,76

2010). Since then, skyrmions with sizes ranging from77

micron scale down to 10 nm have been identified in a78

growing number of 2D, three-dimensional (3D), and lay-79

ered materials (Heinze et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2015;80

Milde et al., 2013; Nagaosa and Tokura, 2013; Romming81

et al., 2013; Seki et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018a; Wiesen-82

danger, 2016; Yu et al., 2011).83

As an applied magnetic field is increased, a skyrmion84

lattice emerges from the helical state, remains stable over85

a range of temperatures and fields, and then disappears86

at the ferromagnetic transition (Mühlbauer et al., 2009;87

Nagaosa and Tokura, 2013). The predicted spin struc-88

ture of a skyrmion lattice and of an individual skyrmion,89

shown schematically in Fig. 1(a, b), agrees well with90

the initial Lorentz microscopy images in Fig. 1(c, d)91

of skyrmions that are approximately 90 nm in diame-92

ter (Yu et al., 2010). These first observations of mag-93

netic skyrmions were performed at temperatures near94

T = 30 K, but since that time numerous magnetic sys-95

tems have been identified that support skyrmions at and96

above room temperature (Boulle et al., 2016; Jiang et al.,97
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2015; Moreau-Luchaire et al., 2016; Soumyanarayanan98

et al., 2017; Tokunaga et al., 2015; Wiesendanger, 2016;99

Woo et al., 2016). Figure 2 shows images of room tem-100

perature skyrmion bubbles of diameter close to a micron101

(Jiang et al., 2015). The skyrmion lattice illustrated102

in Fig. 1 is composed of Bloch skyrmions stabilized by103

the bulk Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) (Fert104

et al., 2017; Finocchio et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2017a;105

Tokura and Kanazawa, 2020; Wiesendanger, 2016), while106

in the system in Fig. 2, as well as in general multilayer107

systems containing well defined interfaces, bubble-like108

Néel skyrmions stabilized by an interfacial DMI appear109

(Göbel et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020c). There are also110

transitions from hexagonal to square skyrmion lattices111

(Karube et al., 2016; Nakajima et al., 2017b; Yi et al.,112

2009), as well as new types of particle-like textures such113

as a square meron lattice that transitions into a triangu-114

lar skyrmion lattice (Yu et al., 2018b).115

Skyrmions can be 2D in thin films, (Mühlbauer et al.,116

2009; Yu et al., 2010), have a layered or pancake-like117

structure in layered materials, form 3D lines in bulk118

materials (Birch et al., 2020; Milde et al., 2013; Park119

et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018b), and assemble into120

3D lattices of particle-like hedgehogs in certain bulk121

systems (Fujishiro et al., 2019; Lin and Batista, 2018).122

Different species of skyrmions can exist (Leonov and123

Mostovoy, 2015), including bi-skyrmions (Takagi et al.,124

2018; Wang et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2014), multiply charged125

skyrmions (Rybakov and Kiselev, 2019), antiskyrmions126

(Desplat et al., 2019; Hoffmann et al., 2017; Nayak et al.,127

2017; Peng et al., 2020; Ritzmann et al., 2020), an-128

tiferromagnetic skyrmions (Akosa et al., 2018; Barker129

and Tretiakov, 2016; Zhang et al., 2016d), magnetic130

bi-layer skyrmions (Zhang et al., 2016f), square vortex131

and skyrmion phases in antiferromagnets, (Li and Ko-132

valev, 2020) elliptical skyrmions (Jena et al., 2020; Xia133

et al., 2020), meron lattices (Gao et al., 2020; Wang134

et al., 2020b; Yu et al., 2018b), half skyrmions (Jani135

et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020a) bi-merons (Jani et al.,136

2021; Zhang et al., 2020b), hopfions (Kent et al., 2021;137

Liu et al., 2020b; Wang et al., 2019b), hedgehog tex-138

tures (Fujishiro et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2020) and polar139

skyrmions (Das et al., 2019). Skyrmions can be described140

by their winding number or topological index N =141

1
4π

∫

m ·
(

∂m
∂x × ∂m

∂y

)

dxdy, where m is a unit vector ori-142

ented in the direction of the local magnetic field (Braun,143

2012). The skyrmion number is classified by the sec-144

ond homotopy group on a 2-sphere, π2(S
2). Skyrmions145

have N = 1, skyrmionium has a double twisted core and146

N = 0, (Zhang et al., 2018a, 2016e), and recently bimero-147

nium has been proposed to exist (Zhang et al., 2021).148

Chiral bobbers resemble skyrmions but their magnetic149

tube texture passes only partway though the bulk. (Ry-150

bakov et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2018). Skyrmions and151

similar quasiparticle textures arise in many non-magnetic152

a

dc

b

FIG. 3 Different types of skyrmionic textures in real space.
(a) Schematic magnetization texture of a square meron lattice
(Yu et al., 2018b). The dashed square is about 100 nm on a
side in a typical experiment. Reprinted by permission from:
Springer Nature, X. Z. Yu et al., “Transformation between
meron and skyrmion topological spin textures in a chiral mag-
net”, Nature (London) 564, 95 (2018), ©2018. (b) Image of a
polar skyrmion structure (Das et al., 2019). Reprinted by per-
mission from: Springer Nature, S. Das et al., “Observation of
room-temperature polar skyrmions”, Nature (London) 568,
368 (2019), ©2019. (c) Image of a half skyrmion lattice in
a liquid crystal system (Nych et al., 2017); the scale bar is 1
µm long. Reprinted by permission from: Springer Nature, A.
Nych et al., “Spontaneous formation and dynamics of half-
skyrmions in a chiral liquid-crystal film”, Nature Phys. 13,
1215 (2017), ©2017. (d) Vector representation of the electric
field for a Néel-type optical skyrmion (Tsesses et al., 2018)
roughly 500 nm in diameter. From S. Tsesses et al., Science
361, 993 (2018). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

systems including graphene (Bömerich et al., 2020; Zhou153

et al., 2020) liquid crystals (Duzgun et al., 2018; Foster154

et al., 2019; Nych et al., 2017), and optical (Tsesses et al.,155

2018) and plasmonic systems (Davis et al., 2020).156

A variety of possible textures appear in Fig. 3, includ-157

ing a square meron lattice (Yu et al., 2018b) in Fig. 3(a),158

polar skyrmions (Das et al., 2019) in Fig. 3(b), a half159

skyrmion lattice in a chiral liquid crystal system (Nych160

et al., 2017) in Fig. 3(c), and an optical skyrmion (Tsesses161

et al., 2018) in Fig. 3(d). Magnetic half skyrmions, where162

the spin orientation rotates only by π, have half a unit of163

topological charge (Hirata et al., 2019; Jani et al., 2021;164

Salomaa and Volovik, 1987; Zhang et al., 2020a) and can-165

not exist in isolation. They are topologically confined166

as pairs that are equivalent to an elongated skyrmion if167

they are of the same topological charge. Liquid crys-168
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FIG. 4 Antiskyrmions with noncircular shapes can produce
alternative lattice structures. (a) and (b) are schematics of
the magnetic Mn atom locations in Mn1.4Pt0.9Pd0.1Sn. (c)
Lorentz image of a helical stripe state. (d) The correspond-
ing clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) magnetiza-
tion textures from the dashed yellow box in panel (c). (e)
Schematic illustration of the same helical state. (f) Square
antiskyrmions forming a square lattice in a Lorentz image
under an applied field of 340mT. (g) The corresponding mag-
netization texture of the antiskyrmion in the dashed yellow
box in panel (f), where large yellow arrows are Bloch lines.
(h) Schematic illustration of the spin texture of the square
antiskyrmion. Reprinted by permission from: Springer Na-
ture, L. Peng et al., “Controlled transformation of skyrmions
and antiskyrmions in a non-centrosymmetric magnet,” Na-
ture Nanotechnol. 15, 181 (2020), ©2020.

tal half skyrmions, which have a director field instead169

of a spin degree of freedom, resemble N = 1 magnetic170

skyrmions and are unconfined. Isolated half skyrmions,171

known as merons and antimerons, of either Néel or Bloch172

character were recently found in antiferromagnetic sys-173

tems (Jani et al., 2021). Polar skyrmions are an electrical174

dipole version of magnetic skyrmions (Das et al., 2019).175

Skyrmion textures are not always circular, but can adopt176

other shapes that may modify the skyrmion lattice struc-177

ture, as illustrated in Fig. 4, where the square symmetry178

of individual skyrmions in a Mn1.4Pt0.9Pd0.1Sn magnet179

produces a square skyrmion lattice (Peng et al., 2020).180

Skyrmions can be set into motion with an applied181

drive, such as the spin torque from a current. The182

skyrmion motion can be deduced from changes in the183

topological Hall effect (THE) (Liang et al., 2015; Schulz184

et al., 2012) or observed through direct imaging (Jiang185

et al., 2015, 2017b; Legrand et al., 2017; Litzius et al.,186

2017; Tolley et al., 2018; Woo et al., 2016, 2018; Yu et al.,187

2012, 2014). It is also possible to move skyrmions with188

temperature gradients (Kong and Zang, 2013; Mochizuki189

et al., 2014; Pöllath et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020c),190

magnetic fields (Casiraghi et al., 2019; Shen et al., 2018a;191

Zhang et al., 2018d), electric fields (Kruchkov et al., 2018;192

Ma et al., 2018; White et al., 2014), microwaves (Ikka193

et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2015), spin waves (Shen et al.,194

2018b; Zhang et al., 2015a, 2017a), magnons (Psaroudaki195

and Loss, 2018), or acoustic waves (Nepal et al., 2018).196

FIG. 5 Snapshots at different times of out-of-plane mag-
netization components from micromagnetic simulations of a
skyrmion driven by a spin current applied parallel to a CoPt
racetrack sample. (a) In a pure sample, the skyrmion trav-
els to the edge and annihilates. (b) When the sample edge
is lined with a repulsive material, the skyrmion is prevented
from annihilating. Reprinted under CC license from P. Lai et
al., Sci. Rep. 7, 45330 (2017).

Due to their size scale, mobility, and stability at room197

temperature (Desplat et al., 2018), skyrmions have great198

potential for use in a wide range of applications such199

as race track memory (Everschor-Sitte et al., 2018; Fert200

et al., 2013, 2017; Müller, 2017; Suess et al., 2018, 2019;201

Tomasello et al., 2014), logic devices (Liu et al., 2019;202

Luo et al., 2018a; Mankalale et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,203

2015b) or novel computing architectures (Grollier et al.,204

2020; Pinna et al., 2018; Prychynenko et al., 2018; Song205

et al., 2020; Zázvorka et al., 2019). Many of the proposed206

skyrmion-based devices would require the skyrmions to207

move through a nanostructured landscape in a highly208

controlled fashion.209

A growing body of work indicates that in many210

skyrmion systems, pinning and the effects of quenched211

disorder are very important in determining both the212

static and dynamic skyrmion response (Fert et al., 2017;213

Jiang et al., 2017b; Litzius et al., 2017; Nagaosa and214

Tokura, 2013; Wiesendanger, 2016; Woo et al., 2016).215

Initial transport studies revealed only weak skyrmion216

pinning effects, with a critical depinning force jc in MnSi217

at T = 28K of only jc ∝ 106 A/m2 (Jonietz et al.,218

2010; Schulz et al., 2012), nearly five orders of magni-219

tude smaller than the depinning force for magnetic do-220

main walls (Tsoi et al., 2003). In contrast, recent work by221

Woo et al. on room temperature skyrmions in thin films222

revealed very strong pinning with jc ∝ 2.2 × 1011 A/m2
223

(Woo et al., 2018). Similar high depinning thresholds ob-224

served in other systems (Hrabec et al., 2017) indicate that225

a variety of skyrmion-pin interaction mechanisms arise in226

different materials that support skyrmions depending on227

the skyrmion size, dimensionality, and the characteristics228

of the disorder in the sample. Magnetization and small-229

angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements (Kinder-230

vater et al., 2020), along with resonant ultrasound spec-231

troscopy (Luo et al., 2018b), indicate that the pinning232

potential can depend on the direction of the applied mag-233

netic field. There have also been proposals for using de-234

fects or pinning to implement all-electrical detection of235

spin textures, including skyrmions, which would be valu-236

able for applications (Fernandes et al., 2020a).237
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Skyrmion motion and the skyrmion Hall effect (SkHE)238

can be strongly modified by pinning. The SkHE arises239

when the gyrotropic nature of the skyrmion dynamics240

causes the skyrmions to move at an angle called the241

skyrmion Hall angle θSkH with respect to the applied242

drive (Everschor-Sitte and Sitte, 2014; Iwasaki et al.,243

2013b; Nagaosa and Tokura, 2013; Zang et al., 2011). A244

skyrmion driven along a narrow strip by a current par-245

allel to the strip does not follow the current but trans-246

lates toward the strip edge. This sets a limit on the247

skyrmion speed, since for higher velocities, the skyrmion248

overcomes the edge barrier and annihilates, posing a249

problem for the use of skyrmions in strip-based devices250

(Iwasaki et al., 2013a). In Fig. 5 we show images from251

micromagnetic simulations by Lai et al. (Lai et al., 2017)252

of a skyrmion moving though a racetrack. For the pure253

sample in Fig. 5(a), the skyrmion travels toward the sam-254

ple edge and is annihilated, but when the sample edges255

are rimmed with high crystalline anisotropy materials,256

as in Fig. 5(b), the skyrmion is repelled from the edge.257

Such repulsive interactions with nanostructures or engi-258

neered defect structures could enhance the performance259

of skyrmion based devices (Juge et al., 2021; Purnama260

et al., 2015).261

The motion of skyrmions through a strip can also be262

changed by placing pinning along the edges or in the263

bulk. Simulations (Kim and Yoo, 2017; Legrand et al.,264

2017; Litzius et al., 2020; Müller and Rosch, 2015; Reich-265

hardt et al., 2015a,b; Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a)266

and experiments (Jiang et al., 2017b; Litzius et al., 2020,267

2017; Woo et al., 2018) show that the addition of pin-268

ning not only produces a finite depinning threshold for269

skyrmion motion, but also generates a strong drive de-270

pendence of the skyrmion Hall angle, which increases271

from a very small value at low drives to the pin-free in-272

trinsic value θintSkH as the drive increases. Pinning can273

also be detrimental since it increases the critical depin-274

ning force. Ideally, the skyrmions would remain in a fixed275

position and resist thermal wandering for arbitrarily long276

times at zero current, while still moving at reasonable ve-277

locities above a critical current that is as low as possible.278

Pinning implies a trapping force; however, other forms279

of quenched disorder are possible, such as repulsive sites280

that deflect but do not pin the skyrmion. This type of281

quenched disorder could reduce the skyrmion Hall angle282

while still allowing motion under very low currents.283

Pinning effects can be beneficial under a variety of cir-284

cumstances. The thermal and diffusive skyrmion motion285

observed in experiment (Nozaki et al., 2019; Zázvorka286

et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020) need to be taken into287

account during device creation, particularly for smaller288

skyrmions. For example, a skyrmion serving as an infor-289

mation carrier in a memory device must remain locked290

in a specific location for long times, but room tempera-291

ture thermal motion could cause the skyrmion to wan-292

der away and destroy the memory. Pinning could over-293

come the thermal effects over arbitrarily long times and294

make stable long term memory possible. It would be295

ideal to have tunable pinning that would be absent when296

rapid motion of skyrmions is needed but strong when297

long time stability of the skyrmion memory configuration298

is required. Already, different types of pinning have been299

identified that have attractive, repulsive, radially sym-300

metric, or radially asymmetric behavior. Devices could301

be created by using nanoscale techniques to fabricate con-302

trolled pinning patterns in the form of lines or channels303

that guide skyrmions, periodic arrays that stabilize cer-304

tain skyrmion configurations, or asymmetric pinning that305

produces skyrmion diodes, rectifiers and logic devices.306

For future applications it is important to develop a thor-307

ough understanding of skyrmion pinning and dynamics.308

Beyond applications, interacting skyrmions driven over309

pinning represent a fascinating class of systems in which310

collective and competing effects produce a rich variety311

of nonequilibrium dynamical phases (Fisher, 1998; Re-312

ichhardt and Reichhardt, 2017a). Skyrmion-skyrmion313

interactions favor a triangular skyrmion lattice, while314

the interactions of skyrmions with random pinning favor315

a disordered skyrmion structure, producing a competi-316

tion between crystalline and glassy states even for static317

skyrmion configurations. Pinning opposes the skyrmion318

motion under an applied drive, and the competition be-319

tween the pinning and driving forces generates complex320

dynamics near the depinning threshold. Additional com-321

peting effects appear when thermal fluctuations are im-322

portant. Temperature can reduce the effectiveness of the323

pinning, favoring an ordered state, but can also disorder324

the skyrmion lattice.325

In this review, we focus on aspects of pinning and326

dynamics in skyrmion systems. We highlight what is327

known currently about skyrmion pinning and the variety328

of mechanisms that can produce it, including changes329

in the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), atomic330

impurities, local anisotropy, sample thickness, damage331

tracks, missing spins, holes, or blind holes. We outline332

the microscopic models for pinning and skyrmion dy-333

namics currently in use, and show that skyrmions can334

have attractive, repulsive, or combined attractive and re-335

pulsive interactions with point-like or linelike disorder.336

Throughout this review we discuss similarities and differ-337

ences between skyrmions and other systems with pinning338

such as superconducting vortices, sliding charge density339

waves, Wigner crystals, and colloidal particles. In the340

absence of driving, we consider disorder-induced transi-341

tions from a skyrmion crystal to different types of glassy342

states. When a drive is added, we describe the differ-343

ent types of depinning that occur, ranging from elastic344

to plastic, as well as the effect of disorder on bulk trans-345

port measures such as velocity-force curves, the role of346

temperature, and creep effects. The effects of pinning on347

fluctuations, the skyrmion Hall angle, and the skyrmion-348

skyrmion interactions are also covered. In addition to349
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sources of random disorder, we describe the pinning and350

dynamics of skyrmions on ordered structures such as 2D351

periodic, quasiperiodic, quasi-one-dimensional (1D) peri-352

odic, and 1D asymmetric substrates, which can produce353

commensurate and incommensurate states, soliton mo-354

tion, and diode and ratchet effects.355

In each section we discuss future directions including356

studies of skyrmions in bulk materials, skyrmion behavior357

in thin films with extended or point defects, the effects358

of nanostructured arrays with periodic or 1D modula-359

tion, the behavior of layered materials, the coupling of360

skyrmions to other topological defects such as vortices in361

type-II superconductors, and the effect of having different362

species of skyrmions coexist. Introduction of a columnar363

pinning landscape for 3D skyrmions could create a state364

analogous to the Bose glass found in type-II supercon-365

ductors, cutting and entanglement effects, and the pos-366

sibility of creating transformer geometries. We outline367

potential new measures for characterizing the skyrmion368

structures and dynamics that are borrowed from work in369

superconducting vortex dynamics, soft matter, and sta-370

tistical physics, such as structural measures, force chains,371

jamming concepts, glassy effects, and defect prolifera-372

tion.373

Skyrmion physics is a vast topic and we refer the reader374

to the many excellent reviews that cover various other375

aspects of skyrmions. Broad reviews appear in (Bog-376

danov and Panagopoulos, 2020; Nagaosa and Tokura,377

2013; Tokura and Kanazawa, 2020). Materials support-378

ing skyrmions are discussed in (Li et al., 2021), while379

multilayers are treated in (Jiang et al., 2017b). De-380

tails of different skyrmion-like textures appear in (Göbel381

et al., 2021). There are also reviews on ways to create382

or delete skyrmions (Marrows and Zeissler, 2021; Zhang383

et al., 2020c), imaging (Yu, 2021) collective spin exci-384

tations and magnonics (Garst et al., 2017), nanoscale385

skyrmions (Wiesendanger, 2016), skyrmions in thin film386

structures (Finocchio et al., 2016), potential applications387

(Fert et al., 2017), memory technologies (Luo and You,388

2021; Vakili et al., 2021), the dynamics of magnetic exci-389

tations in chiral magnets (Lonsky and Hoffmann, 2020),390

and roadmaps for future directions (Back et al., 2020).391

II. PINNING IN PARTICLE-LIKE SYSTEMS392

Systems with many interacting particles coupled to393

some form of disorder or pinning are known to exhibit394

very rich static and dynamic phase behavior as a func-395

tion of changing particle-particle interactions, disorder396

strength, and temperature. One of the best studied ex-397

amples of such systems is vortices in type-II supercon-398

ductors (Blatter et al., 1994), which have no Magnus399

force and are distinct from the vortices found in magnetic400

systems. In the absence of driving, superconducting vor-401

tices can form a triangular lattice, a weakly pinned Bragg402

glass in which the vortices remain elastic with topologi-403

cal order but still have glassy properties (Giamarchi and404

Le Doussal, 1995; Klein et al., 2001), topologically disor-405

dered vortex glass states (Fisher et al., 1991; Ganguli406

et al., 2015; Henderson et al., 1996; Nattermann and407

Scheidl, 2000; Toft-Petersen et al., 2018), entangled vor-408

tex lines (Giller et al., 1997; Nelson, 1988), liquid states409

(Cubitt et al., 1993; Safar et al., 1992; Zeldov et al.,410

1995), or reentrant liquid states (Avraham et al., 2001;411

Banerjee et al., 2000). Superconducting vortices in the412

presence of an external drive can exhibit elastic depin-413

ning, where the system transitions from a pinned crystal414

into a moving crystal state (Bhattacharya and Higgins,415

1993; Di Scala et al., 2012; Reichhardt and Reichhardt,416

2017a), or plastic depinning, where the moving state has417

a liquid structure (Bhattacharya and Higgins, 1993; Fily418

et al., 2010; Jensen et al., 1988; Matsuda et al., 1996;419

Olson et al., 1998a; Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2017a;420

Shaw et al., 2012). Plastically moving superconducting421

vortices at higher drives can transition into a moving422

crystalline (Bhattacharya and Higgins, 1993; Giamarchi423

and Le Doussal, 1996; Koshelev and Vinokur, 1994; Ol-424

son et al., 1998b; Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2017a) or425

moving smectic phase (Balents et al., 1998; Olson et al.,426

1998b; Pardo et al., 1998). These different depinning427

and dynamical phase transitions produce distinct signa-428

tures in the bulk transport measures and velocity-force429

curves as well as changes in the superconducting vor-430

tex lattice structure and fluctuations (Bhattacharya and431

Higgins, 1993; Di Scala et al., 2012; Fily et al., 2010;432

Fisher, 1998; Jensen et al., 1988; Koshelev and Vinokur,433

1994; Olson et al., 1998b; Reichhardt and Reichhardt,434

2017a; Shaw et al., 2012). Similar depinning and slid-435

ing dynamics occur in other systems of particle-like ob-436

jects moving through quenched disorder, such as colloidal437

particles (Hu and Westervelt, 1995; Pertsinidis and Ling,438

2008; Tierno, 2012), Wigner crystals (Cha and Fertig,439

1994, 1998; Kumar et al., 2018; Williams et al., 1991),440

and certain pattern forming systems (Morin et al., 2017;441

Sengupta et al., 2010).442

To highlight the similarities between skyrmions and443

other systems with pinning, in Fig. 6(a) we show a scan-444

ning tunneling microscopy image of a triangular super-445

conducting vortex lattice (Hess et al., 1989). In Fig. 6(b),446

a magnetooptical image reveals a disordered supercon-447

ducting vortex structure. (Goa et al., 2001). Figure 6(c)448

shows a colloidal triangular lattice observed with opti-449

cal microscopy (Weiss et al., 1998), while in Fig. 6(d),450

the colloidal lattice is distorted by strong pinning, there451

are numerous topological defects, and the system forms452

a pinned glass (Pertsinidis and Ling, 2008). If the disor-453

der is weak, as in Fig. 6(a) and (c), the particles depin454

without the generation of topological defects and flow455

elastically, while for strong disorder, as in Fig. 6(b) and456

(d), the particles depin plastically with large lattice dis-457

tortions or with a coexistence of pinned and moving par-458
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FIG. 6 (a) Scanning tunneling microscope image of an or-
dered superconducting vortex lattice (Hess et al., 1989).
Reprinted with permission from H. F. Hess et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 62, 214 (1989). Copyright 1989 by the American Phys-
ical Society. (b) Magneto-optical image of a disordered su-
perconducting vortex lattice (Goa et al., 2001). Used with
permission of IOP Publishing, Ltd, from “Real-time magneto-
optical imaging of vortices in superconducting NbSe2,” P. E.
Goa et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 14, 729, 2001; permis-
sion conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (c)
Optical microscope image of a colloidal lattice (Weiss et al.,
1998). Reprinted from J. A. Weiss et al., J. Chem. Phys. 109,
8659 (1998), with the permission of AIP publishing. (d) De-
launay triangulation from an optical microscope image of col-
loidal particle positions in a colloidal glass state (Pertsinidis
and Ling, 2008). Reprinted with permission from A. Pertsini-
dis et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 028303 (2008). Copyright
2008 by the American Physical Society.

ticles.459

A crucial difference between skyrmions and the su-460

perconducting vortices or colloidal particles illustrated461

in Fig. 6 is the fact that skyrmions experience a strong462

non-dissipative gyrotropic or Magnus force which gener-463

ates a velocity component perpendicular to the net ex-464

ternal forces acting on the skyrmion. We note that mag-465

netic vortices in magnetic systems can also experience gy-466

rotropic forces (Zvezdin et al., 2008). In many of the pre-467

viously studied systems, the dynamics are overdamped468

and the particle velocity vd is strictly aligned with the469

net external force Fext, vd = αdFext, where αd is a damp-470

ing constant. In a skyrmion system, the damping term is471

accompanied by a Magnus force contribution of strength472

αm to the velocity, vm = αmẑ × Fext, which generates473

a velocity component perpendicular to the applied force.474

The ratio αm/αd for skyrmions can be as large as ten475

FIG. 7 Illustration of the difference between purely over-
damped motion and motion with a Magnus force of strength
αm for particles with finite damping, αd > 0. (a) Initial dense
cluster of particles. (b) Trajectories of overdamped particles
with αm = 0 moving away from the center. (c) Trajectories of
particles with a Magnus force αm > 0 moving away from the
center, showing the emergence of nonconservative rotation.

or even higher (Everschor-Sitte and Sitte, 2014; Nagaosa476

and Tokura, 2013; Schulz et al., 2012). One consequence477

of the Magnus force is the appearance of a skyrmion Hall478

effect (SkHE) in which the skyrmion moves at an an-479

gle θSkH with respect to the applied driving force. The480

intrinsic value of this angle derived from the Thiele equa-481

tion (Brearton et al., 2021; Everschor-Sitte and Sitte,482

2014; Thiele, 1973) is θintSkH = tan−1(αm/αd). The Mag-483

nus force affects both the skyrmion-skyrmion interactions484

and the motion of skyrmions through pinning sites. In485

Fig. 7(a) we show repulsively interacting particles initial-486

ized in a dense cluster and then allowed to move away487

from each other. In the overdamped limit with αm = 0 in488

Fig. 7(b), the particles move radially in the direction of489

the repulsive particle-particle interaction forces. In con-490

trast, the particles in Fig. 7(c) have a finite Magnus force,491

αm > 0, which adds a strong rotational component to the492

radial displacement. If the dissipative term αd were zero,493

only rotational motion of the particles would occur with494

no radial motion.495

Many of the previously studied systems with pinning,496

including superconducting vortices, classical charges, and497

colloidal particles, are composed of stiff objects with neg-498

ligible internal degrees of freedom, making a particle-499

based treatment of their dynamics appropriate. In con-500

trast, skyrmions can exhibit excitations of internal modes501

(Beg et al., 2017; Garst et al., 2017; Ikka et al., 2018;502

Onose et al., 2012) or large distortions (Gross et al.,503

2018; Litzius et al., 2020, 2017; Zeissler et al., 2017) that504

activate additional degrees of freedom, significantly im-505

pacting the statics and dynamics. Furthermore, moving506

skyrmions can emit spin waves that could modify the507

effective skyrmion-skyrmion interactions (Koshibae and508

Nagaosa, 2018; Schütte et al., 2014). The uniformity of-509

ten associated with particle-based models may also not510

capture the behavior of a skyrmion system well. It is511

possible for skyrmions to coexist with a stripe phase or512

ferromagnetic domains (Loudon et al., 2018; Müller et al.,513

2017; Shibata et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018a), and in some514
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systems, there is considerable dispersion in the size of515

the skyrmions, making the skyrmion assembly effectively516

polydisperse (Karube et al., 2018) This contrasts strongly517

with superconducting vortices, which are all the same size518

in a given sample.519

III. MODELS OF SKYRMIONS AND MECHANISMS OF520

SKYRMION PINNING521

An overall goal of any model is to identify universal522

features of skyrmions interacting with pinning or disor-523

der; however, this is an open field and it is possible that524

there are several different fundamental rules depending525

on the details of the disorder and whether the skyrmion526

can be treated as a particle or as an emergent object that527

can be disordered or broken apart. The starting point for528

models of skyrmions is the energy functional (Bogdanov529

and Yablonskii, 1989)530

H =

∫

dr2
[

Jex
2

(∇n)2 +Dn · ∇ × n−Ha · n+Hdp

]

,

(1)
where n = n(r) indicates the direction of the normalized531

magnetization n = M/Ms, Jex is the exchange term, D532

is the DMI produced by spin-orbit coupling, Ha is the533

anisotropy term, and Hdp is the dipole-dipole interaction534

term, Hdp = − 1
2

∑

ij
µ0

4π|rij |5
[3(ni · rij)(nj · rij)−ni ·nj ],535

which in some cases can be stronger than the DMI in-536

teraction (Göbel et al., 2019). Additional terms can537

be added to represent pinning, thermal forces, gradient538

forces, and other effects. This Hamiltonian can be inte-539

grated using the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation540

(Tatara et al., 2008),541

dn

dt
=

pa3

2e
(j·∇)n−γn×Beff+αn×

dn

dt
−
pa3β

2e
(n×(j·∇)n).

(2)
The first term on the right gives the time dependent mo-542

tion of the magnetization, where j is the spin-transfer543

torque current, a is the lattice constant, p is the spin po-544

larization of the electric current, and e is the elementary545

charge. The second term is the gyromagnetic interaction546

with the effective magnetic field Beff = −(1/γ)∂H/∂n,547

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. The third term is the548

Gilbert damping, and the final term is a coupling of the549

spins to the spin-polarized current j of strength β.550

Since it is computationally expensive to treat the full551

LLG equation, it is convenient to focus on the move-552

ment of the skyrmions without preserving the full un-553

derlying spin dynamics. In a particle-based skyrmion554

model, skyrmions are represented as point particles with555

dynamics that evolve according to an equation of motion556

proposed by Thiele (Thiele, 1973) to describe a driven557

magnetic particle:558

G × Ṙ+ αDṘ+mR̈ = FD. (3)

Here FD is the driving force, α is the Gilbert damping of559

an individual spin, αD is the friction experienced by the560

skyrmion, and G is the gyrocoupling term, analogous to561

the Coriolis force, that acts like a magnetic field applied562

perpendicular to the plane. The inertial term is propor-563

tional to the skyrmion mass m and can be neglected for564

small m. Additional second derivative terms can arise565

when internal modes of the skyrmion are excited. To de-566

rive Eq. 3, Thiele projected the LLG equation onto the567

translational modes of the spin texture, as described in568

greater detail in (Tomasello et al., 2014).569

The Thiele equation can be extended with terms rep-570

resenting a substrate potential, field gradients, thermal571

forces, or gyrodamping (Schütte et al., 2014). Due to572

its flexibility, the Thiele approach has been used exten-573

sively to model the dynamics of single rigid skyrmions574

(Büttner et al., 2015). The mass term is usually neglected575

since continuum simulations indicate that any inertial ef-576

fects are very small (Schütte et al., 2014); however, fu-577

ture magnetic, soft matter, atomic, molecular, or optical578

skyrmion systems could be identified in which the mass579

term becomes important. In this case, new phenomena580

such as phonons or shock waves could arise. Examples of581

effects that appear in overdamped particle models when582

inertial effects are introduced can be found in the litera-583

ture on frictional systems (Vanossi et al., 2013).584

In metallic systems, skyrmions can be driven by spin-585

torque interactions generated by an electric current. For586

the LLG approach, skyrmions that arise from localized587

d-electron spins are coupled to the current-carrying itin-588

erant s-electrons. In insulating or semiconducting sys-589

tems, skyrmions can be driven by a thermal gradient, an590

electric field, or even by optical trapping. The particle-591

based approach abstracts away the microscopic interac-592

tions producing the driving, and does not capture effects593

such as the distortion of skyrmions by the drive; however,594

additional terms could be added to the particle-based595

model in order to mimic such effects.596

A. Particle Based Approaches to Skyrmion Dynamics and597

Pinning598

One of the simplest pictures of pinning and sliding dy-599

namics is a model of a single particle in a tilted sinusoidal600

potential with period L. To further simplify the problem,601

consider an overdamped particle that obeys the following602

equation of motion:603

αd
dx

dt
= −

dU(x)

dx
+ FD. (4)

Here αd is the damping constant, FD is the external dc604

drive, and U(x) = A cos(kx), where k = 2π/L. When605

A = 0, the substrate disappears and the particle moves606

in the driving direction with velocity v = FD/αd. When607

A > 0, there is a finite depinning threshold Fc, and no608
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FIG. 8 The simplest system exhibiting depinning is an over-
damped particle (filled circle) in a sinusoidal potential U(x) =
A cos(kx) tilted by a driving force FD. The particle is pinned
when FD < Fc (upper blue curve), where Fc is the critical
driving force that must be applied to enable the particle to
slide. Steady state motion occurs when FD > Fc (lower or-
ange curve).

FIG. 9 (a) Schematic velocity v vs drive Fd curves for a sys-
tem with a finite depinning threshold Fc at zero temperature
T = 0 (lower red curve) and finite temperature T > 0 (upper
green curve). Finite temperature creep occurs when the ve-
locity remains nonzero for Fd < Fc. The T > 0 velocity-force
curve changes shape near Fc at the crossover from creep to
flow. The dashed line indicates the free-flow limit v ∝ Fd for
a system with no pinning. (b) The same for particles moving
over a periodic substrate with a finite depinning threshold Fc

at zero temperature T = 0. Lower red curve: response in the
absence of ac driving. Upper green curve: Shapiro steps ap-
pear when a finite ac drive is superimposed on the dc driving
force.

steady state motion occurs unless FD > Fc. If we set609

A = A0/k, we obtain a critical force of Fc = A0. For610

drives close to but above the critical force, FD & Fc,611

the particle slides with velocity v ∝ (FD − Fc)
β where612

β = 1/2 (Fisher, 1985). At higher drives, as in Fig. 8,613

the velocity approaches the clean value limit of v ∝ FD.614

Coupling to a thermal bath is modeled by adding a615

fluctuating force term η(t) representing Langevin kicks.616

These obey the correlations 〈η(t)〉 = 0 and 〈η(t)η(t′)〉 =617

2kBTδ(t − t′), where kB is the Boltzmann constant.618

When FD = 0, the particle thermally hops left or right619

with equal probability according to an Arrhenius law,620

with instantaneous velocity |v| ∝ exp(−U/kBT ) and zero621

average velocity. An applied drive biases the Arrhenius622

jumps to be larger in the driving direction, and the time-623

averaged velocity becomes finite. The potential U(x)624

is replaced by U(x) ± UD(x), where for a linear drive625

UD(x) = U(x)− FDx, and a creep regime emerges. The626

creep velocity for F < Fc is of the form627

v ∝ CA exp

(

A− FD

kT

)

(5)

where CA is the attempt frequency. Figure 9(a) shows628

schematic velocity-force curves at T = 0 and T > 0. Even629

at finite temperatures, the velocity-force curves change630

noticeably at Fc when a crossover occurs from intermit-631

tently hopping creep motion for FD < Fc to continu-632

ous flow for FD > Fc. An Arrhenius treatment of creep633

motion was proposed in Anderson-Kim models for su-634

perconducting vortices (Anderson and Kim, 1964). This635

approach can be modified for multiple interacting parti-636

cles to capture collective creep, plastic creep, or glassy637

effects, which typically introduce a power law prefactor638

to the exponential velocity term (Feigel’man et al., 1989;639

Luo and Hu, 2007).640

It is possible to add other terms to Eq. (4), includ-641

ing substrate asymmetry or disorder as well as an iner-642

tial term Md2x/dt2, where M is the particle mass. If643

the dc drive is combined with an ac drive of the form644

F ac = Aac sin(ωt), the well known Shapiro step phe-645

nomenon appears in the form of steps in the velocity-646

force curves (Shapiro, 1963). In Fig. 9(b), we show a647

schematic velocity-force curve for combined dc and ac648

driving of particles over a periodic substrate, where veloc-649

ity steps occur over fixed intervals of the dc drive ampli-650

tude. The Shapiro steps disappear for zero ac drive, and651

their widths oscillate as a function of ac drive amplitude652

or frequency. The substrate complexity can be increased653

by adding random disorder or by introducing 2D spatial654

variation, such as square or triangular pinning lattices.655

For an overdamped system, the 1D picture of depinning656

generally captures the behavior of a 1D or 2D substrate.657

Interestingly, this is not the case for skyrmions, since the658

Magnus force causes 2D skyrmions to exhibit different659

dynamics than their completely 1D counterparts.660

The next level of complexity is to include multiple in-661

teracting or coupled particles, such as dimers or trimers662

connected by springs on a periodic 1D substrate. This663

resembles the well-known Frenkel-Kontorova model con-664

sisting of a 1D chain of elastically coupled particles mov-665

ing over a 1D periodic substrate (Braun and Kivshar,666

1998). This model can be extended to describe a 1D667

string of particles or a 2D array of particles moving in 2D668

or 3D and coupled to a random substrate. For example,669

a 2D triangular array of skyrmions could be modeled as a670
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2D elastic lattice. In 3D, a single 1D linelike string could671

be modeled as an elastically coupled array of elements672

extending along the string length. Additional terms can673

be incorporated into the equation of motion to capture674

specific effects. When the particles are coupled by un-675

breakable elastic springs that do not allow neighbor ex-676

changes, phase slips, or breaking of the lattice, the system677

is said to be in an elastic limit. Here the exact details of678

the particle-particle interactions can be ignored since the679

system is represented as a collection of harmonic springs.680

This approximation is appropriate when both the pin-681

ning and the temperature are sufficiently weak that only682

small lattice distortions occur. It has been applied to the683

depinning of directed lines (Ertaş and Kardar, 1996; Kar-684

dar, 1998), superconducting vortices (Dobramysl et al.,685

2014), sliding charge density waves (Fisher, 1985), mod-686

els of friction (Vanossi et al., 2013), and even plate tec-687

tonics (Carlson et al., 1994). For skyrmions, elastically688

coupled particle models can be used for 2D skyrmion lat-689

tices moving over weak disorder well below the temper-690

ature at which dislocations can be created thermally, as691

well as for individual or coupled 3D skyrmion lines. Addi-692

tional terms such as the Magnus force can be inserted into693

the Frenkel-Kontorova model to capture long-wavelength694

features of the depinning and sliding states.695

The next step beyond an elastically coupled system is696

models with pairwise particle-particle interactions that697

can be of short, intermediate, or long range. Such mod-698

els allow neighbor exchange, dislocation generation, and699

other plastic or nonaffine events (Fisher, 1998; Reich-700

hardt and Reichhardt, 2017a). Driven particle based701

models that undergo depinning have been used exten-702

sively in a wide range of studies of hard matter sys-703

tems, such as superconducting vortices, and soft matter704

systems, such as colloidal particles and granular mat-705

ter (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2017a). Particle based706

models capture realistic pairwise particle-particle interac-707

tions and permit transitions between elastic and plastic708

motion. They are also generally more computationally709

efficient than fully continuum models, such as micromag-710

netic skyrmion models; however, they neglect the small711

scale degrees of freedom responsible for such phenom-712

ena as magnon generation and skyrmion shape changes,713

which can be of importance in skyrmion dynamics. The714

particle-particle interaction potentials are typically more715

complex than simple nearest neighbor harmonic interac-716

tions, and have a range that depends strongly on the mi-717

croscopic details of the system. For example, in thin film718

superconductors, the pairwise interactions between su-719

perconducting vortices are logarithmic, requiring all par-720

ticles to interact with all other particles and with image721

charges, while in colloidal systems with strong screening,722

a particle only interacts with its first or second nearest723

neighbors.724

To capture particle-particle interactions in the Thiele725

approach, Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2013b) proposed726

FIG. 10 Real-space image of skyrmions (red spheres) in a par-
ticle based model driven through randomly arranged pinning
sites (blue disks) in a plastic flow phase (Reichhardt et al.,
2015a). The trajectory of a single skyrmion (black line) shows
spiraling motions inside the pinning sites. Reprinted with
permission from C. Reichhardt et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114,
217202 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American Physical So-
ciety.

a particle-based model including skyrmion-skyrmion,727

skyrmion-pinning, and skyrmion-driving force interac-728

tions of the form:729

αmẑ × vi + αdvi = Fss
i + F

p
i + FD. (6)

Here vi = dri/dt is the skyrmion velocity, αd is the730

damping constant that aligns vi parallel to the exter-731

nal forces, and αm is the strength of the Magnus term732

that aligns vi perpendicular to the external forces. When733

both αd and αm are finite, the skyrmions move at an734

angle called the intrinsic skyrmion Hall angle, θintSkH =735

tan−1(αm/αd), with respect to an externally applied736

driving force. In Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2013b), the737

skyrmion-skyrmion interaction was modeled as a short738

range repulsive force of the form Fss
i =

∑N
j 6=i K1(rij)r̂ij ,739

where K1 is the modified Bessel function, rij = |ri − rj |740

is the distance between skyrmion i and skyrmion j, and741

r̂ij = (ri − rj)/rij . Figure 10 shows a snapshot from a742

2D particle based skyrmion simulation model illustrat-743

ing the skyrmion locations, pinning site locations, and744

the trajectory of one of the skyrmions, which undergoes745

rotational motion due to the Magnus force as it moves746

across the pinning sites (Reichhardt et al., 2015a). The747

model proposed by Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2013b) has748

both advantages and disadvantages. It neglects inertial749

effects, changes in the skyrmion shape, Magnon gener-750

ation, and possible many body interaction terms. On751

the other hand, it allows for greater computational effi-752

ciency compared to micromagnetic simulations, permit-753

ting many thousands of skyrmions to be simulated over754

long periods of time. In many cases the particle-based755

model successfully captures the robust general features756
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of the system.757

Particle based models can be substantially modified758

based on insight gained from micromagnetic simulations759

or experiments. For instance, the skyrmion interac-760

tions are typically modeled as a short range repulsion;761

however, some micromagnetic simulations (Leonov and762

Pappas, 2019; Loudon et al., 2018; Rózsa et al., 2016)763

and experiments (Du et al., 2018; Loudon et al., 2018)764

show evidence of skyrmion clustering, suggesting that the765

skyrmion interactions are of longer range and could be766

modeled with a different potential. Some systems show a767

transition from a square to a triangular skyrmion lattice768

(Takagi et al., 2020), which can be modeled by including769

an additional higher order symmetry term in the pairwise770

potential of the form (Olszewski et al., 2018)771

V (R, θ) = K(r)[1 +A cos2(na{θ − φ}/2)]. (7)

Here θ is the angle between the two skyrmions, φ is the ro-772

tation angle of the axis, and na is the number of symme-773

try directions in the potential, where na = 4 would favor774

square ordering. To capture the variation of skyrmion775

size found in some systems, a varying screening length776

λi with some distribution could be used in the interac-777

tion potential, K1(r/λi). Three-body and multi-body778

effects can be added by including higher order potentials779

such as a three-body Vi,j,k extracted from micromagnetic780

simulations, in analogy to the techniques used to model781

such effects in colloidal systems (Sengupta et al., 2010).782

The skyrmion dynamics can also be modified, such as by783

giving an antiskyrmion a four-fold modulation of its dis-784

sipative term or different dissipation terms for different785

directions of driving (Kovalev and Sandhoefner, 2018).786

Other studies have shown trochoidal skyrmion motion,787

some types of which can be modeled with particle based788

approaches (Ritzmann et al., 2018; Takagi et al., 2020).789

A variety of potentials can be used to represent the pin-790

ning term F
p
i , including short range attraction (Lin et al.,791

2013b), short range repulsion, longer range pinning aris-792

ing from strain fields or magnetic interactions, sites with793

competing attraction and repulsion of the type observed794

in micromagnetic simulations (Müller and Rosch, 2015),795

or long range smoothly varying landscapes. It is also796

possible to add a thermal term to the skyrmion equa-797

tion of motion by introducing Langevin kicks (Brown798

et al., 2018; Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2019b). A799

particle-based picture is appropriate when the pinning800

produces little distortion of the skyrmion, since micro-801

scopic changes of the spin configurations by the pinning802

are treated in a mean field manner instead of directly.803

The microscopic interactions of a skyrmion with the pin-804

ning landscape are better captured with micromagnetic805

approaches.806

In some cases, additional terms can be incorporated807

into the particle-based model to mimic microscopic ef-808

fects, such as by representing breathing modes through a809

time dependence of the skyrmion interactions or the dis-810

sipative or Magnus force magnitudes. Similarly, shape811

changes of skyrmions that become compressed or elon-812

gated in pinning sites can be modeled by modifying the813

particle-particle interactions when at least one of the814

skyrmions is inside a pinning site. Similar modifications815

could be applied for shape-changing skyrmions moving816

across a landscape. To represent skyrmion creation or817

annihilation, rules could be added defining certain con-818

ditions for the combination of external and pinning forces819

which, when met, would cause the removal or addition820

of a skyrmion. Magnon generation could be captured821

by introducing retarded potentials, a dynamical pair-822

wise skyrmion-skyrmion interaction term, or multi-body823

interaction effects. The particle-based model does not824

include the effect of tilting the magnetic field, internal825

skyrmion breathing modes, or large skyrmion distortions826

produced by pinning, driving, sample edges, or skyrmion827

interactions. Particle-based simulations are maximally828

efficient when θintSkH = 45◦ so that the damping and Mag-829

nus terms are equal, since when either term is small, very830

small simulation time steps are required. For numerical831

stability, the time step should be small enough to en-832

sure that a skyrmion moves at most 1/100 the distance833

of a pin radius or skyrmion lattice constant during a sin-834

gle simulation step. Particle-based simulations can gen-835

erally access the time evolution over a length scale of836

up to 100 skyrmion lattice constants, or around 10000837

skyrmions. Larger systems can be studied with GPU re-838

sources. With simplified particle models in which only839

short range nearest-neighbor pairwise repulsions are em-840

ployed, simulation densities of up to 100000 skyrmions841

can be accessed readily.842

The particle description can be integrated directly to843

examine the skyrmion dynamics; however, in order to844

identify ground state configurations such as crystal, liq-845

uid or pinning-stabilized disordered structures, Monte846

Carlo or simulated annealing methods (Kirkpatrick et al.,847

1983) can be applied. Use of such methods does not guar-848

antee that trapping in a metastable state cannot occur,849

and there are ongoing efforts to use stochastic LLG or850

energy pathway approaches to escape such traps. Even851

in experiment, long-lived metastable states can appear.852

In simulated annealing, the system is initialized in a high853

temperature rapidly diffusing state, and the temperature854

is gradually lowered to T = 0 or the desired final temper-855

ature. The cooling must be performed sufficiently slowly856

that the particles can explore phase space and find a857

configuration in or near a ground state. The cooling rate858

can be tested by first considering a pin-free system to859

determine whether the skyrmions are able to settle into860

a triangular lattice.861
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FIG. 11 Images from 2D micromagnetic simulations (Tak-
agi et al., 2020) showing (a-d) local magnetization mz, (e-h)
topological charge density nsk, and (i-l) energy density ε at
magnetic fields of B/Bc = 0.44, 0.0, -0.26, and -0.32, from
left to right, where Bc is the field at which a uniform ferro-
magnetic state emerges. These models reveal the size change
and shape distortions of the skyrmions as well as the different
types of textures that can arise. The size of the skyrmions
increases as the lattice transitions from triangular to square.
Reprinted under CC license from R. Takagi et al., Nature
Commun. 11, 5685 (2020).

IV. MICROMAGNETIC MODELS862

In micromagnetic simulations, the dynamics of the spin863

degrees of freedom described by the LLG equation are864

calculated directly in the presence of different interaction865

terms including exchange energy, DMI, anisotropy, and866

magnetic fields. For reviews and general background on867

micromagnetic simulations, see (Coey, 2010; Fidler and868

Schrefl, 2000), and for a review of spin transfer torques,869

see (Ralph and Stiles, 2008). As an example of a mi-870

cromagnetic simulation of skyrmion states, in Fig. 11871

we show a hexagonal to square skyrmion lattice tran-872

sition (Takagi et al., 2020) induced by changing exter-873

nal field B/Bc, where Bc is the field at which a uniform874

ferromagnetic state appears. This transition is visible875

in the magnetization mz in Fig. 11(a-d), the topological876

charge nsk in Fig. 11(e-h), and the energy distribution ε877

in Fig. 11(i-l). At B/Bc = 0.44 in Fig. 11(a,e,i), there878

is a well defined particle-like skyrmion texture with cir-879

cular skyrmions that form a triangular lattice. In this880

regime, particle-based models capture the same relevant881

details as micromagnetic models. In Fig. 11(b,f,j) at882

B/Bc = 0, the skyrmions become elongated and be-883

gin to adopt hexagonal shapes in response to the for-884

mation of a triangular skyrmion lattice. At B/Bc =885

−0.26 in Fig. 11(c,g,k), the skyrmions grow even larger886

with more pronounced hexagonal distortions, while for887

B/Bc = −0.32 in Fig. 11(d,h,l), the skyrmions are square888

in shape and form a square lattice. Micromagnetic cal-889

FIG. 12 Dynamic phase diagram as a function of current J
vs magnetic field Ha from 2D micromagnetic simulations (Lin
et al., 2013a). In the absence of a current (J = 0), pinned spi-
ral, skyrmion lattice, and ferromagnetic (FM) phases appear.
At finite J , a moving skyrmion lattice and chiral liquid phase
form at high drives. This indicates that a drive can be used
to nucleate skyrmions from a spiral or ferromagnetic state.
Reprinted with permission from S.-Z. Lin et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 110, 207202 (2013). Copyright 2013 by the American
Physical Society.

culations can also capture the emergence of additional890

textured states beyond skyrmion lattices. Both particle-891

based simulations and micromagnetic simulations can be-892

come trapped in metastable states.893

Micromagnetic models allow skyrmion distortions and894

breathing modes to occur along with skyrmion annihi-895

lation and creation. The internal dynamics of a single896

skyrmion can be studied in detail, and inclusion of ad-897

ditional terms can give rise to remarkably rich behav-898

iors. Phase diagrams from micromagnetic simulations in899

the absence of drive under an applied field reveal the900

transition from a zero field helical state to skyrmion lat-901

tices of varied density followed by the emergence of a902

high field ferromagnetic state. When a driving force903

is applied, the range of magnetic fields that stabilize904

skyrmions can change even in the absence of pinning.905

Figure 12 shows a micromagnetic dynamic phase dia-906

gram as a function of current versus magnetic field for907

driven skyrmions in a pin-free system. At low fields, a908

pinned spiral state forms, and there are regions of flow-909

ing skyrmions, a ferromagnetic state, and a high drive910

chiral state. These simulations indicate that applica-911

tion of a current can cause skyrmions to emerge from912

ferromagnetic or spiral states, while strong driving can913

destroy the skyrmions (Lin et al., 2013a). For weakly914

pinned systems, current-induced creation and annihila-915

tion of skyrmions was demonstrated experimentally (Yu916

et al., 2017). Current-induced skyrmion nucleation was917

also observed in experiments in Co-based Heusler alloys918
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FIG. 13 Schematic illustrations of possible ways that pinning
can arise in skyrmion systems. (a) Surface thickness modula-
tions. (b) Addition of nanodots to the surface. (c) Naturally
occurring atomic defects or substitutions in the bulk of the
sample. (d) Adatoms on the surface of the sample.

(Akhtar et al., 2019), where the nucleation current in-919

creases with increasing magnetic field. These samples920

were strongly pinned, suggesting that pinning in combi-921

nation with a drive can create skyrmions.922

Several magnetic codes are available that can be used923

to simulate skyrmions interacting with pinning, including924

MuMax (Leliaert et al., 2018) and OOMMF. Micromag-925

netic simulations are generally limited in the number of926

skyrmions and the time scales that can be accessed. Thus927

such simulations are unsuitable for examining hundreds928

or thousands of skyrmions interacting with pinning sites929

under a drive due to the relatively long transient times930

that can occur before the system settles into a steady931

state. Other types of numerical models can also be ap-932

plied to skyrmions or skyrmion-defect interactions. For933

example, density functional theory (Choi et al., 2016) or934

combined multi-scale approaches using Heisenberg mod-935

els mapped from first principle calculations (Fernandes936

et al., 2018, 2020a) can be particularly powerful for ex-937

tracting the energies of skyrmion-pin interactions on the938

atomic scale.939

A. Pinning Mechanisms940

In the experiments by Schulz et al. (Schulz et al.,941

2012), skyrmion motion was inferred from observations of942

changes in the topological Hall effect (THE). This tech-943

nique provided evidence of a finite skyrmion depinning944

threshold, and many subsequent imaging experiments re-945

vealed a wide range of depinning thresholds from 106 to946

1011 A/m2. In superconducting vortex systems, pinning947

arises at locations where the order parameter of the su-948

perconducting condensate is lowered. Placing a vortex949

at these locations minimizes the energy since the con-950

densation energy is already suppressed to zero at the951

vortex core (Blatter et al., 1994). Pinning of colloidal952

particles can be achieved via optical trapping (Brun-953

ner and Bechinger, 2002) or by providing a substrate954

on which the particles can be localized (Pertsinidis and955

Ling, 2008; Tierno, 2012), while in Wigner crystals, pin-956

ning is produced by offset charges (Reichhardt et al.,957

2001). For skyrmions, numerous possible pinning mech-958

anisms are possible, such as local changes in the DMI,959

missing spins, holes in thin film samples, a local change960

in the anisotropy, sample thickness modulations, local-961

ized changes in the magnetic field, impurity atoms em-962

bedded in the bulk, or adatoms adhering to the surface.963

Schematics of some possible pinning mechanisms appear964

in Fig. 13, including surface modulation by fabricated965

holes or antidots in Fig. 13(a) or by magnetic nanopar-966

ticles in Fig. 13(b); naturally occurring atomic defects967

in the bulk such as missing atoms or substitutions in968

Fig. 13(c), and surface adatom placement in Fig. 13(d).969

Grain boundaries, twin boundaries, or dislocations can970

also serve as pinning sites in thin film systems.971

There is no threshold current for skyrmion motion972

in micromagnetic simulations of uniform samples with-973

out defects (Lin et al., 2013a). Iwasaki et al. (Iwasaki974

et al., 2013b) performed one of the first theoretical stud-975

ies of skyrmion pinning using micromagnetic simulations976

with parameters appropriate for MnSi where pinning was977

modeled as small regions in which the local anisotropy978

A varied. In this system, where the ratio of the local979

anisotropy to the exchange term J is A/J = 0.2, the980

depinning threshold is jc ≈ 1010 − 1011A/m2 and the981

skyrmion depins elastically. Lin et al. used a combi-982

nation of micromagnetic simulations and particle based983

simulations for 2D skyrmions and also found finite de-984

pinning thresholds for both cases (Lin et al., 2013b).985

Liu and Li (Liu and Li, 2013) considered a local986

exchange mechanism for producing skyrmion pinning,987

achieved by varying the local density of itinerant elec-988

trons. Using micromagnetics and a Thiele equation ap-989

proach, they found that the skyrmion is pinned due to the990

lowering of the skyrmion core energy. They also showed991

that under perturbation by a small drive, the skyrmion992

performs a spiraling trajectory as it returns to the pin-993

ning site, in contrast to an overdamped particle which994

moves linearly back to its equilibrium position. The spi-995

raling motion is produced by the Magnus force. When996

the current is large, the skyrmion is able to escape the997

trap and depin.998

Sampaio et al. (Sampaio et al., 2013) used micro-999

magnetic simulations to study the pinning of isolated1000

skyrmions driven by a spin-polarized current through1001

nanotracks containing notches, as illustrated in the insets1002

of Fig. 14. As a function of the driving current j versus1003

the notch depth, plotted in the main panel of Fig. 14, the1004

skyrmion is either pinned by the notch or moves around1005

it. Sampaio et al. found that the critical depinning cur-1006

rent increases rapidly with notch depth, changing by two1007

orders of magnitude as the notch depth increases from1008

3 nm to 25 nm. Here the notch serves as a barrier for1009
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FIG. 14 Micromagnetic simulations of skyrmion pinning by
a notch plotted as a function of the applied spin-polarized
current j and the notch depth. The geometry appears in
the insets, where a dashed white line indicates the skyrmion
trajectory. A notch (hatched region) is introduced into a nan-
otrack (red). The skyrmion (blue circle) either flows past the
notch (upper inset and open circles) or becomes pinned near
the notch tip (lower inset and filled circles). The current
required to prevent pinning increases with increasing notch
depth. Reprinted by permission from: Springer Nature, J.
Sampaio et al., “Nucleation, stability and current-induced
motion of isolated magnetic skyrmions in nanostructures,”
Nature Nanotechnol. 8, 839 (2013), ©2013.

FIG. 15 The shape of the pinning potential produced by a
hole in the sample, which has longer range repulsion and a
short range attraction (Müller and Rosch, 2015). Reprinted
with permission from J. Müller and A. Rosch, Phys. Rev. B
91, 054410 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American Physical
Society.

skyrmion motion.1010

Müller et al. (Müller and Rosch, 2015) considered a1011

skyrmion interacting with a hole or locally damaged re-1012

gion both analytically and numerically using continuum1013

methods and the Thiele equation approach. They found1014

that the potential generated by the hole has the inter-1015

esting property of combining a longer range repulsion1016

with a short range attraction. The resulting competition1017

FIG. 16 The total (total), exchange (exi), Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (dmi), anisotropy (ani), and Zeeman (field) energies
plotted as a function of distance ζ along the minimum energy
path for a skyrmion to escape from the defect for three differ-
ent types of defects at external fields of H = 0 mT [(a)-(c)]
and H = 300 mT [(d)-(f)] (Stosic et al., 2017). In the insets,
the total energy landscape or effective pinning potential is fit
to an exponential power function. Reprinted with permis-
sion from D. Stosic et al., Phys. Rev. B 96, 214403 (2017).
Copyright 2017 by the American Physical Society.

produces an unusual effect under an applied drive. The1018

skyrmion moves around the pinning site at low drives1019

due to the repulsion, but at high drives it jumps over1020

the repulsive barrier and is captured by the short range1021

attraction. At even higher drives, a flow regime appears1022

when the skyrmion escapes from the attractive part of1023

the pinning site. The competing attractive and repulsive1024

potential produced by the hole is illustrated in Fig. 15.1025

Choi et al. (Choi et al., 2016) used density functional1026

theory to study the interaction of skyrmions in MnSi with1027

atomic defects. They found that attractive sites form if1028

Si is substituted by Pb or if Mn is substituted by Zn or1029

Ir, while repulsive sites form if Mn is substituted with1030

Co. For Co monolayers on Pt, Stosic et al. (Stosic et al.,1031

2017) studied the pinning potentials at different locations1032

including on or between domain walls. Figure 16 shows1033

the total, exchange, DMI, anisotropy, and Zeeman ener-1034

gies as a function of the distance ζ along the minimum1035

energy path for the skyrmion to escape from the pinning.1036

The insets indicate that the total energy G can be fit to1037

an exponential power function G(ζ) ∝ − exp[−(ζ/α)β ],1038
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where α and β are the scale and shape parameters. Stosic1039

et al. found that off-center pinning sites are well de-1040

scribed by a similar energy expression with a radial shift.1041

Navau et al. (Navau et al., 2018) used micromagnetic1042

simulations to study skyrmion-defect interactions in thin1043

films containing DMI modulations, and obtained analytic1044

expressions for the skyrmion-defect forces within a rigid1045

skyrmion approximation. They found that the pinning1046

is enhanced (weakened) when the defect increases (de-1047

creases) the DMI. Anisotropic defects can be attractive,1048

repulsive, or have a combination of the two effects.1049

From first principles calculations for skyrmions inter-1050

acting with single-atom impurities, Fernandes et al. (Fer-1051

nandes et al., 2018) found that defects can be both at-1052

tractive and repulsive or purely attractive depending on1053

the impurity type. They focused on PdFe bilayers on an1054

Ir substrate and considered a range of defect transition1055

metal atoms including 3d (Sc, Ti, V. . . ) and 4d (Y, Zr,1056

Nb. . . ) atoms as well as Cu and Ag atoms, with the1057

defects either located on the surface or embedded in the1058

Pd surface layers. By determining whether the binding1059

energy is positive or negative, they found that attractive1060

and repulsive interactions with various strengths can ap-1061

pear depending on the element used. A key feature of this1062

system is that strongly magnetic defects locally stiffen the1063

skyrmion, leading to a repulsive skyrmion-defect interac-1064

tion, while weakly interacting defects produce attractive1065

pinning due to the substrate contribution. Since the pin-1066

ning originates from surface atoms, scanning tunneling1067

microscopy could be employed to add atoms in prescribed1068

patterns in order to create attractive and repulsive pin-1069

ning sites that precisely control the skyrmion deviations.1070

Arjana et al. (Arjana et al., 2020) pursued this idea1071

by examining atom by atom crafting of skyrmion defect1072

landscapes using single, double, and triple atom states to1073

create repulsive, attractive, and combined repulsive and1074

attractive pinning sites, as illustrated in Fig. 17. They1075

also generated asymmetric landscapes and demonstrated1076

that atomic clusters could be used to construct reservoir1077

computing devices.1078

Larger scale magnetic defects can be created using a1079

variety of nanoscale methods such as changing local mag-1080

netic properties by irradiating particular regions of the1081

sample (Fassbender et al., 2009), changing the DMI with1082

large scale thickness modulations (Yang et al., 2015), or1083

adding magnetic dots to the surface in a manner similar1084

to that used for introducing pinning in superconductors1085

(Marchiori et al., 2017; Mart́ın et al., 1997). In exten-1086

sive micromagnetic simulations of skyrmion trapping by1087

larger scale magnetic defects, Toscano et al. (Toscano1088

et al., 2019) found that the defects act either as attrac-1089

tive traps or as repulsive scatterers depending on the1090

exchange stiffness, DMI, perpendicular anisotropy, and1091

saturation magnetization. If the exchange stiffness is re-1092

duced at the defect, a skyrmion trap is formed, while if1093

it is increased, a repulsive scattering site appears. Addi-1094

FIG. 17 Schematic of atom-by-atom construction of poten-
tial landscapes for skyrmions. The leftmost cluster of arrows
illustrates the size of a typical skyrmion. Green spheres are
atoms placed so as to construct, from left to right, a repul-
sive, attractive, strongly repulsive, or combined attractive and
repulsive pinning potential (Arjana et al., 2020). Reprinted
under CC license from I. G. Arjana et al., Sci. Rep. 10, 14655
(2020).

tionally, the strength of the pinning interaction increases1095

when the skyrmion becomes smaller than the defect ra-1096

dius. In other micromagnetic simulations for skyrmions1097

moving in nanostructured materials, a large region with1098

altered local anisotropy acted as a repulsive area for the1099

skyrmions (Ding et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018a).1100

Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2017) introduced the concept1101

of pinning skyrmions with magnetic field gradients and1102

showed that the pinning strength depends on both the1103

gradient intensity and the skyrmion size. They demon-1104

strated that a skyrmion can be dragged and manipulated1105

with a suitable magnetic field gradient, suggesting a new1106

way to move skyrmions by using a magnetic tip.1107

Beyond the evidence for skyrmion pinning obtained1108

from transport studies, pinning effects can be deduced1109

via manipulation of individual skyrmions. Hanneken et1110

al. (Hanneken et al., 2016) explored the interactions be-1111

tween nanometer-scale skyrmions and atomic scale de-1112

fects in PdFe by measuring the force needed to move a1113

skyrmion, which revealed the presence of a range of pin-1114

ning strengths. They also found that interlayer defects1115

such as single Fe atoms interact strongly with a skyrmion1116

while single Co adatoms on the surface are weak pinning1117

centers; however, clusters of such adatoms can serve as1118

strong pinning sites.1119

B. Skyrmion Pinning by Individual versus Extended Defects1120

and the Role of the Magnus Force1121

In many systems such as vortices in type-II supercon-1122

ductors, it is known that extended or line-like defects can1123

produce very different pinning compared to point-like de-1124

fects. Such extended defects can form naturally, as in the1125

case of twin boundaries (Vlasko-Vlasov et al., 1994), or1126

they can be introduced with nanoscale techniques (Guil-1127

lamón et al., 2014). A line defect can produce increased1128

pinning for superconducting vortex motion across the1129

line (Vlasko-Vlasov et al., 1994) while generating guided1130
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FIG. 18 Micromagnetic simulation images of the evolution of
a skyrmion crystal and the skyrmion distortions for different
times under an applied driving current (Iwasaki et al., 2013b).
The times are (a) t = 1.30 × 10−8 s, (b) t = 2.60 × 10−8 s,
and (c) t = 4.87× 10−8 s. Green dots are the defect sites and
red regions are the skyrmion centers, while the insets show
the corresponding structure factor measurement. Panel (d)
shows a magnified view of the distorted skyrmions in panel
(c). Reprinted by permission from: Springer Nature, “Uni-
versal current-velocity relation of skyrmion motion in chiral
magnets,” Nature Commun. 4, 1463 (2013), J. Iwasaki et al.,
©2013.
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FIG. 19 The critical depinning force Fc vs the ratio αm/αd

of the Magnus force to the dissipative term for 2D particle
based simulations of skyrmions moving over pointlike disorder
sites for varied pinning strength Fp (Reichhardt et al., 2015a).
The depinning threshold decreases with increasing Magnus
force. Reprinted with permission from C. Reichhardt et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 217202 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the
American Physical Society.

FIG. 20 Schematic of a skyrmion (upper red dot) with both
Magnus and dissipative terms and a superconducting vortex
(lower blue dot) with only a dissipative term interacting with
an attractive point pinning site (green dot) to illustrate how
the Magnus force decreases the pinning effectiveness. The
skyrmion moves in a direction that is the resultant of two ve-
locity components: dissipative (thin brown arrows) and Mag-
nus force induced (thick red arrows). Since the Magnus force
velocity component is perpendicular to the attractive force
from the pinning site, the skyrmion deflects around the pin-
ning site. In contrast, the superconducting vortex moves di-
rectly toward the potential minimum and is more likely to be
trapped by the pinning site.

or easy flow for motion along the line (Durán et al.,1131

1992). In skyrmion systems, it was initially argued that1132

a skyrmion can move around a point pinning site due1133

to the Magnus effect (Nagaosa and Tokura, 2013). Mi-1134

cromagnetic simulations by Iwasaki et al. (Iwasaki et al.,1135

2013b) showed that pinning was reduced not only by this1136

avoidance motion but also by the ability of the skyrmions1137

to change shape, as illustrated in Fig. 18.1138

Particle-based simulations of skyrmions interacting1139

with pointlike random pinning (Reichhardt et al., 2015a)1140

in 2D systems indicate that the depinning threshold de-1141

creases as the ratio αm/αd of the Magnus force to the1142

dissipative term increases over a wide range of pinning1143

strengths, as shown in Fig. 19. A schematic illustration of1144

how the Magnus force reduces the point pinning effective-1145

ness appears in Fig. 20. The velocity component induced1146

by the attractive pinning force always points toward the1147

pinning site, while the Magnus velocity component is per-1148

pendicular to the attractive force. The skyrmion moves1149

in a direction defined by the resultant of these velocity1150

components. The net effect is that, although the dissi-1151

pative term favors the motion of the skyrmion toward1152

the pinning site, the Magnus force causes the skyrmion1153

to deflect around the pinning site. In contrast, a purely1154

overdamped particle such as a superconducting vortex1155

moves directly toward the center of the pinning site and1156

is likely to be trapped. The deflection of the skyrmion1157

around the pinning site depends strongly on the relative1158
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FIG. 21 (a) Schematic showing the dissipative (thin brown
arrows) and Magnus (thick red arrows) velocity components
for a skyrmion (upper red dot) or superconducting vortex
(lower blue dot) moving toward an attractive extended line
defect (green column). The overdamped superconducting vor-
tex moves directly toward the line defect, while the skyrmion
is deflected but gradually approaches the defect. Unlike the
case for point pinning in Fig. 20, the skyrmion cannot sim-
ply move around the line defect but eventually reaches the
defect and interacts with it. (b) Schematic of a skyrmion
(red dot) located inside a closed grain boundary (green line).
The skyrmion may be deflected as it moves toward the grain
boundary; however, it must cross the pinning potential mini-
mum in order to pass through the grain boundary.

sizes of the skyrmion and the pinning site.1159

Experiments by Woo et al. (Woo et al., 2016) on room1160

temperature ultrathin films unexpectedly showed that1161

the skyrmions experience strong pinning. Due to the1162

nature of the films, which contain grain boundaries or1163

extended defects, the intrinsic pinning in these samples1164

may not be pointlike. Continuum based simulations of1165

skyrmions (Legrand et al., 2017) confirmed that grain1166

boundaries induce skyrmion pinning that increases in1167

strength for smaller grain sizes; however, there is a min-1168

imum grain size below which pinning cannot occur. One1169

explanation for the stronger pinning by extended defects1170

is that it is not possible for the skyrmion to skirt an1171

extended defect. In Fig. 21(a) we schematically illus-1172

trate the Magnus and dissipation induced velocity com-1173

ponents of a skyrmion moving toward an attractive ex-1174

tended line defect. The dissipative velocity component1175

points toward the defect, but the Magnus velocity com-1176

ponent is oriented perpendicular to the line defect, bend-1177

ing the skyrmion trajectory sideways as the defect is1178

approached. If the defect line extends across the sam-1179

ple, the skyrmion cannot avoid the defect, but even-1180

tually reaches and crosses it while experiencing its full1181

pinning potential. This is in contrast to the ability of1182

a skyrmion to completely avoid a pointlike pin. If a1183

driven skyrmion is inside an extended line defect such as1184

a grain boundary, as shown schematically in Fig. 21(b),1185
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FIG. 22 2D particle-based simulations of a skyrmion interact-
ing with a 1D defect line showing the critical depinning force
for driving applied parallel, F c

|| (blue squares), and perpen-
dicular, F c

⊥ (red circles), to the line, vs the relative strength
αm/αd of the Magnus force. F c

|| is insensitive to the Magnus
force while F c

⊥ decreases with increasing Magnus force. (Re-
ichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016b). Reprinted with permission
from C. Reichhardt et al., Phys. Rev. B 94, 094413 (2016).
Copyright 2016 by the American Physical Society.

the Magnus force may bend the skyrmion trajectory upon1186

approach to the boundary, but the skyrmion eventually1187

must pass through the potential minimum in order to exit1188

the grain boundary, as illustrated in the lower panel of1189

Fig. 21(b). As a result, extended defects are always more1190

effective than point defects at exerting pinning forces on1191

skyrmions.1192

A numerical test of the effect of the Magnus force on1193

skyrmions moving perpendicular to a line defect was per-1194

formed by Reichhardt et al. (Reichhardt and Reichhardt,1195

2016b) for a 2D skyrmion moving over a 1D pinning line.1196

As shown in Fig. 22, for driving applied parallel to the1197

pinning line, the critical current Fc is independent of the1198

size of the Magnus term, in contrast to point pinning1199

where Fc decreases as the Magnus term increases. On1200

the other hand, when the drive is applied perpendicular1201

to the line defect, the depinning threshold decreases with1202

increasing Magnus term. This effect would be most pro-1203

nounced for skyrmions moving over 1D pinning features1204

such as twin boundaries, but would likely be absent in a1205

sample filled with closed grain boundaries.1206

The best model for the interaction between skyrmions1207

and extended defects is dictated by the nature of the1208

defects. For example, thickness modulation defects pro-1209

duce short range attractive pinning, whereas magnetic1210

stripe defects give longer range pinning with a dipolar1211

form A/r3 that is either attractive or repulsive. In some1212

cases the extended defect could have a competing po-1213

tential that is repulsive at longer distances but becomes1214

attractive close to the defect. The edges of the sample1215

act as an extended repulsive potential, and the skyrmion1216
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FIG. 23 Illustration of skyrmion motion through a heterochi-
ral interface (Menezes et al., 2019a). The initial skyrmion
position is on the left side of the interface. As the relative
DMI strengths D1 and D2 are varied with respect to each
other, the skyrmion trajectory is deflected by a distance δy
in the positive (upper black arrows) or negative (lower blue
arrows) y direction. Reprinted with permission from R. M.
Menezes et al., Phys. Rev. B 99, 104409 (2019). Copyright
2019 by the American Physical Society.

Hall effect can push the skyrmion toward and out of the1217

sample edge. Iwasaki et al. studied skyrmion-sample1218

edge interactions and identified a critical current below1219

which the skyrmions are unable to overcome the repulsive1220

edge barrier (Iwasaki et al., 2013a).1221

Navau et al. simulated the Thiele model for a sin-1222

gle skyrmion interacting with an extended defect rep-1223

resenting an edge (Navau et al., 2016). The skyrmion is1224

strongly deflected by the edge, which exerts a force of the1225

form f = −f0e
−d/d0 n̂, where d is the distance between1226

the skyrmion center of mass and the edge, n̂ is a unit vec-1227

tor perpendicular to the edge, and d0 is approximately1228

equal to the skyrmion diameter. Other work (Navau1229

et al., 2018) showed that extended defects can produce ei-1230

ther repulsive or attractive forces on a skyrmion. The dy-1231

namics of a skyrmion interacting with an extended defect1232

depends on both the form of the defect and the skyrmion1233

type. Menezes et al. (Menezes et al., 2019a) considered1234

micromagnetic simulations of a skyrmion moving toward1235

a heterochiral interface created with multilayers. They1236

found that a ferromagnetic skyrmion is deflected by the1237

interface with an amplitude that can be tuned by chang-1238

ing the applied current or by modifying the difference in1239

the DMI across the interface, as shown in Fig. 23. On1240

the other hand, antiferromagnetic skyrmions experience1241

no deflection at the interface.1242

C. Discussion1243

There are numerous theoretical, computational, and1244

experimental directions for further study of basic1245

skyrmion pinning mechanisms. Simulations and theory1246

indicate that there are many ways to create attractive,1247

repulsive, or both attractive and repulsive pinning sites,1248

so one of the next steps is to consider how to combine dif-1249

ferent pin types to produce novel dynamical phenomena,1250

control the skyrmion motion, and reduce or enhance pin-1251

ning. In many other systems where pinning occurs, such1252

as vortices in type-II superconductors, the natural or ar-1253

tificial defects producing the pinning reduce the super-1254

conducting condensation energy, so studies have focused1255

on strictly attractive pinning sites. In colloidal systems,1256

optical forces and most surface modifications also create1257

attractive pinning sites. As a result, systems with repul-1258

sive defects represent a relatively unexplored regime of1259

collective dynamics. Many skyrmions in thin films seem1260

to show strong pinning effects from attractive pins; how-1261

ever, there may be a way to introduce additional repulsive1262

defect sites that would effectively reduce the overall pin-1263

ning by competing with the attractive pinning centers.1264

The pinning process for antiskyrmions or antiferromag-1265

netic skyrmions is of interest since θintSkH = 0 in these1266

systems (Göbel et al., 2021; Woo et al., 2018), so the dy-1267

namics and pinning effects should be modified and may1268

resemble those found for superconducting vortices. Liang1269

et al. (Liang et al., 2019) considered antiferromagnetic1270

(AF) and ferromagnetic (FM) skyrmions interacting with1271

a defect. They found that the critical depinning force in-1272

creases with increasing defect strength, and that the FM1273

skyrmions can bypass defects by moving around them1274

due to the Magnus force while the AF skyrmions be-1275

come trapped. This suggests that AF skyrmions may1276

be much more susceptible to pinning effects compared to1277

FM skyrmions. The type of pinning matters, however,1278

since the work of Menezes et al. (Menezes et al., 2019a)1279

on a line defect separating two regions with different DMI1280

suggests that AF skyrmions may not be very susceptible1281

to changes in the DMI. It would also be interesting to1282

explore the pinning of biskyrmions, merons, and other1283

related objects such as skyrmioniums (Kolesnikov et al.,1284

2018), as well as the role pinning plays in determining the1285

direction of current flow. For example, Stier et al. (Stier1286

et al., 2021) showed in simulations that although mag-1287

netic impurities do not interfere with a uniform applied1288

current, conducting impurities can change the current1289

paths. If defects could be introduced that are able to1290

move over time in response to a current, they would cre-1291

ate a pinning landscape that can gradually be sculpted in1292

a manner similar to electromigration. This could produce1293

interesting memristor-like effects.1294

Most studies of pinning to date have focused on de-1295

fects in 2D; however, for 3D line-like skyrmions (Birch1296

et al., 2020; Milde et al., 2013; Wolf et al., 2021; Yu et al.,1297
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FIG. 24 Schematic of possible 3D defects that could be
created for bulk skyrmions. (a) Columnar defect tracks,
which could induce the formation of a skyrmion Bose glass.
(b) Splayed columnar defects, which could create a splayed
skyrmion glass or promote skyrmion entanglement. (c) Ran-
dom point defects, which could generate a skyrmion glass. (d)
3D planar defects.

2020a), entirely new types of pinning effects could arise1298

along with an array of new methods for creating 3D pin-1299

ning. In 3D superconducting vortex systems, columnar1300

pinning enhances the critical depinning current (Civale,1301

1997) by trapping the vortex line along the entire length1302

of the pinning site, and a similar effect could occur for1303

3D skyrmions. Splayed columnar defects (Hwa et al.,1304

1993) could promote the entanglement of skyrmion lines,1305

while proton irradiation could be used to create random1306

point defects (Haberkorn et al., 2012) or 3D line defects1307

(Kafri et al., 2007). In the schematics in Fig. 24, we show1308

possible 3D pinning arrangements for skyrmion systems,1309

including columnar, splayed, 3D point-like, and 3D pla-1310

nar defects. It would be interesting to learn whether 3D1311

pinning is more effective than 2D pinning or whether it1312

can reduce skyrmion creep at finite temperatures. Some1313

types of defects repel skyrmions rather than attracting1314

them, and adding 3D versions of such defects could in-1315

crease the net skyrmion mobility. One possible experi-1316

ment would be to irradiate bulk samples and determine1317

whether the depinning threshold changes as measured by1318

changes in the THE. If a sufficiently large density of 3D1319

defects were added to the sample, percolation paths could1320

emerge that serve as easy flow channels for skyrmion mo-1321

tion, leading to a net increase rather than decrease in1322

the skyrmion mobility. Recently Juge et al. used ion1323

irradiation to create quasi-1D regions and showed that1324

skyrmions could be guided along the irradiated channels1325

(Juge et al., 2021).1326

In 3D samples it would be possible to place different1327

types of pinning on the top and bottom surfaces of the1328

sample, such as through nanopatterning or by adding1329

4/4
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FIG. 25 Magnetic force microscope image of disordered
skyrmions in Ir/Fe/Co/Pt multilayers (Soumyanarayanan
et al., 2017). Black/blue indicates low magnetic field and
yellow/white indicates high magnetic field. The scale bar is
0.5 µ m in length. Reprinted by permission from: Springer
Nature, “Tunable room-temperature magnetic skyrmions in
Ir/Fe/Co/Pt multilayers,” Nature Mater. 16, 898 (2017), A.
Soumyanarayan et al., ©2017.

adatoms. For example, if the top of the sample has1330

antipinning sites and the bottom has pinning sites, a1331

shear effect could arise under driving that would promote1332

skyrmion cutting or the creation of monopoles along the1333

skyrmion lines (Lin and Saxena, 2016). It may also be1334

possible to create chiral bobbers.1335

V. COLLECTIVE STATES AND SKYRMION LATTICES1336

WITH PINNING1337

We next consider the effect of pinning on the static1338

configurations of collectively interacting skyrmions. The1339

first experimental observation of magnetic skyrmions was1340

the imaging of a skyrmion lattice with neutron scatter-1341

ing (Mühlbauer et al., 2009), followed by direct visual-1342

ization of the skyrmion lattice with Lorentz microscopy1343

(Yu et al., 2010). The fact that the skyrmions formed1344

a lattice suggests that in these initial experiments, the1345

pinning was relatively weak. There are now many ex-1346

amples of skyrmion systems, particularly in thin films,1347

that form disordered states (Hsu et al., 2018; Karube1348

et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019a; Zhang et al., 2018c).1349

Figure 25 shows an image of disordered room temper-1350

ature skyrmions in Ir/Fe/Co/Pt multilayers (Soumya-1351

narayanan et al., 2017). The manner in which the system1352
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FIG. 26 Examples of Delaunay triangulations of skyrmion
lattices (Rajeswari et al., 2015). (a) Image of a lattice defect
consisting of sevenfold-coordinated (left black) and fivefold-
coordinated (right red) skyrmions adjacent to each other. (b)
A map of the local spatial angle superimposed on top of the
Delaunay triangulation with a defect at the center. (c) A
close-up view of the region marked with a square in panel
(b), showing the presence of a dislocation line at the domain
boundary. From J. Rajeswari et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
(USA) 112, 14212 (2015).

is prepared strongly impacts whether the skyrmions form1353

a lattice. For example, consider a sample in which the1354

skyrmion ground state at temperature T1 is disordered.1355

If the sample were prepared at another temperature T21356

where the ground state is ordered and the temperature1357

was suddenly changed to T1, the skyrmions could re-1358

main in a metastable ordered lattice configuration. The1359

metastable state could be destroyed by the application1360

of a current or drive that allows the skyrmions to reach1361

their disordered T1 ground state configuration.1362

The structure of a skyrmion lattice can be measured1363

using the structure factor,1364

S(k) =
1

N

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

N
∑
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e−ik·Rj

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(8)

where Rj is the position of skyrmion j and N is the total1365

number of skyrmions being sampled. For a glass state,1366

S(k) has a ring structure, while for a triangular lattice,1367

S(k) has sixfold peaks. The lattice structure can also be1368

measured by using a Voronoi or Delaunay construction to1369

determine the fraction of sixfold coordinated skyrmions,1370

as illustrated in Fig. 26 (Rajeswari et al., 2015). Such1371

measures permit the identification of different topological1372

defects in the skyrmion lattice, such as adjacent fivefold1373

and sevenfold coordinated skyrmions that form a disloca-1374

tion pair, as in Fig. 26(c). Dislocation pairs can glide or1375

climb depending on the strength of the driving. Instead1376

of completely disordering, the skyrmion lattice can form1377

domains defined by grain boundaries, where the angular1378

mismatch between skyrmion lattices in adjacent grains1379

determines the spacing between the 5-7 dislocation pairs1380

decorating the boundaries (Lavergne et al., 2018).1381

Disordered skyrmion arrangements can be produced1382

by strong pinning, temperature, or polydispersity of1383

the skyrmion sizes or types. For example, a disorder-1384

free 2D system or collection of 3D lines with a trian-1385
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FIG. 27 (a) Schematic phase diagram as a function of
quenched disorder δ vs temperature T/Tm for a 2D system,
where Tm is the melting temperature. The solid line indicates
the predicted transition from a crystal to a disordered non-
crystalline state (Nelson, 1983). The disordered state becomes
reentrant when the temperature overpowers the quenched dis-
order before the crystal lattice melts. The dashed red line is
from the modified phase diagram proposed by Cha and Fer-
tig (Cha and Fertig, 1995), where the system is ordered at
T = 0 and a low temperature disordered state does not ap-
pear until a critical amount of disorder δc has been added. (b)
The same for 2D colloidal experiments (Deutschländer et al.,
2013), where an intermediate hexatic phase appears between
the crystal and disordered phases.

gular lattice ground state melts at a critical temper-1386

ature Tc. The melting transition can be first or sec-1387

ond order in the 3D system and second order in the1388

2D system according to the Kosterliz-Thouless-Halperin-1389

Nelson-Young (KTHNY) mechanism, in which a prolifer-1390

ation of dislocations is followed by the proliferation of free1391

disclinations (Kosterlitz and Thouless, 1973; Nelson and1392

Halperin, 1979; Strandburg, 1988; Young, 1979). There is1393

evidence for 2D melting via intermediate hexatic phases1394

in the absence of a substrate in numerous systems, in-1395

cluding colloidal assemblies (Zahn et al., 1999), and a1396

first order transition into a hexatic phase has been ob-1397

served (Thorneywork et al., 2017). The hexatic phase is1398

detected via the density-density correlation function1399

gG(|r− r′|) = 〈exp(iG · [u(r)− u(r′)])〉 (9)

and the bond-angular correlation function1400

g6(|r− r′|) = 〈exp(i6[θ(r)− θ(r′)])〉. (10)

Here G is the reciprocal lattice vector, u(r) is the par-1401

ticle displacement field, and θ(r) is the angle with re-1402

spect to the x-axis. For a 2D crystal, g6(r) is constant1403

and gG(r) decays algebraically, gG(r) ∝ r−n(T ). In the1404

hexatic phase, gG(r) decreases exponentially while g6(r)1405

decays algebraically as g6(r) ∝ r−n6(T ), where n6 ap-1406

proaches the value 1/4. In the fluid phase, both corre-1407

lation functions decay exponentially. Several recent ex-1408

periments have provided evidence for a hexatic phase in1409

skyrmion systems (Huang et al., 2020; Zázvorka et al.,1410

2020).1411

Most skyrmion systems contain some quenched disor-1412

der. At T = 0 in a sample with random pinning, a lattice1413

of interacting particles takes advantage of the pinning en-1414

ergy Ep at the cost of the elastic energy Eel. For weak1415
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pinning, a small amount of elastic distortion occurs but1416

the triangular lattice symmetry is preserved. When the1417

disorder is stronger, the elasticity breaks down and var-1418

ious topological defects appear. In 2D systems, a disor-1419

dered KTHNY transition can occur in which the system1420

passes from a lattice to a hexatic phase, while when the1421

disorder is stronger, a 2D glassy state appears. Nelson1422

(Nelson, 1983) proposed the phase diagram illustrated1423

in Fig. 27(a) as a function of disorder versus tempera-1424

ture. In the absence of quenched disorder, lattice order-1425

ing begins to disappear at the finite T transition to a1426

hexatic or liquid state. Quenched disorder produces a1427

disordered lattice even when T = 0; however, temper-1428

ature can overwhelm the quenched disorder, producing1429

a thermally induced transition to a floating crystalline1430

state that melts into a liquid at a higher temperature.1431

When the quenched disorder is strong enough, the sys-1432

tem is always in a disordered state. Cha and Fertig (Cha1433

and Fertig, 1995) argued that at T = 0 the system re-1434

mains in a crystalline state until a critical amount of1435

quenched disorder δc is added, at which point the system1436

disorders, as indicated by the horizontal dashed line in1437

Fig. 27(a). Thermal effects can only wash out the pinning1438

before the lattice melts if the pinning sites are small. Ex-1439

periments in 2D colloidal systems (Deutschländer et al.,1440

2013) support the phase diagram shown in Fig. 27(b),1441

where an intermediate hexatic phase appears for zero1442

quenched disorder and increases in extent as quenched1443

disorder is added to the sample. In principle, a simi-1444

lar phase diagram could be constructed for 2D systems1445

containing skyrmions of roughly uniform size.1446

Recent Monte Carlo simulations indicate that a 2D1447

skyrmion lattice can melt without passing through a hex-1448

atic phase (Nishikawa et al., 2019); however, as suggested1449

by Fig. 27, quenched disorder could enhance the hexatic1450

phase in other types of skyrmion systems. Skyrmions in1451

2D are often already strongly disordered, but in a dense1452

regime the skyrmion interactions could become strong1453

enough to favor the formation of a hexatic phase. In ad-1454

dition to quenched disorder, two other mechanisms help1455

determine whether the skyrmion arrangement is ordered1456

or disordered. Polydispersity in the skyrmion sizes could1457

induce the formation of a hexatic state even for weak1458

quenched disorder. Simulations of 2D Lennard-Jones sys-1459

tems (Sadr-Lahijany et al., 1997) showed that, depending1460

on the density, a dispersity in as few as 10% of the par-1461

ticles was sufficient to disorder the system. Numerical1462

evidence by Zhang et al. for frustrated ferromagnetic1463

films (Zhang et al., 2017c) containing mixtures of dif-1464

ferent skyrmion sizes indicates that polydispersity can1465

produce disordered skyrmion states. In Fig. 28(a,b) we1466

schematically illustrate the disordering of a monodisperse1467

triangular solid by the introduction of size dispersity. An1468

open question for skyrmion systems is how much size dis-1469

persity is necessary to induce a transition from a trian-1470

gular solid to a disordered state.1471

FIG. 28 Schematic illustrations of scenarios leading to disor-
dered skyrmion structures without quenched disorder or tem-
perature. (a,b) Disordering induced by size polydispersity.
(c,d) A jamming mechanism for skyrmions with short range
contact forces. (c) Below a critical density, ρ < ρc, the sys-
tem is liquid-like, while (d) for ρ > ρc, the skyrmions are in
contact and form a solid.

An effective jamming transition can also introduce dis-1472

order. In jamming, a fluid-like state of freely-moving par-1473

ticles becomes a solid state with a finite shear response1474

where the particles are in contact. Jamming is typically1475

studied in systems with short range or hard sphere in-1476

teractions, such as grains and emulsions; however, the1477

interaction between larger skyrmions can be described as1478

a short range repulsion, giving such skyrmions emulsion-1479

like properties. Hard disks first come into contact at a1480

jamming density or area coverage φJ , where for a 50:501481

mixture of 2D bidisperse hard disks with a radius ra-1482

tio of R1/R2 = 1.4, φJ = 0.84 (O’Hern et al., 2003).1483

There is a disordered fluid below φJ and a jammed amor-1484

phous solid above it. Monodisperse disks form a jammed1485

triangular solid at φc = 0.9, suggesting that monodis-1486

perse skyrmions with very short range interactions can1487

disorder below the jamming or solidification density ρc.1488

The schematic in Fig. 28(c) illustrates particles such as1489

skyrmions with short range interactions in a disordered1490

state at ρ < ρc, while at ρ > ρc in Fig. 28(d), the particles1491

are in contact and form a jammed crystalline solid. When1492

skyrmion-skyrmion interactions extend beyond nearest1493

neighbors, as for small skyrmions or 3D skyrmions, an1494

ordered lattice forms, while for larger skyrmions or 2D1495

skyrmions with a short interaction range, a jamming1496

transition to a disordered state can occur.1497

The skyrmion density is nonmonotonic as a function1498

of the magnetic field, while the skyrmion size is affected1499

by the out-of-plane magnetic field. As a result, at in-1500

termediate fields where the skyrmion density is high,1501

the skyrmions may form a triangular solid; however,1502
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when the skyrmion density decreases for higher or lower1503

fields, the spacing between skyrmions could become large1504

enough that the skyrmions no longer interact, causing the1505

system to transition into a disordered state outside some1506

critical window of magnetic fields. The skyrmions could1507

exhibit two glassy states associated with the lower field1508

low density limit, an intermediate field triangular lattice,1509

and a higher field disordered state. In certain nonequilib-1510

rium cases the skyrmion number may remain fixed while1511

the skyrmion radius changes.1512

For 3D systems containing quenched disorder, such as1513

superconducting vortex lines, a Bragg glass can form in1514

which both hexagonal order and glassy features appear1515

(Giamarchi and Le Doussal, 1995; Klein et al., 2001). If1516

skyrmions in a bulk 3D sample form a Bragg glass, it1517

could be detected through measurements of the in-plane1518

correlation function g(r) or by finding a power law di-1519

vergence of the Bragg peaks in a scattering measurement1520

(Giamarchi and Le Doussal, 1995). In analogy to the1521

transitions observed in superconducting vortex systems,1522

3D skyrmions could undergo a first order transition from1523

a Bragg glass to a liquid state or to a more disordered1524

glass.1525

When columnar disorder is present, 3D superconduct-1526

ing vortices can form a disordered Bose glass, suggest-1527

ing that skyrmions in linelike disorder could form a1528

skyrmion Bose glass. Strong disorder in a 3D skyrmion1529

system could also produce other glasses such as an en-1530

tangled state in which skyrmion lines wrap around each1531

other. These skyrmion glasses could have very differ-1532

ent properties from superconducting vortex glasses since1533

the skyrmions can in principle break or merge to form1534

monopole states. In superconducting systems, glassy1535

states can be detected through magnetization or volt-1536

age measurements, while for skyrmion systems, possible1537

measurements that could reveal glassy features include1538

magnetization, slow changes in the THE, or changes in1539

the structure factor S(k) as a function of time. The ex-1540

ploration of glassy states is an almost completely open1541

field in skyrmions.1542

Samples with intermediate disorder contain only a few1543

strong pinning sites, so a polydisperse state can form in1544

which local ordering coexists with grain boundaries, or1545

locally disordered regions could coexist with long range1546

order. In Fig. 29 we show an image of a weakly pinned su-1547

perconducting vortex lattice (Moretti and Miguel, 2009)1548

illustrating the initiation of motion at the grain bound-1549

aries under an applied drive. A similar initial depin-1550

ning near grain boundaries should occur in moderately1551

disordered skyrmion systems, where domains and grain1552

boundaries have been experimentally observed (Li et al.,1553

2017; Matsumoto et al., 2016a,b; Nakajima et al., 2017a;1554

Rajeswari et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016b). The depin-1555

ning could involve either grain boundary motion or grain1556

rotation, with dynamics that may be very different from1557

those of fully ordered skyrmion lattices or completely dis-1558

FIG. 29 Image of a superconducting vortex lattice with in-
termediate disorder, showing regions of crystalline sixfold-
coordinated vortices (hollow green) and grain boundaries
composed of fivefold- and sevenfold-coordinated vortices
(filled red and blue). Under a driving current, the trajecto-
ries (black lines) indicate that depinning occurs first along the
grain boundaries. Reprinted with permission from P. Moretti
and M.-C. Miguel, Phys. Rev. B 79, 104505 (2009). Copy-
right 2009 by the American Physical Society.

ordered skyrmion states. The ability of skyrmions to1559

change shape modifies the grain boundary formation pro-1560

cess compared to colloidal or atomic systems, and certain1561

topological defects may be less costly in a skyrmion lat-1562

tice than in a rigid particle assembly (Matsumoto et al.,1563

2016a).1564

In Monte Carlo simulations of skyrmion formation,1565

Silva et al. (Silva et al., 2014) found that a very small1566

number of pointlike nonmagnetic defects could produce1567

a disordered skyrmion structure. They also observed1568

the emergence of bimerons for an increasing density of1569

spin vacancies in both the spiral and the skyrmion state,1570

as shown in Fig. 30. Although inclusion of even 1% of1571

spin vacancies strongly disordered the system, it is un-1572

known if there is a critical level of vacancies that trig-1573

gers the skyrmion disordering transition. (Silva et al.,1574

2014). As has been done for other pinned systems (Gi-1575

amarchi and Le Doussal, 1995), Hoshino and Nagaosa1576

(Hoshino and Nagaosa, 2018) used theoretical methods1577

such as replica theory from the glass literature to study1578

a collective skyrmion glass phase. They found several1579

scaling relations for the critical current and pinning fre-1580

quencies, along with the key result that these quanti-1581

ties change sharply across the helical state to skyrmion1582

state transition. Several other studies demonstrated that1583
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FIG. 30 Images from Monte Carlo simulations (Silva et al.,
2014) of spiral (left column) and skyrmion (right column)
states with increasing magnetic spin vacancy densities ρ. At
ρ = 0, an ordered spiral or triangular skyrmion lattice state
forms. As ρ increases, skyrmions nucleate in the spiral state,
the skyrmion lattice becomes disordered, and bimerons ap-
pear. Reprinted with permission from R. L. Silva et al., Phys.
Rev. B 89, 054434 (2014). Copyright 2014 by the American
Physical Society.

quenched disorder can generate skyrmions (Chudnovsky1584

and Garanin, 2018; Mirebeau et al., 2018).1585

At transitions from square meron to hexagonal meron1586

to hexagonal skyrmion states (Yu et al., 2018b), changes1587

in the elastic constants can occur, and the system can1588

disorder near the square to hexagonal transition if the1589

elastic constants drop below a certain level. Metastable1590

glassy skyrmion states could be created by quenching1591

rapidly from a higher temperature liquid state to a lower1592

temperature at which the equilibrium state is an ordered1593

FIG. 31 Schematic of a possible phase diagram as a function
of disorder strength δ versus magnetic field H for a skyrmion
system. A helical state (Hl) forms at low fields. At low δ
and high skyrmion density there is a skyrmion Bragg-Glass
(Sk-BrG), while at low skyrmion densities and intermediate
δ, a skyrmion glass (Sk-Gl) appears. For large δ, a mixed
skyrmion-meron state with skyrmion breaking (Disordered)
emerges. A ferromagnetic state (Ferro) appears at the highest
fields.

solid. In the presence of pinning, the resulting metastable1594

supercooled liquid or glassy state could be long lived.1595

Metastable and equilibrium disordered states can be dis-1596

tinguished from each other by applying perturbations1597

such as a changing magnetic field. Experiments have1598

shown that even in systems with large intrinsic disorder,1599

an ordered skyrmion lattice can be produced by the ju-1600

dicious selection of field application protocols (Gilbert1601

et al., 2019).1602

A. Future Directions1603

Collective skyrmion states with disorder could form1604

different types of glassy states, such as analogs to the vor-1605

tex glass in type-II superconductors with point pinning,1606

a Bose glass, a splay glass, or entirely new glassy phases1607

not previously observed. For example, a Bragg glass1608

could form for weak quenched disorder, while a skyrmion1609

glass similar to a superconducting vortex glass could ap-1610

pear for stronger quenched disorder. At even stronger1611

disorder, the skyrmion lines could break up to create1612

something like a monopole glass or a skyrmion-bimeron1613

glass. Other possible states include a skyrmion bobber1614

glass or a state with chiral bobbers near the surface (Ry-1615

bakov et al., 2016) and a skyrmion glass in the bulk. In1616

Fig. 31 we show a schematic of a possible phase diagram1617

as a function of disorder strength δ versus magnetic field1618

for a skyrmion system. At intermediate fields, where1619

the skyrmion density is the highest, there is a skyrmion1620
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Bragg glass, while for larger δ the skyrmions positionally1621

disorder and form a skyrmion glass. At the highest δ, the1622

skyrmion lines break up into a disordered configuration1623

of coexisting skyrmions and bimerons. Other arrange-1624

ments are also possible. For example, with increasing1625

field, the skyrmions become smaller and more difficult1626

to distort, so the disordered phase could shift to higher1627

δ with increasing magnetic field. Each of these states1628

could show unique responses to driving, ac perturbation,1629

retardation effects, or creep. If a full phase diagram for1630

static skyrmion states were measured as a function of1631

quenched disorder, field, and temperature, it could con-1632

tain skyrmion lattice, skyrmion glass, and skyrmion liq-1633

uid states similar to the superconducting vortex phase1634

diagram (Crabtree and Nelson, 1997). It is not known1635

whether a 2D or 3D skyrmion liquid phase differs from1636

a 2D or 3D skyrmion glass phase. Since many materi-1637

als now support skyrmions at room temperature, some1638

could have strong enough thermal fluctuations to create1639

a diffusing skyrmion liquid. Already there is evidence for1640

skyrmion thermal motion (Nozaki et al., 2019; Zázvorka1641

et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020) and liquid phases (Chai1642

et al., 2021). The nature of the skyrmion liquid phase1643

could depend strongly on the quenched disorder.1644

Differences between a pinned liquid and a pinned glass1645

appear in correlation functions such as density fluctua-1646

tions or S(k). The same measures can detect the pres-1647

ence of disordered hyperuniformity where, unlike a com-1648

pletely random system, large scale density fluctuations1649

are suppressed (Torquato, 2016). Hyperuniformity can1650

be used to distinguish jammed and liquid states (Dreyfus1651

et al., 2015), and it has been observed in simulations of1652

interacting particles with pinning (Le Thien et al., 2017).1653

When the structure factor S(k) in the limit |k| → 0 obeys1654

a power law, given by1655

S(k) ∝ |k|α, (11)

hyperuniformity is present when α > 0, while in a ran-1656

dom configuration, S(k) approaches a constant value at1657

small k. There are different hyperuniform scaling regimes1658

with α > 1, α = 1, and 0 < α < 1. In general, larger1659

values of α indicate larger amounts of short range order.1660

Hyperuniformity can also be characterized by measur-1661

ing the number variance σ2(R) = 〈N2(R)〉 − 〈N(R)〉2,1662

where N(R) is the number of particles in a region of ra-1663

dius R. For a random system, σ2(R) ∝ R2, while for d-1664

dimensional hyperuniform systems, σ2(R) ∝ Rd−α when1665

α < 1 and σ2(R) ∝ Rd−1 when α > 1 (Torquato, 2016).1666

Skyrmion assemblies are an ideal system in which to test1667

hyperuniformity concepts since skyrmions can easily be1668

imaged over large scales.1669

It is an open question how all of the disordered phases1670

described above would change for different species of1671

skyrmions such as an antiskyrmion lattice, antiferromag-1672

netic skyrmions, or a 3D hedgehog lattice. Each variety1673

of skyrmion could exhibit different collective interactions1674

in the presence of disorder.1675

VI. DEPINNING DYNAMICS OF SKYRMIONS WITH1676

PINNING1677

Skyrmions in the presence of pinning can be driven by1678

various methods depending on whether the host system1679

is a metal or an insulator. A metallic system can be1680

driven through the application of a current by means of1681

the spin torque effect (Iwasaki et al., 2013a,b; Legrand1682

et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2015; Nagaosa and Tokura,1683

2013; Schulz et al., 2012; Tolley et al., 2018; Woo et al.,1684

2016; Yu et al., 2012). Other driving methods include1685

thermal gradients (Kong and Zang, 2013; Kovalev, 2014;1686

Lin et al., 2014; Mochizuki et al., 2014; Pöllath et al.,1687

2017; Wang et al., 2020c), electric fields (Ma et al., 2018;1688

White et al., 2014), spin waves (Shen et al., 2018b; Yok-1689

ouchi et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2015a, 2017a), magnons1690

(Psaroudaki and Loss, 2018), magnetic field gradients1691

(Shen et al., 2018a; Zhang et al., 2018d), and acoustic1692

waves (Nepal et al., 2018; Yokouchi et al., 2020), as well1693

as skyrmioniums driven with spin waves (Li et al., 2018).1694

One of the first studies of skyrmion dynamics was per-1695

formed by Zang et al. (Zang et al., 2011), who showed1696

that the skyrmion trajectories are deflected from the di-1697

rection of the applied current and generate a THE that1698

can be very large. They also identified a weak pinning1699

or collective pinning regime along with a strong pinning1700

regime. Direct imaging of skyrmion dynamics has been1701

achieved with a variety of experimental techniques in-1702

cluding Lorentz imaging, described further below.1703

Skyrmions produce the topological Hall effect (Na-1704

gaosa and Tokura, 2013; Neubauer et al., 2009; Raju1705

et al., 2019), which combines additively with the other1706

Hall effect terms to give a measured resistivity of1707

ρxy(H) = R0H +RsM(H) + ρTH(H). (12)

Here R0H is the ordinary Hall effect and RSM(H) is the1708

anomalous Hall effect, while ρTH is the THE, which is1709

typically obtained by accurately accounting for the con-1710

tribution of the first two terms and subtracting them1711

from ρxy. The THE is linked to the skyrmion density1712

according to ρTH = PR0nTΦ0, where P is the den-1713

sity of mobile charges, R0 is an unknown Hall resistivity1714

from the effective charge density that is often taken to be1715

equal to the ordinary Hall coefficient, nT is the density1716

of the total topological charge from the skyrmions, and1717

Φ0 = h/e is the elementary flux quantum. According to1718

this relation, ρTH is directly proportional to the number1719

of skyrmions in the sample (Nagaosa and Tokura, 2013;1720

Raju et al., 2019). The skyrmion size affects ρTH , so1721

smaller skyrmions produce a larger THE.1722

Schulz et al. (Schulz et al., 2012) constructed a1723

skyrmion velocity-force curve based on changes in the1724
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FIG. 32 Construction of skyrmion velocity-current curves based on measurements of the topological Hall effect ρTxy (Liang

et al., 2015). The results are from two different devices, one smaller (upper row) and one larger (lower row). (a, d) ρTxy vs.

magnetic field B for different applied current densities j. (b, e) The average value of ρTxy over the range B = 0.2 to 0.4 T vs. j
at different temperatures. (c, f) The estimated skyrmion drift velocity vd vs. j. Reprinted under CC license from D. Liang et

al., Nature Commun. 6, 8217 (2015).

THE. They argue that for constant H, ρTH remains con-1725

stant at zero current, j = 0, when the skyrmions are sta-1726

tionary, but decreases when the skyrmions begin to move1727

under an applied current. By measuring variations of ρxy1728

in the skyrmion phase as a function of j, they observed a1729

drop at a specific value of j that was argued to correspond1730

to the critical depinning threshold, and constructed an1731

effective velocity-force curve. In Fig. 32, a similar ap-1732

proach was used to construct a skyrmion velocity-current1733

curve for MnSi nanowires of different sizes (Liang et al.,1734

2015). The THE ρTxy, which is nonzero only inside the1735

skyrmion phase, is plotted versus B for different currents1736

in Figure 32(a). The average value of ρTxy decreases with1737

increasing j, as shown in Fig. 32(b). The skyrmion ve-1738

locity vd estimated from this data is plotted versus j in1739

Fig. 32(c), and the critical current jc is obtained from1740

a linear fit of this curve. Figure 32(d,e,f) indicates that1741

similar trends appear in a larger device. This work es-1742

tablished that ρTxy ∝ 1/j, implying a linear increase of1743

the skyrmion velocity with drive for drives well above jc.1744

Near jc, v varies nonlinearly with j. When the depinning1745

is elastic, this nonlinear region extends only as high as1746

currents below 1.1jc, but for plastic depinning the non-1747

linear regime can extend out to many multiples of jc.1748

In principle, changes in the THE as a function of cur-1749

rent could be measured carefully as a function of drive,1750

temperature, and magnetic field in order to map the ex-1751

act behavior of jc. For example, a large increase in jc1752

could accompany an elastic to plastic depinning transi-1753

tion, similar to the peak effect found in superconduct-1754

ing vortex systems (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2017a).1755

Obtaining high precision ρTxy measurements down to the1756

single skyrmion level can be very difficult since all other1757

Hall contributions must be carefully accounted for (Mac-1758

cariello et al., 2018; Zeissler et al., 2018), so only a few1759

studies have used changes in ρTxy to deduce jc (Liang1760

et al., 2015; Schulz et al., 2012). Other studies in systems1761

known to support skyrmions show that ρTxy is indepen-1762

dent of j (Leroux et al., 2018). Possible confounding fac-1763

tors include sign changes of the THE or the existence of1764

non-skyrmionic THE sources (Denisov et al., 2017, 2018;1765

Maccariello et al., 2018). Recent experiments confirmed1766

that ρTxy increases as the number of skyrmions increases;1767

however, there is not exact quantitative agreement with1768

the theory, and the value of ρTxy is actually higher than1769

would be expected from the number of skyrmions counted1770

(Raju et al., 2019).1771

The most common method for generating skyrmion1772

velocity-force or velocity-current curves and identifying1773

jc has been direct imaging (Jiang et al., 2015, 2017b;1774

Litzius et al., 2017; Tolley et al., 2018; Woo et al., 2016,1775

2018; Yu et al., 2012). An example of results obtained1776

with this technique appears in the top panel of Fig. 331777

for room temperature skyrmions with jc ≈ 104 A/cm2
1778

(Jiang et al., 2015). The bottom panel of Fig. 33 shows1779

the skyrmion velocity versus current in room tempera-1780

ture Pt/Co/Os/Pt thin films obtained from magneto-1781

optic Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy images (Tolley1782

et al., 2018). The amount of time required to image1783

the skyrmion places a limitation on this technique. Of-1784

ten, images are obtained after applying a current pulse1785

rather than under a continuous current, and velocities1786

must be deduced based on the skyrmion displacements1787

rather than through direct visualization of the skyrmion1788
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FIG. 33 Direct imaging measurements of skyrmion velocity.
Top: Skyrmion velocity Vskyrmion vs current je for room tem-
perature skyrmions (Jiang et al., 2015). From W. Jiang et

al., Science 349, 283 (2015). Reprinted with permission from
AAAS. Bottom: Skyrmion velocity 〈s〉 versus current J for
Pt/Co/Os/Pt thin films showing a linear fit (Tolley et al.,
2018). Reprinted with permission from R. Tolley et al., Phys.
Rev. Mater. 2, 044404 (2018). Copyright 2018 by the Amer-
ican Physical Society.

motion, making it difficult to access high frequency dy-1789

namics or effects such as hysteresis that can appear under1790

a continuous current sweep. Since MOKE microscopy1791

has time resolution limitations, other methods could be1792

considered such as ultrafast photoemission electron mi-1793

croscopy.1794

A. Elastic and Plastic Depinning1795

Iwasaki et al. (Iwasaki et al., 2013b) performed mi-1796

cromagnetic simulations of driven skyrmions interacting1797

with weak pinning sites that are much smaller than the1798

skyrmion radius, and found a triangular skyrmion lattice1799

in both the pinned and moving states. The depinning1800

threshold was zero in the absence of defects, but when1801

pinning was added, elastic depinning occurred in which1802

each skyrmion maintained the same neighbors over time.1803

As the ratio of the nonadiabatic portion of the interac-1804

tion was decreased, jc increased. The simulations re-1805

vealed that the skyrmions not only moved around the1806

defects due to the Magnus force but also changed shape.1807
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FIG. 34 Micromagnetic simulation measurements of the
current-induced longitudinal velocities v|| of the helical (HL)
and skyrmion crystal (SkX) phases vs current density j in the
clean (impurity-free) and dirty limits for different values of the
nonadiabatic term β (Iwasaki et al., 2013b). Center blue lines:
skyrmion phases; outer red and magenta lines: helical phases.
The skyrmions are much more weakly pinned than the helical
phases and show an elastic depinning transition. (b) Mag-
nification of panel (a) in the region of low current density.
Reprinted by permission from: Springer Nature, “Universal
current-velocity relation of skyrmion motion in chiral mag-
nets,” Nature Commun. 4, 1463 (2013), J. Iwasaki et al.,
©2013.

Figure 34 shows the longitudinal skyrmion velocity v||1808

versus current j from simulations for skyrmion and heli-1809

cal phases with and without disorder. The helical phases1810

are strongly pinned when disorder is present, but the1811

skyrmion phases are weakly pinned. Since the skyrmions1812

form a triangular lattice, Iwasaki et al. also analyzed the1813

Bragg peaks and found weaker peaks with strong fluc-1814

tuations at lower drives, while at higher drives, the fluc-1815

tuations were less pronounced and the Bragg peaks ap-1816

proached their pinning-free heights. This is similar to the1817

dynamical ordering found in superconducting vortex sys-1818

tems (Koshelev and Vinokur, 1994; Olson et al., 1998b).1819
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Although no dislocations are generated at depinning, the1820

skyrmion lattice interacts more strongly with the pin-1821

ning at low drives and becomes less ordered. Iwasaki1822

et al. argue that the particle-based Thiele equation ap-1823

proach can be applied to understand both the depinning1824

and the skyrmion dynamics responsible for the behavior1825

of the velocity-force curves.1826

The micromagnetic simulations of Iwasaki et al.1827

(Iwasaki et al., 2013b) produced linear velocity-current1828

curves with v|| ∝ FD but could not resolve the depin-1829

ning threshold Fc in the skyrmion regime. Reichhardt1830

and Reichhardt examined a 2D particle-based model for1831

skyrmions interacting with disordered pinning substrates1832

of varied strength (Reichhardt et al., 2015a; Reichhardt1833

and Reichhardt, 2019a), and found that the velocity-1834

force curves are consistent with v ∝ (FD − Fc)
β with1835

β < 1.0. For elastic depinning, β < 1.0, while for plastic1836

depinning, β > 1.0 (Fisher, 1998; Reichhardt and Re-1837

ichhardt, 2017a); however, there has been no detailed1838

finite size scaling to confirm the exact exponent values1839

for either elastic or plastic depinning. The Magnus force1840

might modify the scaling compared to what is found in1841

overdamped systems. Reichhardt and Reichhardt (Re-1842

ichhardt and Reichhardt, 2019a) examined the magni-1843

tude S(k0) of one of the six Bragg peaks as a function1844

of driving force FD. Although the skyrmions retain six-1845

fold ordering for all drives, a dip in S(k0) occurs at the1846

depinning threshold, indicating that during depinning,1847

the lattice becomes more disordered, as also observed by1848

Iwasaki et al. (Iwasaki et al., 2013b).1849

At stronger pinning, Reichhardt and Reichhardt (Re-1850

ichhardt et al., 2015a; Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2019a)1851

found a transition to a state in which, even for FD = 0,1852

dislocations proliferate and the skyrmions are in a glassy1853

configuration, while at higher drives the skyrmions dy-1854

namically order into a moving crystal phase. Figure 351855

shows the dynamical phase diagram as a function of driv-1856

ing force versus pinning strength Fp where there are two1857

pinned phases: a pinned crystal for weak disorder and a1858

pinned glass for stronger disorder. In the pinned crys-1859

tal, the skyrmions form a defect-free lattice with six-fold1860

peaks in S(k) and the critical driving force Fc ∝ F 2
p ,1861

as expected for elastic depinning from collective pinning1862

theory (Blatter et al., 1994), while in the pinned glass,1863

which has a ringlike S(k), Fc ∝ Fp, as expected for plas-1864

tic depinning. Although a transition from an ordered to1865

a disordered state at T = 0 occurs as a function of in-1866

creasing quenched disorder strength, in agreement with1867

the predictions of Cha and Fertig (Cha and Fertig, 1995),1868

it is not known if the pinned skyrmion crystal to pinned1869

skyrmion glass transition is of KTHNY type. A sudden1870

increase in Fc appears at the crystal to glass transition.1871

This is similar to the peak effect found for superconduct-1872

ing vortices, where particles in the plastic or disordered1873

phase can better adjust their positions to optimize their1874

interactions with randomly located pinning sites, increas-1875
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FIG. 35 Dynamic phase diagram as a function of driving force
FD vs pinning strength Fp from particle-based simulations,
showing a pinned crystal to pinned glass transition (Reich-
hardt and Reichhardt, 2019a). The pinned crystal depins
elastically into a moving crystal, and the pinned glass depins
plastically into a plastic flow regime that transitions into a
moving liquid. At high drives, a moving crystal appears. The
pinned to moving crystal transition follows Fc ∝ F 2

p , while
the pinned glass to plastic flow transition obeys Fc ∝ Fp.
Reprinted with permission from C. Reichhardt et al., Phys.
Rev. B 99, 104418 (2019). Copyright 2019 by the American
Physical Society.

ing Fc (Banerjee et al., 2000; Bhattacharya and Higgins,1876

1993; Reichhardt et al., 2001; Toft-Petersen et al., 2018).1877

When the pinning is weaker, the relative magnitude of1878

the jump in Fc at the elastic to plastic depinning tran-1879

sition increases (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2017a). At1880

the elastic depinning transition, the motion can be jerky1881

or intermittent but particles maintain the same neigh-1882

bors. On the other hand, for plastic depinning, numer-1883

ous dislocations and topological objects appear and there1884

is a coexistence of pinned and flowing skyrmions, as il-1885

lustrated in Fig. 36 (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a).1886

The moving liquid state is distinct from the plastic flow1887

state since all of the skyrmions are moving simultane-1888

ously but remain disordered. At higher drives, within the1889

particle model the skyrmions dynamically reorder into a1890

moving crystal and regain their mostly sixfold ordering1891

(Reichhardt et al., 2015a; Reichhardt and Reichhardt,1892

2016a, 2019a), (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2019a).1893

Evidence for collective plastic flow was obtained with1894

direct imaging of room temperature skyrmions in thin1895

films. The skyrmion trajectories show coexisting mov-1896

ing and pinned regions along with channels or rivers of1897

flow, as illustrated in Fig. 37 (Montoya et al., 2018).1898

The images closely resemble the motion observed exper-1899

imentally near depinning transitions of superconducting1900

vortices (Fisher, 1998; Matsuda et al., 1996; Reichhardt1901

and Reichhardt, 2017a) and colloidal particles (Pertsini-1902

dis and Ling, 2008; Tierno, 2012) on random substrates.1903
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FIG. 36 The plastic flow phase just above depinning from
particle-based simulations of skyrmions in strong random pin-
ning (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a). Skyrmion positions
(dots) and trajectories (lines) are obtained for a fixed time
interval, and the drive is in the +x-direction. (a) Near depin-
ning, channels of flow coexist with pinned skyrmions. (b) The
number of pinned skyrmions decreases with increasing drive.
(c) At higher drives, plastic flow persists and the direction
of motion rotates away from the driving direction. (d) Tra-
jectories obtained over a shorter time period in a high drive
dynamically ordered state where the skyrmions move at an
angle of −79.8◦ to the drive. Reprinted under CC license
from C. Reichhardt and C. J. O. Reichhardt, New J. Phys.
18, 095005 (2016).

Small angle neutron scattering experiments on MnSi un-1904

der an applied current showed a broadening of the peaks1905

close to depinning, which could be evidence of dynamical1906

disordering; however, it was also argued that the broad-1907

ening could arise from edge effects that produce counter-1908

rotating domains (Okuyama et al., 2019).1909

Unlike particle-based models, actual skyrmions have1910

internal degrees of freedom that can become excited. For1911

example, one end of skyrmion (a meron) could be pinned1912

while the meron in the other half of the skyrmion con-1913

tinues to move. This could be viewed as the motion of1914

an elongated skyrmion or as the emergence of a helical1915

stripe phase. Dynamics of this type have been studied1916

both theoretically (Lin, 2016) and experimentally (Hirata1917

et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020a).1918

The dynamical ordering from a plastic flow state to1919

an ordered state illustrated in Fig. 35 is similar to that1920

found for superconducting vortices (Koshelev and Vi-1921

nokur, 1994; Olson et al., 1998b; Reichhardt and Reich-1922

hardt, 2017a), Wigner crystals (Reichhardt et al., 2001),1923

FIG. 37 Images showing current-induced plastic motion of
dipole skyrmions from room temperature experiments on Ta
(5 nm)/[Fe (0.34 nm)/Gd(0.4 nm)] × 100/Pt (3 nm) (Mon-
toya et al., 2018). (a) Original soft x-ray microscopy image of
a close-packed skyrmion lattice. (b) Postprocessed binary im-
age of (a) where the background has been subtracted. (c,d,e,f)
Skyrmion dynamics obtained by summing images of the do-
main morphology before and after a current pulse is injected,
where purple filling indicates places where the domain mor-
phology has changed. Reprinted with permission from S.
Montoya et al., Phys. Rev. B 98, 104432 (2018). Copyright
2018 by the American Physical Society.

pattern forming systems (Xu et al., 2011; Zhao et al.,1924

2013), and driven charge density waves (Danneau et al.,1925

2002; Du et al., 2006; Pinsolle et al., 2012). There1926

are, however, several differences in the moving states of1927

skyrmions with a Magnus force compared to the previ-1928

ously studied overdamped systems. In 2D superconduct-1929

ing vortices and overdamped systems in general, the mov-1930

ing state is typically a moving smectic in which particles1931

form rows that slide past one another. Figure 38(a,b,c)1932

shows S(k) at fixed drives for an overdamped particle sys-1933

tem that could represent superconducting vortices mov-1934

ing over random disorder (Dı́az et al., 2017). At lower1935

drives in Fig. 38(a), the structure factor has a ring shape1936

indicative of a liquid or glass and the particle configura-1937

tion is disordered. At higher drives in Fig. 38(b), the sys-1938

tem begins to dynamically reorder into a moving smectic1939

state containing well defined particle chains moving past1940
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FIG. 38 Static structure factor S(q) from particle-based
skyrmion simulations (Dı́az et al., 2017). The driving force
increases from left to right in each row. (a-c) An overdamped
system with an intrinsic Hall angle of θintSkH = 0 in (a) the plas-
tic flow state, (b) the moving smectic state, and (c) the mov-
ing anisotropic crystal state. (d-f) A system with θintSkH = 45◦

in (d) the moving liquid state, (e) a slightly anisotropic mov-
ing crystal state, and (f) the moving crystal state. (g-i) A
system with θintSkH = 70◦ in (g) the moving liquid state, (h) a
slightly anisotropic moving crystal state, and (i) the moving
crystal state. Reprinted with permission from S. A. Dı́az et

al., Phys. Rev. B 96, 085106 (2017). Copyright 2017 by the
American Physical Society.

each other. This creates a series of aligned dislocations1941

and the structure factor contains two dominant peaks.1942

For even higher drives in Fig. 38(c), the moving smectic1943

develops additional sixfold ordering, visible as additional1944

smeared peaks in S(k). At still higher drives, the struc-1945

ture factor ceases to evolve since the dislocations are dy-1946

namically trapped. The approach to a moving crystal1947

state for overdamped particles such as superconducting1948

vortices moving over random disorder was predicted theo-1949

retically (Balents et al., 1998; Giamarchi and Le Doussal,1950

1996) and observed in numerous simulations (Fangohr1951

et al., 2001; Giamarchi and Le Doussal, 1996; Gotcheva1952

et al., 2004; Kolton et al., 1999; Moon et al., 1996; Olson1953

et al., 1998b) and experiments (Pardo et al., 1998).1954

When the Magnus force is present, as in driven1955

skyrmions, simulations show that the dynamically re-1956

ordered state has six strong peaks, indicating a higher1957

degree of isotropic order compared to overdamped sys-1958

tems (Dı́az et al., 2017). This effect is attributed specif-1959

ically to the Magnus force. Viewed from a co-moving1960

frame, overdamped particles experience force perturba-1961

tions from the substrate that are strongest in the direc-1962

tion of motion. The resulting fluctuations can be repre-1963

sented as a shaking temperature Tsh ∝ 1/FD (Koshelev1964

and Vinokur, 1994). For sufficiently large drives, the sys-1965

tem freezes into a solid, but because the shaking tem-1966

perature is anisotropic with T
||
sh > T⊥

sh (Balents et al.,1967

1998; Giamarchi and Le Doussal, 1996), the direction1968

perpendicular to the drive freezes first, locking dislo-1969

cations into the sample, while the direction parallel to1970

the drive remains liquidlike. In the case of skyrmions,1971

the Magnus force mixes the fluctuations from the driv-1972

ing direction into the perpendicular direction, resulting1973

in a more isotropic shaking temperature that prevents1974

the trapping of smectic defects and allows the system to1975

freeze in both directions simultaneously. The isotropic1976

nature of Tsh was confirmed in simulations through di-1977

rect measurements of the fluctuations in both the trans-1978

verse and longitudinal directions for skyrmions moving1979

through random pinning (Dı́az et al., 2017). For very1980

large Magnus forces, it is possible that the system would1981

form a moving smectic structure aligned perpendicular,1982

rather than parallel, to the drive.1983

Figure 38(d,e,f) shows S(k) for three different drives1984

in simulations of a 2D driven skyrmion system with ran-1985

dom pinning where the intrinsic skyrmion Hall angle1986

is θintSkH = 45◦ (Dı́az et al., 2017). At a low drive in1987

Fig. 38(d), the skyrmions are disordered and S(k) has a1988

ringlike structure. At a higher drive in Fig. 38(e), six-1989

fold peaks begin to emerge that are much more isotropic1990

than the peaks in Fig. 38(b) for the overdamped system,1991

although the four side peaks are still somewhat smeared.1992

For high drives, illustrated in Fig. 38(f), there are six1993

sharp peaks of equal size and the skyrmions have orga-1994

nized into a crystal. A similar evolution of the structure1995

factor with drive for skyrmions with θintSkH = 70◦ appears1996

in Fig. 38(g,h,i). Compared to the overdamped system,1997

where a weakly disordered crystal aligned with the driv-1998

ing direction appears, the skyrmion crystal is very well1999

ordered and is not aligned with the driving direction.2000

Instead, the crystal orientation rotates slightly with in-2001

creasing drive. This is another consequence of the Mag-2002

nus force, which aligns the lattice with the direction of2003

motion rather than the driving direction. In an over-2004

damped system, these two directions are the same, but2005

in the skyrmion system, they are separated by the intrin-2006

sic skyrmion Hall angle.2007

The moving smectic state can also be distinguished2008

from the moving crystal by measuring the relative mo-2009

tion of the particles in the co-moving frame, where the2010

center of mass motion has been subtracted. Skyrmions2011

exhibit a long time diffusive motion in the driving direc-2012

tion, but have subdiffusive motion or no diffusion perpen-2013

dicular to the driving direction (Dı́az et al., 2017). The2014

displacements in the moving frame are given by ∆||(t) =2015

N−1
∑N

i=1[r̃i,||(t) − r̃i,||(0)]
2, where r̃i,|| = ri,||(t) −2016
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RCM
|| (t), and ∆⊥(t) = N−1

∑N
i=1[r̃i,⊥(t)− r̃i,⊥(0)]

2, with2017

r̃i,⊥ = ri,⊥(t)−RCM
⊥ (t). Here RCM is the center of mass2018

in the moving frame and N is the number of skyrmions.2019

The different phases can be identified through the power2020

law behavior2021

∆(t)||,⊥ ∝ tα||,⊥ (13)

For isotropic regular diffusion, α|| = α⊥ = 1; for a smec-2022

tic state, α|| ≥ 1 and α⊥ = 0; for a moving crystal,2023

α|| = α⊥ = 0; and for a moving liquid, α|| ≥ 1 and2024

α⊥ ≥ 1. Other regimes are also possible. For exam-2025

ple, at short times there can be subdiffusive behavior2026

with 0 < α < 1 in either direction, but at long times a2027

crossover to regular diffusion occurs. Within the smectic2028

phase, α|| = 2, indicating superdiffusive or ballistic mo-2029

tion in the driving direction, while α⊥ = 0. The ballistic2030

behavior that appears even after the center of mass mo-2031

tion has been removed arises because the different rows2032

in the smectic state are moving at different speeds rela-2033

tive to one another. In general, the moving smectic state2034

in overdamped 2D systems always shows regular diffusion2035

or superdiffusion in the direction parallel to the drive but2036

no diffusion in the direction perpendicular to the drive.2037

This is in contrast to the skyrmion moving crystal state2038

that exhibits no diffusion in either direction, indicating2039

the emergence of a truly crystalline state as a function of2040

drive.2041

B. Noise2042

Noise fluctuations are a useful method for character-2043

izing condensed matter (Sethna et al., 2001; Weissman,2044

1988). For skyrmion systems, transitions between plastic2045

flow and moving crystalline regimes can be distinguished2046

with the power spectrum2047

S(ω) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

σ(t)e−i2πωtdt

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(14)

of various time dependent quantities σ(t), such as the2048

topological Hall resistance ρTxy, the local magnetization,2049

or the fluctuations in S(k) at a particular value of k. Sep-2050

arate time series σ(t) can be obtained for different values2051

of an applied drive in order to detect changes in the spec-2052

tral response. Such measures have been used to study2053

superconducting vortices (D’Anna et al., 1995; Kolton2054

et al., 1999, 2002; Marley et al., 1995; Merithew et al.,2055

1996; Olson et al., 1998b), sliding charge density waves2056

(Bloom et al., 1993; Grüner et al., 1981), and the mo-2057

tion of magnetic domain walls (Sethna et al., 2001), and2058

they could prove to be a similarly powerful technique for2059

skyrmion systems. Particle-based simulations of super-2060

conducting vortices showed that in the plastic flow phase,2061

the velocity noise has a broad band 1/fα signature, where2062

f = ω/2π (Marley et al., 1995; Olson et al., 1998b). The2063

value of the exponent α determines the type of the noise.2064

When α = 0, the noise is white and has equal power in2065

all frequencies, while α = 1 or a 1/f signature is called2066

pink noise and α = 2 or a 1/f2 signature is known as2067

brown noise or Brownian noise. Brownian noise can be2068

produced by the trajectories of a random walk, whereas2069

white noise has no correlations. In overdamped systems2070

that undergo depinning, values of 0.75 < α < 1.8 are2071

associated with collective dynamics, and in some cases2072

the presence of a critical point produces a distinct spec-2073

tral response (Travesset et al., 2002). This implies that2074

if depinning is a critical phenomenon, it may be possible2075

to use the noise power to determine its universality class.2076

In addition to broad band noise, there may be a knee at2077

a specific frequency of the form S(f) ∝ τ/(1 + (2πτf)2),2078

which approaches a constant value as f goes to zero.2079

Such a response is often associated with telegraph noise,2080

where τ is the characteristic time of jumps between the2081

two states of the signal. A narrow band noise signal pro-2082

duces one or more peaks at characteristic frequencies that2083

are related to a length scale in the system. For example,2084

a random arrangement of particles moving over random2085

disorder can have a time-of-flight narrow band noise peak2086

in which the characteristic frequency is the inverse of the2087

time required to traverse the sample (D’Anna et al., 1995;2088

Olson et al., 1998a). Alternatively, a moving lattice can2089

produce a washboard signal corresponding to the time re-2090

quired for a particle to move one lattice constant (Harris2091

et al., 1995; Klongcheongsan et al., 2009; Okuma et al.,2092

2007; Olson et al., 1998b; Togawa et al., 2000).2093

In simulations, a time of flight signal can arise from the2094

motion of a large scale structure, such as a grain bound-2095

ary in a skyrmion lattice, through the periodic boundary2096

conditions. A signal of this type typically appears at rel-2097

atively low frequencies. In skyrmion experiments, narrow2098

band noise could be produced by the periodic nucleation2099

of skyrmions at the edge of the sample, where the time2100

of flight would correspond to the time required for the2101

skyrmion to cross to the other side of the sample and be2102

annihilated. The washboard frequency of an elastic lat-2103

tice moving over disorder is given by ω = 〈v〉/a (Harris2104

et al., 1995), where 〈v〉 is the time averaged dc veloc-2105

ity and a is the lattice constant. A measurement of the2106

washboard frequency can thus be used to determine the2107

lattice constant. Both the time of flight and washboard2108

signals are generated when the particles are in steady2109

continuous motion, rather than intermittently alternat-2110

ing between pinned and moving. For a moving liquid,2111

the sharp narrow band peaks are lost, but a smoother2112

peak can still appear that is associated with the average2113

time between collisions of a particle with a pinning site.2114

Figure 39 shows power spectra S|| and S⊥ of the lon-2115

gitudinal and transverse velocity signals from a particle2116

based simulation of skyrmions moving over random dis-2117

order at various drives (Dı́az et al., 2017). In Fig. 39(a),2118

an overdamped system in the plastic flow regime has2119
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FIG. 39 Spectral density plots from particle based skyrmion simulations (Dı́az et al., 2017) showing S||(ω) (upper blue) and
S⊥(ω) (lower red) for velocity fluctuations parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to θSkH. The driving force increases from
left to right. (a)-(c) An overdamped sample with θintSkH = 0◦ in (a) the disordered flow state and (b,c) two drives in the moving
smectic phase. (d)-(f) A sample with θintSkH = 45◦ in (d) the disordered flow state, (e) the moving liquid phase, and (f) the
moving crystal phase. (g)-(i) A sample with θintSkH = 70◦ in (g) the disordered flow state, (h) the moving liquid phase, and (i)
the moving crystal phase. Reprinted with permission from S. A. Dı́az et al., Phys. Rev. B 96, 085106 (2017). Copyright 2017
by the American Physical Society.

higher noise power parallel to the drive than perpendicu-2120

lar to the drive, consistent with the idea that the shaking2121

temperature is largest in the driving direction for over-2122

damped systems moving over quenched disorder. There2123

is also a 1/fα tail with α ≈ 1.5, similar to the noise ob-2124

served in simulations of other overdamped systems. At2125

higher drives in Fig. 39(b,c), the broad band signal dis-2126

appears and high frequency peaks emerge at multiples2127

of the washboard frequency. At much lower frequencies,2128

the time of flight signal produces a second series of peaks2129

that are the most pronounced in Fig. 39(c). Figures 39(d)2130

and (g) show the plastic flow regime for skyrmion systems2131

with θintSkH = 45◦ and 70◦, respectively. The magnitude of2132

the higher frequency noise is nearly identical in both di-2133

rections, in agreement with the argument that skyrmions2134

have a more isotropic shaking temperature. At higher2135

drives in Fig. 39(e, f, h, i), peaks once again appear at2136

both the time of flight and washboard frequencies. The2137

evolution of these peaks as a function of current pro-2138

vides additional dynamical information. For example, a2139

sudden switch in the peak frequency would indicate the2140

reorientation of the lattice or the annihilation of disloca-2141

tions.2142

Although skyrmions exhibit a number of dynamical2143

features similar to those found in overdamped supercon-2144

ducting vortex systems, they also have some unique be-2145

haviors. For example, if a current were used to create2146

skyrmions, this process could be detected via changes2147

in the narrow band noise signature. In a sample where2148

skyrmions coexist with different species of topological de-2149

fects such as large ferromagnetic domains, the low fre-2150

quency noise generated by density fluctuations could be2151

used to determine the size of the domains (Mohan et al.,2152

2009). The noise power could increase as a function of in-2153

creasing temperature near a 2D melting transition, where2154

fluctuations are expected to increase strongly (Koushik2155

et al., 2013). In addition to the power spectrum, higher2156

order measures such as the second spectrum or the noise2157

of the noise can be analyzed to examine the persis-2158

tence times of metastable processes (Merithew et al.,2159

1996). Noise has been used to measure various nonequi-2160

librium effects such as negative velocity fluctuations (Bag2161

et al., 2017), and similar studies could be performed2162

for driven skyrmions, where the nonconservative Mag-2163

nus force could produce novel effects. Skyrmion systems2164

in which the dynamics of small numbers of skyrmions can2165

be accessed could be ideal for studying routes to chaos2166

using techniques similar to previous work performed on2167

noise in charge density waves (Levy and Sherwin, 1991)2168

and superconducting vortex systems (Olive and Soret,2169

2006).2170

Sato et al. (Sato et al., 2019) experimentally exam-2171

ined noise fluctuations for current-induced skyrmions in2172

micrometer-sized MnSi samples and found a transition2173

from broad band to narrow band noise above a thresh-2174

old current. A narrow band noise peak in the range2175
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FIG. 40 (a) Spectral voltage noise power versus applied cur-
rent density obtained from micrometer-sized MnSi samples in
the skyrmion lattice phase. The top panels show represen-
tative power spectra as a function of Sv versus frequency in
the (b) white noise regime (left white), (c) broad band noise
regime (center yellow), and (d) narrow band noise regime
(right blue). Reprinted with permission from T. Sato et al.,
Phys. Rev. B 100, 094410 (2019). Copyright 2019 by the
American Physical Society.

10 to 104 Hz that appears for a current density of 1092176

A/m2 was interpreted as originating from steady state2177

skyrmion flow. The peak frequency increases with in-2178

creasing current, consistent with behavior expected from2179

a more rapidly moving skyrmion lattice. Figure 40(b,c,d)2180

shows the voltage noise power spectrum for three dif-2181

ferent current densities, while Fig 40(a) illustrates the2182

spectral voltage noise power versus applied current. At2183

low currents, the noise power increases slowly with in-2184

creasing current, while for intermediate currents, there2185

is a rapid increase in the low frequency noise power. At2186

larger currents, two peaks appear in the power spectrum2187

indicating the emergence of narrow band noise, and the2188

low frequency noise diminishes in magnitude. This result2189

is very similar to voltage noise spectra observations for2190

the depinning of vortices in type-II superconductors.2191

Up until now, numerical studies of skyrmion noise2192

have been limited to particle based models (Dı́az et al.,2193

2017; Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a); however, con-2194

tinuum based approaches could permit the exploration2195

of additional contributions to noise from shape fluctua-2196

tions or skyrmion breathing modes. For example, a mov-2197

ing skyrmion lattice has a washboard frequency associ-2198

ated with the lattice spacing, but a second much higher2199

frequency signal could appear as a result of collective2200

breathing modes excited by the motion over random dis-2201

order. Other noise signatures could arise due to coupling2202

of the internal modes with the skyrmion lattice. Experi-2203

mental noise measurements in skyrmion systems are just2204

beginning, with a recent experiment on skyrmion motion2205

in a narrow channel showing a transition from 1/f noise2206

to narrow band noise similar to what has been seen in2207

simulations (Sato et al., 2019).2208

C. Avalanches2209

In intermittent systems, time windows of little or no2210

activity are interspersed with windows of large activity or2211

avalanches. Avalanche-like behavior is a ubiquitous phe-2212

nomenon in driven systems with quenched disorder (Bak2213

et al., 1988; Carlson et al., 1994; Fisher, 1998; Reichhardt2214

and Reichhardt, 2017a; Sethna et al., 2001), and one of2215

the best known examples is Barkhausen noise in mag-2216

netic systems (Barkhausen, 1919; Bertotti et al., 1994;2217

Cote and Meisel, 1991; Zapperi et al., 1998). Avalanches2218

are often most clearly resolvable at low driving, where2219

distinct jumps can be distinguished from one another.2220

Numerous methods exist for analyzing avalanches.2221

Construction of the probability distribution function of2222

the magnitude of the velocity or other signal as a func-2223

tion of time can show whether the avalanches are all2224

close to the same size, are exponentially distributed,2225

have a specific range of sizes, or are power law dis-2226

tributed. A power law distribution of avalanche events2227

is often associated with critical behavior (Bak et al.,2228

1988; Perković et al., 1995). For example, if depinning in2229

systems driven over quenched disorder is a critical phe-2230

nomenon, then avalanche behavior could appear close to2231

the depinning transition. It has been argued theoreti-2232

cally that avalanches are critical only for a critical disor-2233

der strength Rc, with large avalanches that are close to2234

the same size occurring for disorder strengths R < Rc,2235

and exponentially distributed avalanches appearing for2236

R > Rc; however, it is possible to be fairly far from2237

Rc and still observe a regime of power law distributed2238

avalanche sizes (Perković et al., 1995; Sethna et al., 1993,2239

2001). Avalanches can occur in driven systems without2240

thermal fluctuations; however, there are cases in which2241

thermal effects can trigger avalanches. Both elastic and2242

plastic systems exhibit avalanches, and in principle the2243

avalanche distributions would change across an elastic-2244

plastic transition. Since avalanches occur so routinely in2245

magnetic systems, the skyrmion system is ideal for ex-2246

amining avalanche effects.2247

Skyrmion avalanches remain largely unexplored, but2248

were studied by Dı́az et al. (Dı́az et al., 2018) using a2249
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2D particle based model in which skyrmions entered the2250

edge of the sample under a low driving force through a2251

series of jumps. For zero or weak Magnus forces, the2252

avalanche sizes S and durations T are power law dis-2253

tributed, P (T ) ∝ Tα and P (S) ∝ Sτ , with α = 1.52254

and τ = 1.33. Near a critical point there should be2255

an additional scaling relation 〈S〉 ∝ T 1/σνz between the2256

avalanche sizes and durations (Sethna et al., 2001), so2257

that in this case, 1/σνz = 1.63. The exponents should2258

also obey2259

α− 1

τ − 1
=

1

σνz
(15)

near the critical point. In the work of Dı́az et al., this2260

equality was satisfied, indicating that near depinning,2261

the system is critical. Interestingly, for large values of2262

θintSkH, the scaling exponents for the avalanches change2263

but equality (15) still holds, suggesting that the na-2264

ture of the criticality changes with increasing Magnus2265

force. The avalanches can also be characterized by scal-2266

ing the shape of avalanches that have the same dura-2267

tion. In certain universality classes such as the random2268

field Ising model, such scaling will produce a symmetric2269

curve (Mehta et al., 2002; Sethna et al., 2001). Dı́az et2270

al. found that avalanches in the overdamped system and2271

in samples with weaker Magnus forces were symmetric in2272

shape, while those for strong Magnus forces were strongly2273

skewed. This is also correlated with the change in the2274

avalanche exponents at strong Magnus forces. Skewed2275

avalanche shapes can result from nondissipative effects,2276

such as inertia which tends to speed up the avalanche2277

at later times and produce a leftward skew, or negative2278

mass effects which have the opposite effect and give a2279

rightward skew (Zapperi et al., 2005). Skyrmions have2280

a tendency to be more strongly deflected at later times,2281

which is similar to a negative mass effect. In Fig. 41 we2282

show images of skyrmion avalanches for different θintSkH2283

(Dı́az et al., 2018). At θintSkH = 0◦ in Fig. 41(a), the2284

avalanche motion proceeds directly down the skyrmion2285

density gradient along the +x direction. As θintSkH in-2286

creases, the motion curves increasingly into the +y di-2287

rection, as shown in Fig. 41(b,c,d); however, the angle of2288

the avalanche motion is always much smaller than θintSkH .2289

Experimental studies of avalanches or cascades in2290

stripe and skyrmion phases that focused on jumps or2291

changes in the pairwise correlation functions showed ev-2292

idence for power law distributions of jump sizes in the2293

skyrmion regime, as well as different avalanche exponents2294

in the skyrmion and stripe phases (Singh et al., 2019).2295

D. Continuum Based Simulations of the Dynamic Phase2296

Diagram2297

A variety of continuum and lattice based simula-2298

tion studies have explored the dynamical ordering of2299
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FIG. 41 Images from particle-based simulations of skyrmion
avalanches where skyrmions are added slowly to the pin-free
region (left gray) and move into the pinned region (right
white) under their own gradient-induced repulsion. In each
avalanche event, light red dots indicate skyrmions that trans-
lated a distance greater than a pinning site radius, dark blue
dots are stationary skyrmions, and lines show the skyrmion
trajectories. Here θintSkH = (a) 0◦, (b) 30◦, (c) 60◦, and (d)
80◦. The avalanche motion curves increasingly into the +y
direction as the magnitude of the Magnus term increases.
Reprinted with permission from S. A. Dı́az et al., Phys. Rev.
B 120, 117203 (2018). Copyright 2018 by the American Phys-
ical Society.

FIG. 42 Dynamic phase diagrams as a function of applied cur-
rent j vs impurity strength Kimp from continuum simulations
(Koshibae and Nagaosa, 2018). The applied magnetic field is
(a) h = 0.025 and (b) h = 0.04. The dynamic phases include
the skyrmion glass (SkG) and moving skyrmion crystal (SkX)
states. Reprinted under CC license from W. Koshibae and N.
Nagaosa, Sci. Rep. 8, 6328 (2018).
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driven skyrmions in the presence of quenched disorder.2300

Koshibae and Nagaosa (Koshibae and Nagaosa, 2018)2301

used a 2D continuum model for skyrmions interacting2302

with random point pinning to construct a driving force2303

versus disorder strength phase diagram. They initialized2304

the system in a skyrmion lattice at a drive of j = 0.2305

When a finite drive is applied, the skyrmions move plas-2306

tically and disorder, while for higher drives, a transition2307

to a moving skyrmion lattice occurs. A phase diagram2308

as a function of j versus impurity strength Kimp appears2309

in Fig. 42(a,b) for magnetic field strengths of h = 0.0252310

and h = 0.04. At h = 0.025, the pinned phase grows2311

in extent with increasing impurity strength, and there2312

are large regions of moving skyrmion glass or disordered2313

moving phases. For Kimp < 0.1, the moving skyrmion2314

glass orders into a moving crystal. The first of two new2315

phases that appear is a multiplication phase in which2316

skyrmions are dynamically created by the combination2317

of current and pinning. The second is a segregated or2318

clustered state. For h = 0.04, the multiplying phase is2319

replaced by a decreasing phase in which skyrmions are2320

annihilated. The segregated phase was argued to result2321

from the modification of the skyrmion-skyrmion interac-2322

tions by the emission of spin excitations, which produce2323

an effective attractive interaction between the skyrmions.2324

In subsequent 2D particle based simulations of skyrmions2325

moving over strong disorder, a segregated phase was also2326

observed that was argued to be due to a Magnus-force2327

induced effective attraction between skyrmions that are2328

moving at different skyrmion Hall angles (Reichhardt and2329

Reichhardt, 2019a).2330

The different phases in Fig. 42 could be detected using2331

imaging and neutron scattering techniques. They could2332

also in principle be identified by analyzing the noise fluc-2333

tuations since, as was shown previously, a change in the2334

noise power occurs across the transition from the mov-2335

ing glass to the moving lattice state. The multiplying,2336

decreasing and segregated phases shown in Fig. 42 could2337

each have their own distinct noise signatures or changes2338

in the THE.2339

E. 3D Skyrmion Dynamics2340

Although stiff 3D skyrmions can be treated with 2D2341

models, a fully 3D system can have numerous new ef-2342

fects such as skyrmion line wandering, skyrmion break-2343

ing, and skyrmion cutting or entanglement. In 3D driven2344

superconducting vortex systems with random disorder, a2345

variety of phases distinct from those found in 2D systems2346

arise depending on the material anisotropy and the pin-2347

ning strength (Chen and Hu, 2003; Olson et al., 2000;2348

Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2017a; Zhao et al., 2016).2349

In particular, the 3D vortex system often shows signa-2350

tures of dynamical first order phase transitions (Chen2351

and Hu, 2003; Olson et al., 2000; Reichhardt and Reich-2352

FIG. 43 Results from Hall measurements of 3D skyrmions in
MnSi thin-plate samples (Yokouchi et al., 2018). (a) Sample
temperature T and (b) the real part of the second-harmonic
Hall resistivity, Re ρ2fzx, vs driving current density measured
at a frequency of f = 13 Hz. (c) Dynamic phase diagram as a
function of current density vs temperature T showing regions
where the skyrmions are pinned (left green), bending (center
blue), and straight (right white). Reprinted under CC license
from T. Yokouchi et al., Science Adv. 4, eaat1115 (2018).

hardt, 2017a) in the form of sharp jumps and hysteresis2353

in the velocity-force curves. Similar effects could occur2354

in skyrmion systems. Driven 3D skyrmions moving over2355

quenched disorder could also exhibit unusual behavior2356

such as the proliferation of monopoles in driven phases2357

when the skyrmions break or cut (Lin and Saxena, 2016;2358

Milde et al., 2013; Schütte and Rosch, 2014; Zhang et al.,2359

2016g).2360

In transport experiments, Yokouchi et al. (Yokouchi2361

et al., 2018) examined the current-induced skyrmion mo-2362

tion in MnSi and found strong nonlinear signatures above2363

the threshold current. These effects are reduced at higher2364

drives. Figure 43(b) shows the real part of the second-2365

harmonic Hall resistivity Re ρ2fzx versus current density2366

at a fixed magnetic field. It was argued that the peak in2367

Re ρ2fzx arises from the bending of the skyrmion strings2368

just above the depinning threshold. Such bending oc-2369

curs in an asymmetric manner due to the creation of a2370

nonequilibrium or nonlinear Hall response by the DMI.2371

At higher drives, the skyrmions become straighter and2372

the effect is reduced. The features in Re ρ2fzx can be2373

used to construct the dynamical phase diagram shown in2374

Fig. 43(c). A pinned phase appears below the threshold2375

current jth, while the bent to straight skyrmion string2376

transition is labeled jco. As the temperature increases,2377

jth decreases since thermal activation makes it easier for2378

the skyrmions to jump out of the pinning sites. There2379

is also some experimental evidence for the unwinding2380

of skyrmion strings in 3D systems under repeated drive2381

pulses (Kagawa et al., 2017). Pinning could play a role2382

in this process since a partially unwound string can be-2383

come trapped by the disorder during the intervals be-2384

tween driving pulses.2385
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FIG. 44 Dynamic phase diagram from numerical simulations
of skyrmion strings as a function of LZ , the thickness of the 3D
system, vs js, the applied current density (Koshibae and Na-
gaosa, 2019). Reprinted under CC license from W. Koshibae
and N. Nagaosa, Sci. Rep. 9, 5111 (2019).

Koshibae and Nagaosa (Koshibae and Nagaosa, 2019)2386

numerically studied a skyrmion string driven through2387

random disorder in a 3D system for varying sample thick-2388

nesses and identified a pinned regime, a moving skyrmion2389

regime, and regions of skyrmion string annihilation. In-2390

terestingly, they found that current-induced skyrmion2391

annihilation occurs at a finite current for thin and thick2392

samples, but not for samples of intermediate thicknesses,2393

indicating that there is an optimal sample length for2394

skyrmion stability. Figure 44 shows a dynamic phase2395

diagram for the skyrmion string as a function of sample2396

thickness Lz versus applied current. The extent of the2397

pinned regime decreases with increasing Lz, indicating2398

that it is more difficult to pin long 3D skyrmion strings2399

than 2D skyrmions. This is in agreement with exper-2400

imental observations in which the depinning threshold2401

is low in bulk samples (Schulz et al., 2012) but high2402

in thin films (Woo et al., 2016). Such behavior could2403

be due to the fact that bulk samples are single crystal2404

structures, whereas thin films produced by sputtering are2405

amorphous. In the regime where skyrmion annihilation2406

does not occur, the skyrmions show pronounced rough-2407

ening at low currents but become straighter at higher2408

drives, similar to the dynamic ordering transition ob-2409

served in 2D driven skyrmion assemblies with disorder2410

(Koshibae and Nagaosa, 2018).2411

F. Further Directions for Dynamic Skyrmion Phases with2412

Random Disorder2413

There are many future directions for studying the col-2414

lective dynamics of skyrmions with random disorder, in-2415

cluding noise analysis, imaging, neutron scattering, or2416

other experimental probes. Of highest priority is devel-2417

oping a method using THE or another signal to obtain2418

clear transport measures on size and time scales beyond2419

those of imaging measurements in order to detect de-2420

pinning, elastic or plastic flow, and drive-induced transi-2421

tions such as dynamical reordering and skyrmion annihi-2422

lation or creation, similar to the way in which dynamic2423

phase boundaries are deduced from superconducting vor-2424

tex transport measurements. The relaxation time of a2425

skyrmion system subjected to a driving pulse is also of2426

interest. For example, skyrmions under a small ac drive2427

perform spiraling motion, and a crossover in the response2428

or dc depinning threshold could occur when the spiral2429

radius matches the effective dimension of the pinning2430

or disorder sites in the sample. For antiferromagnetic2431

skyrmions, Jin et al. (Jin et al., 2020) found numeri-2432

cal evidence that an ac drive substantially lowers the dc2433

threshold.2434

Boundaries such as sample edges can be associated2435

with nonuniform edge currents or the injection or an-2436

nihilation of skyrmions. These effects are minimized in2437

a Corbino geometry, where skyrmions circulate around2438

the sample rather then entering from the edges. For su-2439

perconducting vortices, the Corbino geometry success-2440

fully eliminated edge contamination of the dynamics.2441

Skyrmions subjected to ac driving should also experi-2442

ence reduced sample edge effects. For example, if there2443

is a transient time associated with a skyrmion that has a2444

velocity-dependent skyrmion Hall angle, time asymmetry2445

from the ac driving would cause the skyrmion to move2446

away from the sample edge periodically while still un-2447

dergoing a net translation in the driving direction. Mea-2448

surements of the ac susceptibility could detect dynamical2449

responses associated with specific frequencies, such as a2450

pinning frequency from trapped skyrmions that oscillate2451

within a pinning site, or a characteristic washboard fre-2452

quency excited when the skyrmions flow elastically. Dis-2453

tinct types of skyrmion avalanche behavior should also be2454

observable. For example, under an applied magnetic field2455

of changing direction, the reorientation of 3D skyrmion2456

lines to follow the field could occur in a series of jumps2457

and not smoothly if pinning is present. When temper-2458

ature is relevant, thermally activated avalanches could2459

appear for a finite drive below the depinning threshold.2460

If a global current is applied simultaneously with local2461

excitations such as local heating or a local probe, large2462

scale rearrangements of the skyrmions could be induced2463

by the local perturbation.2464

Beyond 2D and 3D line-like skyrmions, unique dynam-2465

ics should appear for 3D skyrmion hedgehog lattices (Fu-2466
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jishiro et al., 2019; Lin and Batista, 2018), which could2467

provide one of the first realizations of the depinning of a2468

3D particle-like lattice. In such a system, a transformer2469

geometry in a uniform field could be created using inho-2470

mogeneous pinning that is present at the top but absent2471

at the bottom of the sample. Under a finite tempera-2472

ture near the skyrmion melting transition, a divergence2473

could occur in the amplitude of the drive required to2474

dynamically order the skyrmion lattice, similar to what2475

is found in superconducting vortex systems (Koshelev2476

and Vinokur, 1994). Both 3D skyrmion lines and point2477

skyrmions could exhibit a peak effect (Banerjee et al.,2478

2000; Bhattacharya and Higgins, 1993; Cha and Fertig,2479

1998; Toft-Petersen et al., 2018) in which the depinning2480

current strongly increases when the skyrmions transition2481

from 3D lines to broken lines or from a 3D point parti-2482

cle lattice to a 3D glass. A peak effect as a function of2483

drive could be associated with reentrant pinning, where2484

the skyrmions form mobile straight lines at low drives,2485

but break apart or disorder at higher drives and become2486

pinned again.2487

Metastability and memory effects associated with dy-2488

namical phases commonly appear in other systems that2489

exhibit depinning (Henderson et al., 1996; Paltiel et al.,2490

2000; Xiao et al., 1999), and can produce hysteresis in2491

the velocity-force curves or persistent memory between2492

driving pulses that generates an increasing or decreas-2493

ing response depending on the pulse duration. Mem-2494

ory effects could be observed by initializing skyrmions2495

in a metastable ordered or disordered state, applying a2496

series of drive pulses, and determining whether a grad-2497

ual transition to a stable state occurs, similar to what2498

has been observed for metastable states in type-II su-2499

perconducting vortices (Olson et al., 2003; Paltiel et al.,2500

2000; Pasquini et al., 2008). The presence of pinning can2501

trap the skyrmions in a metastable phase, while applica-2502

tion of a current that is large enough to destabilize the2503

metastable state gives the skyrmions access to the dy-2504

namics that permit them to reach a stable low energy2505

state.2506

VII. PINNING AND THE SKYRMION HALL ANGLE2507

A skyrmion under an applied drive moves at an an-2508

gle called the skyrmion Hall angle θSkH with respect to2509

the drive. This angle is proportional to the Magnus2510

force, and in the absence of pinning, it is independent2511

of the driving force magnitude (Nagaosa and Tokura,2512

2013; Zang et al., 2011). but is affected by the man-2513

ner in which the skyrmion is driven. For example, un-2514

der combined adiabatic and non-adiabatic spin transfer2515

torques, the skyrmion moves in the direction of driving2516

when the non-adiabatic torque is equal to the damp-2517

ing (Zhang et al., 2017b). Skyrmions in antiferromag-2518

netic materials (Barker and Tretiakov, 2016; Zhang et al.,2519
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FIG. 45 Particle-based simulation measurements of the be-
havior of the skyrmion Hall angle θsk for skyrmions driven
over random disorder (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a).
(a) The skyrmion velocities in the directions parallel (|V|||,
lower blue) and perpendicular (|V⊥|, upper red) to the driv-
ing force vs FD. Inset: a blowup of the main panel in the
region just above depinning where there is a crossing of the
velocity-force curves. (b) The corresponding R = |V⊥/V||| vs
FD. The solid straight line is a linear fit and the dashed line
is the clean limit value of R ≈ 6.0. Inset: θsk = tan−1(R) vs
FD. The dashed line is the clean limit value of θsk. Reprinted
under CC license from C. Reichhardt and C. J. O. Reichhardt,
New J. Phys. 18, 095005 (2016).

2016e) and in compensated synthetic antiferromagnetic2520

structures (Zhang et al., 2016c,f) also do not exhibit a2521

skyrmion Hall effect. In frustrated spin systems, the2522

skyrmions can move in circular trajectories, generating2523

a time dependent skyrmion Hall angle (Lin and Hayami,2524

2016; Zhang et al., 2017c).2525

Particle based simulations for skyrmions moving over2526

random and periodic pinning showed that θSkH is not2527

constant, but is nearly zero at depinning and increases2528

with increasing drive before saturating close to the in-2529

trinsic or pin-free value θintSkH at higher drives (Dı́az et al.,2530

2017; Reichhardt et al., 2015a,b; Reichhardt and Reich-2531

hardt, 2016a). The average velocity in the directions2532

parallel, |V|||, and perpendicular, |V⊥|, to the drive ver-2533

sus driving force FD for a collection of skyrmions driven2534

over random pinning with values of αm and αd that give2535

θintSkH = 80.06◦ appears in Fig. 45(a) (Reichhardt and Re-2536

ichhardt, 2016a). The corresponding ratio R = |V⊥/V|||2537

along with θSkH = tan−1(R) are shown in Fig. 45(b),2538

where the dashed lines are the expected values of each2539

quantity in the pin-free limit. The inset of Fig. 45(a) in-2540

dicates that there is a finite depinning threshold as well2541

as a range of drives for which |V||| > |V⊥|; however, as the2542

drive increases, |V⊥| grows more rapidly than |V|||, since2543

θintSkH in the clean limit would give Rint = |V⊥/V||| ≈ 6.2544
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FIG. 46 Schematic illustration of how pinning changes the ef-
fective skyrmion Hall angle. The left blue dot is the skyrmion
and the right red circle is the pinning site, while J is the di-
rection of the applied current and θsk is the intrinsic skyrmion
Hall angle. (a) At low drives, the skyrmion executes a
Magnus-induced orbital motion as it traverses the pinning
site, leading to a side jump in the direction of the current
that reduces the effective skyrmion Hall angle. (b) At higher
drives, the skyrmion moves rapidly through the pinning site,
and the magnitude of the side jump is strongly reduced.

Figure 45(b) shows that over a wide range of drives, R2545

increases roughly linearly with FD up to FD = 0.75, and2546

then saturates close to Rint. The skyrmions move in the2547

driving direction for small drives, gradually develop a2548

greater perpendicular motion as the drive increases, and2549

move along θintSkH at large drives. In the regime where2550

R ∝ FD, the skyrmions are moving plastically, while at2551

higher drives when the skyrmions begin to move in a more2552

coherent fashion, R starts to saturate. These behaviors2553

are robust over a range of θintSkH, disorder strength, and2554

pinning densities, while when the Magnus force is zero,2555

|V⊥| = 0 and θSkH = 0 for all FD (Reichhardt and Re-2556

ichhardt, 2016a). For θintSkH < 50◦, the skyrmion Hall2557

angle generally increases linearly with FD since tan−1(x)2558

can be expanded as tan−1(x) = x − x3/3 + x5/5.... For2559

small R, the first term dominates, while for θintSkH > 50◦,2560

nonlinear effects appear in θSkH with increasing FD.2561

A drive dependent θSkH was partially observed in con-2562

tinuum and Thiele equation work by Müller et al. (Müller2563

and Rosch, 2015) for a single skyrmion interacting with a2564

single defect. A more extensive study of the evolution of2565

θSkH with drive was subsequently conducted using parti-2566

cle based simulations of skyrmion motion through peri-2567

odic (Reichhardt et al., 2015b) and random (Reichhardt2568

et al., 2015a) pinning. Both Müller et al. (Müller and2569

Rosch, 2015) and Reichhardt et al. (Reichhardt et al.,2570

2015a) argued that the microscopic origin of the drive2571

dependence of θSkH is a side jump effect, illustrated in2572

Fig. 46. Upon moving through the pinning site, the2573

skyrmion executes a Magnus-induced orbit that causes2574

it to jump in the direction of the applied drive. Re-2575

peated jumps lower the effective skyrmion Hall angle2576

compared to θintSkH. The skyrmion motion resembles that2577

of a charged particle in a magnetic field (Nagaosa and2578

Tokura, 2013), and the skewed scattering of the skyrmion2579

by a pinning site is similar to what is known as a side2580

jump effect for electron scattering off magnetic defects,2581

where an electron undergoes a sideways displacement2582

when interacting with a potential as a result of spin-orbit2583

interactions (Berger, 1970). As illustrated in Fig. 46(a),2584

a more slowly moving skyrmion spends more time in the2585

pinning site, resulting in a larger jump. At higher drives,2586

when the skyrmion is moving faster, the jump is smaller2587

and θSkH is closer to the defect-free value, while at the2588

highest drives, the skyrmions move so rapidly through2589

the pinning sites that there is hardly any jump. This is2590

illustrated in Fig. 46(b), which corresponds to the satu-2591

ration of θSkH at higher drives as observed in simulation2592

(Dı́az et al., 2017; Reichhardt et al., 2015a,b; Reichhardt2593

and Reichhardt, 2016a). The jump varies depending on2594

whether the skyrmion approaches the top or the bottom2595

of the pinning site, so that for an ensemble of different2596

impact parameters, strongly asymmetric jumps appear2597

(Reichhardt et al., 2015b). This same work showed that2598

for zero Magnus force, the pinning site still produces a2599

jump, but the jump is symmetric as a function of impact2600

parameter, so that no net jump appears in the ensemble2601

average.2602

In multiscale simulations, Fernandes et al. (Fernan-2603

des et al., 2020b) examined deflections of skyrmions in-2604

teracting with single atom defects consisting of a Pd2605

layer deposited on an Fe/Ir(111) surface. The trajec-2606

tories in Fig. 47(a) indicate that at low driving currents,2607

skyrmions become trapped at the defect, while at higher2608

currents in Fig. 47(b), the skyrmions escape from the de-2609

fect but experience a trajectory deflection that decreases2610

as the skyrmion velocity increases. An attractive disor-2611

der site deflects the skyrmions in the opposite direction.2612

This work also showed that the Thiele equation approach2613

is a reasonable approximation for capturing the skyrmion2614

dynamics.2615

Jiang et al. (Jiang et al., 2017b) experimentally im-2616

aged current driven skyrmions to obtain the drive depen-2617

dence of θSkH. The skyrmion motion produced no THE2618

signature but was instead deduced from the images. Fig-2619

ure 48 shows four dynamical regimes: a low drive pinned2620

state, a θSkH = 0◦ state with finite skyrmion velocity,2621

a region where θSkH increases linearly with drive, and a2622

high drive regime in which θSkH saturates to the clean2623

limit of θintSkH = 30◦. This is very similar to the trend ob-2624

served in particle based simulations (Reichhardt et al.,2625

2015a,b; Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a). It would2626

be interesting to identify a system in which a directly2627

measured θSkH could be compared with a changing THE,2628

since both the skyrmion velocity and direction of motion2629
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FIG. 47 Multiscale simulations of the trajectories of
skyrmions scattering from a defect site (black dot) consist-
ing of a single atom (Fernandes et al., 2020b). (a) The
skyrmions are pinned at low currents. (b) For higher currents,
the skyrmions escape but the trajectories are deflected by an
amount that decreases with increasing current. Reprinted un-
der CC license from I. L. Fernandes et al., J. Phys.: Condens.
Matter 32, 425802 (2020).

need to be considered when the magnitude of the THE2630

is measured as a function of drive.2631

Litzius et al. (Litzius et al., 2017) studied skyrmions2632

under forward and backward pulsed drives of varied am-2633

plitude and used imaging to construct the θSkH versus2634

current curve shown in Fig. 49. The initially small θSkH2635

increases with increasing drive and reaches a value close2636

to θSkH = 40◦. Imaging experiments and micromagnetic2637

simulations of skyrmion motion in ferrimagnetic systems2638

(Woo et al., 2018) show a similar increase in θSkH with2639

drive. Liztius et al. (Litzius et al., 2017) argued that the2640

change of θSkH is produced by changes in the skyrmion2641

shape or size under an applied current, rather than the2642

side jump effect observed in the particle-based models.2643

Using micromagnetic simulations, Tomasello et al. found2644

that breathing modes of moving skyrmions excited by2645

FIG. 48 Skyrmion velocity and skyrmion Hall angle obtained
from direct imaging of the skyrmion motion (Jiang et al.,
2017b). (a) Average skyrmion velocity vs current density je
showing a pinned regime (left blue) and a θSkH = 0◦ region
(center orange). (b) The corresponding θSkH vs je. (c) θSkH
for positive and negative driving currents je under positive
and negative applied magnetic fields. In each case, θSkH sat-
urates for sufficiently large magnitudes of je. Reprinted by
permission from: Springer Nature, “Direct observation of the
skyrmion Hall effect”, Nature Phys. 13, 162 (2017), W. Jiang
et al., ©2017.

FIG. 49 Image-based experimental measurements of θSkH ver-
sus skyrmion velocity v (Litzius et al., 2017), showing a linear
dependence. Reprinted by permission from: Springer Nature,
“Skyrmion Hall effect revealed by direct time-resolved X-ray
microscopy”, Nature Phys. 13, 170 (2017), K. Litzius et al.,
©2017.

a current could modify θSkH as a function of drive in2646

the absence of pinning (Tomasello et al., 2018). More2647

recent studies by Litzius et al. provide evidence for a2648

high current pinning-dominated regime as well as another2649

regime in which excitations change θSkH, so that the scal-2650

ing is not constant as a function of drive (Litzius et al.,2651

2020). Current-driven studies of thin-film skyrmions in2652

the 100 nm size range at speeds of up to 100 m/s reveal2653

a strong dependence of θSkH on drive, with an increase2654

to a high velocity saturation value of θSkH = 55◦ (Juge2655

et al., 2019). Both the experimental observations and2656

the continuum modeling show that θSkH is constant in2657

the absence of quenched disorder, and that the addition2658
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of pinning produces a finite depinning threshold and an2659

increase of θSkH up to a saturation value. Although this2660

work showed that the current produced strong skyrmion2661

shape changes in the absence of disorder, the authors ar-2662

gued that the changes in θSkH were due to the pinning2663

rather than to the shape fluctuations.2664

Within the particle-based model, θintSkH is controlled2665

by the values of αd and αm according to θintSkH =2666

tan−1(αm/αd), and is not influenced by the skyrmion2667

size. When simulation values of αd and αm are selected2668

to match experimentally measured values of θSkH, it can2669

be argued that changing the αm to αd ratio is related to2670

changing the skyrmion size. In other work, varied θintSkH in2671

a particle-based model produced a robust velocity depen-2672

dence of θSkH, and some of the simulated skyrmion Hall2673

angles were within the range measured by experiments2674

(Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a).2675

Yu et al. (Yu et al., 2020b) investigated the motion of2676

individual and small clusters of 80 nm skyrmions in FeGe2677

systems with low currents of 0.96 × 109 to 1.92 × 109 A2678

m−2, and found that a skyrmion cluster can undergo ro-2679

tation as it translates. This suggests that the Magnus2680

force can induce unusual dynamics in clusters of mov-2681

ing skyrmions. Zhang et al. imaged the motion of half2682

skyrmions, which have θSkH that is half as large as that2683

of a full skyrmion (Zhang et al., 2020a). Hirata et al.2684

(Hirata et al., 2019) analyzed the elongation of pinned2685

ferrimagnetic bubbles or half skyrmion propagation and2686

found that θSkH vanishes at the momentum compensa-2687

tion temperature. Other experiments found that shape2688

distortions of half skyrmions could further reduce θSkH2689

(Yang et al., 2020).2690

Antiferromagnetic and synthetic antiferromagnetic2691

skyrmion systems are of interest since θSkH is small or2692

zero in such materials. Dohi et al. (Dohi et al., 2019)2693

examined the formation and current driven motion of2694

skyrmion bubbles in synthetic antiferromagnets. Using2695

magneto-optical polar Kerr effect imaging in the geom-2696

etry illustrated in Fig. 50(c), they compare the pulsed2697

drive motion of elongated skyrmions or a half skyrmion2698

in a synthetic antiferromagnet and in a ferromagnet, as2699

shown in Fig. 50(a,b). Figure 50(d) indicates that θSkH2700

for the ferromagnet increases with increasing skyrmion2701

velocity from 0◦ up to 20◦, while in the synthetic anti-2702

ferromagnet, θSkH remains close to zero as the skyrmion2703

velocity increases.2704

Most experiments performed so far have been in the2705

single or few skyrmion limit, so it would be interest-2706

ing to understand what happens in the collective or lat-2707

tice limit. Beyond side jump effects, it may be possi-2708

ble that the pinning effectively increases the skyrmion2709

damping through some other mechanism. Since θSkH ∝2710

tan−1(αm/αd), if αd is itself drive dependent, this could2711

produce a drive dependence of θSkH.2712

Several continuum-based simulations have shown drive2713

dependence of θSkH as a function of pinning (Juge et al.,2714

FIG. 50 Composite magneto-optical polar Kerr effect images
showing current-induced motion (yellow arrows) of (a) syn-
thetic antiferromagnetic skyrmion bubbles and (b) ferromag-
netic skyrmion bubbles under a pulsed current. (c) Schematic
of the experiment in which each bubble moves during the cur-
rent pulse. (d) Skyrmion Hall angle as a function of skyrmion
velocity in the two systems indicating that the skyrmion Hall
angle in the ferromagnet is more sensitive to skyrmion ve-
locity than that of the synthetic antiferromagnet. Reprinted
under CC license from T. Dohi et al., Nature Commun. 10,
5153 (2019).

2019; Kim and Yoo, 2017; Legrand et al., 2017). Legrand2715

et al. (Legrand et al., 2017) considered pinning produced2716

by grain boundaries, where small dense grains correspond2717

to strong pinning. In this study, a clean system has no de-2718

pinning threshold and θSkH is constant, while when pin-2719

ning is present, there is a finite depinning threshold and2720

θSkH increases from an initially small level to a satura-2721

tion value, as shown in Fig. 51. Since there is an optimal2722

grain size for pinning, the relative size of the skyrmions2723

and the pinning sites is important, which would be in-2724

teresting to study more fully. Optimal pinning could2725

be due to a resonance or commensuration effect arising2726

when the pinning and skyrmion sizes match. Due to the2727

limited number of skyrmions simulated, the θSkH versus2728

drive curves contain considerable scattering, and there2729

could be multiple regimes for θSkH rather than only a2730

linearly increasing regime and a saturation regime, which2731

offers another avenue for future study. Numerical work2732

by Juge et al. (Juge et al., 2019) produced results simi-2733

lar to those of Legrand et al. (Legrand et al., 2017), but2734

the scattering in the data was much smaller. In these2735

works, the skyrmion trajectories in regimes with increas-2736

ing θSkH show coexisting pinned and moving skyrmions,2737
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FIG. 51 Continuum simulations of skyrmion motion through
a disordered landscape composed of grains of different sizes
g (Legrand et al., 2017). (a) Mean skyrmion velocity v vs
driving current J showing a finite depinning threshold. (b)
Skyrmion Hall angle vs J showing that the angle increases
with increasing J from a value near zero at zero current.
Reprinted with permission fromW. Legrand et al., Nano Lett.
17, 2703 (2017). Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

FIG. 52 Images of skyrmion motion in a multilayer system
at varied magnetic fields (Zeissler et al., 2020). In each case,
θSkH = 10◦. The skyrmion size changes as the field varies, so
this result indicates that θSkH is independent of the skyrmion
diameter. Reprinted under CC license from K. Zeissler et al.,
Nature Commun. 11, 428 (2020).

similar to what is observed in particle based simulations2738

(Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a). Similar dynamics2739

appeared in the imaging experiments of Montoya et al.2740

(Montoya et al., 2018). In the continuum simulations, the2741

skyrmions at higher drives moved in fairly straight tra-2742

jectories along a direction close to θintSkH (Legrand et al.,2743

2017). Kim et al. (Kim and Yoo, 2017) performed contin-2744

uum simulations that showed a similar drive dependence2745

of θintSkH.2746

Another question is the role of the skyrmion diame-2747

ter in determining θSkH. Zeissler et al. (Zeissler et al.,2748

2020) examined skyrmions in a magnetic multilayer un-2749

der a pulsed drive and found θSkH ≈ 10◦, independent2750

of the skyrmion diameter. In the skyrmion trajectory2751

images of Fig. 52, the skyrmion diameter increases with2752

increasing magnetic field magnitude but the direction of2753

motion does not change. This work also revealed that the2754

skyrmion trajectories are deflected by disorder sites. The2755

disorder length scale or pinning radius might be much2756

larger than the skyrmion diameters, or collective interac-2757

tions between skyrmions could increase the effective pin-2758

ning radius, placing the system in a pinning dominated2759

regime (Zeissler et al., 2020). It would be interesting2760

to perform a separate study of θSkH for varied disorder2761

sizes to see if a change occurs when the effective pin-2762

ning diameter becomes smaller rather than larger than2763

the skyrmion size.2764

Studies of skyrmions moving in samples with magnetic2765

grain boundaries show that in some cases, disorder can2766

enhance θSkH (Salimath et al., 2019). A guidance effect2767

in the direction of θintSkH occurs when the grains are mag-2768

netically aligned in the direction in which the skyrmions2769

would move in the absence of disorder. This effect de-2770

pends on the magnitude of the drive and the orientation2771

of the grains, but it suggests that θSkH could be controlled2772

through the proper orientation of extended defects.2773

The drive dependence of θSkH can generate a wealth2774

of new dynamical effects distinct from those found in2775

previously studied overdamped systems. For exam-2776

ple, θSkH for a skyrmion driven over a periodic pin-2777

ning array increases with drive but becomes quan-2778

tized due to locking with substrate symmetry directions2779

(Reichhardt et al., 2015b). Until now, the modifica-2780

tion of θSkH by pinning has been considered only for2781

ferromagnetic skyrmions, but studies of antiferromag-2782

netic skyrmions, polar skyrmions, skyrmioniums, anti-2783

skyrmions, and merons would reveal whether the effect of2784

pinning differs depending on the nature of the skyrmion.2785

Antiferromagnetic skyrmions with θSkH = 0◦ are of2786

particular interest and in principle have dynamics very2787

similar to those of superconducting vortices. The lack2788

of a Magnus force could produce stronger pinning effects2789

compared to ferromagnetic skyrmions. For example, nu-2790

merical work by Liang et al. indicates that pinning is en-2791

hanced for ferromagnetic skyrmions (Liang et al., 2019).2792

Other methods of controlling θSkH include the use of in-2793

ternal modes (Chen et al., 2019; Tomasello et al., 2018)2794

that can change and even vanish at the angular mo-2795

mentum compensation temperature (Hirata et al., 2019;2796

Woo et al., 2018), the application of particular gate volt-2797

age configurations (Plettenberg et al., 2020), or changing2798

the skyrmion number in a multilayer system where the2799

skyrmion number can depend on the number of layers2800

(Xia et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2016c). The role of pinning2801

in such scenarios remains open for further investigation.2802

A. Thermal Effects2803

Most experimental observations of the skyrmion Hall2804

effect are performed at room temperature, and there2805

are numerous indications that skyrmions exhibit ther-2806
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FIG. 53 Theoretical predictions for skyrmion velocity re-
sponse at different temperatures, showing a creep regime be-
low the zero-temperature depinning threshold (Troncoso and
Núñez, 2014). Top panel: longitudinal velocity ux vs driv-
ing current j; bottom panel: transverse velocity uy vs j.
Reprinted with permission from R. E. Troncoso and A. S.
Núñez, Phys. Rev. B 89, 224403 (2014). Copyright 2014 by
the American Physical Society.

mal effects such as Brownian motion (Nozaki et al., 2019;2807

Zázvorka et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020) that could in-2808

duce creep or thermally activated hopping between pin-2809

ning sites. To address the question of how the depin-2810

ning threshold and θSkH behave under the combination2811

of pinning and temperature, Troncoso and Núñez (Tron-2812

coso and Núñez, 2014) theoretically studied thermally2813

assisted current driven skyrmion motion in the presence2814

of pinning, and found that the Brownian motion could be2815

described by a stochastic Thiele equation. They observed2816

a finite depinning threshold at zero temperature as well as2817

a creep regime for increasing drive, as shown in Fig. 53.2818

Reichhardt et al. (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2019b)2819

studied the elastic depinning of skyrmions with random2820

disorder and thermal fluctuations. The depinning thresh-2821

old is well defined at T = 0, but decreases and becomes2822

more rounded as T increases. Figure 54(a) illustrates2823

θSkH versus drive for a finite temperature system with ap-2824
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FIG. 54 Particle-based simulations of skyrmion motion
with finite thermal fluctuations (Reichhardt and Reichhardt,
2019b). (a) The skyrmion Hall angle θsk vs driving force FD.
(b) The corresponding skyrmion velocity parallel 〈V||〉 (blue
squares) and perpendicular 〈V⊥〉 (red circles) to the drive vs
FD. There is a pinned phase (left yellow), a creep phase
with θsk ≈ 0◦ (center green), and a flowing phase. Repub-
lished with permission of IOP Publishing, Ltd, from “Ther-
mal creep and the skyrmion Hall angle in driven skyrmion
crystals”, C. Reichhardt and C. J. O. Reichhardt, J. Phys.:
Condens. Matter 31, 07LT01 (2019); permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

preciable creep, and Fig. 54(b) shows 〈V||〉 and 〈V⊥〉 ver-2825

sus FD. There is a pinned phase with 〈V||〉 = 〈V⊥〉 = 0,2826

an intermittent creep or thermally activated avalanche2827

phase with finite 〈V||〉, 〈V⊥〉 = 0, and θSkH = 0◦, and a2828

high drive continuously moving phase with finite veloc-2829

ity in both directions. In the latter region, θSkH increases2830

with drive and saturates at the high drive limit. The ap-2831

pearance of a regime with finite longitudinal velocity but2832

zero perpendicular velocity is consistent with the obser-2833

vations of Jiang et al. just above depinning (Jiang et al.,2834

2017b). Using resonant ultrasound spectroscopy in MnSi,2835

Luo et al. (Luo et al., 2020) found evidence that ther-2836

mal fluctuations reduce the critical current to 4% of its2837

non-thermal value, in agreement with the Anderson-Kim2838

theory for flux creep in superconductors (Anderson and2839

Kim, 1964).2840

There could be multiple regimes for the evolution of2841

θSkH with current and velocity. Litzius et al. (Litzius2842

et al., 2020) studied the impact of thermal fluctuations2843

on θSkH in both experiment and simulations, and found2844

distinct behaviors in the low and high current regimes.2845

The increase of θSkH with current is rapid for lower cur-2846

rents but crosses over to a slower increase at higher cur-2847

rents. It was argued that at low drives, the skyrmion2848

behaves like a particle and θSkH is dominated by ther-2849

mal disorder, whereas at higher drives, the internal de-2850

grees of freedom become important and θSkH is controlled2851

by skyrmion distortions or shape changes. As shown in2852
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FIG. 55 Continuum simulations of θSkH versus skyrmion ve-
locity v in a sample with no thermal disorder (black squares)
and at two different finite temperatures (open symbols). θSkH
is nearly independent of velocity in the absence of temper-
ature, but when thermal fluctuations are present, θSkH in-
creases with increasing velocity. The insets show the change
in skyrmion shape from nearly circular at low velocities to
strongly distorted at high velocities. Reprinted by permis-
sion from: Springer Nature, “The role of temperature and
drive current in skyrmion dynamics,” Nature Electron. 3, 30
(2020), K. Litzius et al., ©2020.

Fig. 55, where θSkH is plotted versus skyrmion velocity2853

v (Litzius et al., 2020), continuum-based simulations are2854

consistent with experiment. In the absence of thermal2855

disorder, θSkH changes very little with velocity except at2856

the highest values of v. When thermal disorder is present,2857

there is a sharp increase in θSkH at low velocities and a2858

more gradual increase at higher velocities. The images2859

in the insets of Fig. 55 indicate that the skyrmion shape2860

becomes more distorted with increasing velocity. MacK-2861

innon et al. (MacKinnon et al., 2020) showed that ad-2862

ditional interfacial spin transfer torques can strongly re-2863

duce θSkH for driven skyrmions less than 100 nm in diam-2864

eter. They also observed that when disorder is present,2865

θSkH increases rapidly at low velocities and then increases2866

more slowly or saturates at high velocities.2867

At higher drives, numerical work indicates that2868

skyrmions can develop a non-circular shape with a tail2869

(Masell et al., 2020), and can become unstable above a2870

critical current (Liu et al., 2020a; Masell et al., 2020).2871

For dense skyrmion lattices, if skyrmion shape changes at2872

higher currents cause the skyrmion-skyrmion interactions2873

to become more anisotropic, lattice transitions could oc-2874

cur.2875

B. Future Directions2876

Future studies could examine the evolution of θSkH2877

for different types of pinning, such as short versus long2878

range, repulsive versus attractive, or grain boundary and2879

extended pinning versus point pinning. For applica-2880

tions that require θSkH = 0◦, pinning or defect arrange-2881

ments that reduce θSkH are desirable, while new devices2882

might be created that exploit the behavior of θSkH. The2883

skyrmion type or symmetries in the system (Güngördü2884

et al., 2016) can also strongly modify θSkH. For exam-2885

ple, when the skyrmion itself contains an anisotropy di-2886

rection, in certain regimes θSkH is affected by the ap-2887

plied current orientation with respect to this anisotropy,2888

which could produce rich behavior of objects such as2889

antiskyrmions under a drive in the presence of pinning2890

(Kovalev and Sandhoefner, 2018). Most studies have2891

been performed using dc drives, but adding a high fre-2892

quency ac drive component could create breathing modes2893

that might reduce the pinning, increase the creep, or2894

change θSkH. The interplay between skyrmion motion,2895

pinning, and θSkH could be explored for other textures2896

such as bi-skyrmions, half-skyrmions, merons, and anti-2897

skyrmions. The skyrmion Hall effect was already stud-2898

ied in a disorder-free system for elliptical skyrmions (Xia2899

et al., 2020), so a natural next step would be to add dis-2900

order.2901

Existing studies of pinning effects and dynamics of 2D2902

skyrmions could be extended to 3D systems, where a2903

variety of interesting new effects should appear. Line-2904

like skyrmions could undergo elastic depinning of the2905

type found for stringlike objects, but could have distinct2906

modes of motion along the length of the line. There have2907

already been several studies of the scaling of certain 3D2908

skyrmion modes (Lin et al., 2019; Seki et al., 2020). The2909

roughening transition of skyrmion lines near depinning2910

could be analyzed to see whether the skyrmions become2911

more stringlike at higher drives based on changes in the2912

fractal dimension. Similar to entangled superconducting2913

vortex states, the linelike skyrmions might become en-2914

tangled and could be unable to cut themselves free.2915

Studies of skyrmion dynamic phases and the evolution2916

of θSkH have employed drives arising from an applied cur-2917

rent, but alternative forms of driving such as thermal2918

gradients or magnetic gradients could generate new be-2919

havior. Existing studies also focused on uniform drives;2920

however, introduction of nonuniform drives could pro-2921

duce interesting effects due to the velocity dependence2922

of θSkH. A system with a non-uniform current could ex-2923

hibit clustering or other effects not found in overdamped2924

systems.2925

VIII. NANOSTRUCTURED AND PERIODIC2926

LANDSCAPES2927

There are already a number of proposals for using2928

skyrmions in highly confined race track geometry de-2929

vices. Skyrmion motion can also be controlled by fab-2930

ricating nanostructured pinning arrays, similar to those2931

employed for vortices in type-II superconductors (Baert2932
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FIG. 56 Examples of skyrmions interacting with nanostruc-
tured pinning. Left: 2D periodic pinning, where commensu-
ration can occur between the number of skyrmions and the
number of pinning sites. Center: asymmetric 2D periodic pin-
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et al., 1995; Berdiyorov et al., 2006; Harada et al., 1996;2933

Mart́ın et al., 1997; Reichhardt et al., 1998; Reichhardt2934

and Reichhardt, 2017a), vortices in Bose-Einstein con-2935

densates with optical traps (Reijnders and Duine, 2004;2936

Tung et al., 2006), cold atoms (Benassi et al., 2011;2937

Büchler et al., 2003) and colloidal particles (Brunner and2938

Bechinger, 2002; Wei et al., 1998). In these systems, the2939

particles can interact with 1D periodic substrates (Do-2940

brovolskiy and Huth, 2015; Martinoli et al., 1975; Re-2941

ichhardt et al., 2001; Reijnders and Duine, 2004; Wei2942

et al., 1998), 2D square (Baert et al., 1995; Berdiyorov2943

et al., 2006; Bohlein et al., 2012; Harada et al., 1996;2944

Reichhardt et al., 1998; Tung et al., 2006), triangular2945

(Brunner and Bechinger, 2002; Reichhardt et al., 1998),2946

or quasicrystalline (Kemmler et al., 2006; Mikhael et al.,2947

2008; Villegas et al., 2006) substrates, or arrangements2948

with geometric frustration (Latimer et al., 2013; Libál2949

et al., 2009; Ortiz-Ambriz and Tierno, 2016; Wang et al.,2950

2018b). Figure 56 illustrates three possible pinning ge-2951

ometries: a 2D periodic array of trapping sites, a periodic2952

1D array, and an asymmetric 2D array that can gener-2953

ate diode or ratchet effects. Nanostructures of this type2954

could be created using controlled irradiation, which has2955

been used to construct 1D channels in which skyrmions2956

nucleate and undergo channeling flow with an applied2957

drive (Juge et al., 2021).2958

For assemblies of particles interacting with either 1D2959

or 2D periodic substrates, commensuration effects (Bak,2960

1982) can occur when the particle lattice and substrate2961

periodicities match. Strong pinning appears under com-2962

mensurate conditions, since the particle-particle interac-2963

tion forces cancel via symmetry and the entire ensem-2964

ble behaves similarly to an isolated particle. If, how-2965

ever, there is some lattice mismatch or an incommensura-2966

tion, collective interactions between the particles become2967

important. For example, at a particle density slightly2968

above commensuration, most particles remain at their2969

commensurate positions in the substrate potential en-2970

ergy minima, but a small number of particles are located2971

at higher energy portions of the substrate. Under an ap-2972

plied drive, these extra particles or kinks depin first at2973

Fc1, while the remaining particles depin at a higher drive2974

Fc2, producing a two step or even multiple step depin-2975

ning phenomenon (Avci et al., 2010; Bak, 1982; Benassi2976

et al., 2011; Bohlein et al., 2012; Gutierrez et al., 2009;2977

Reichhardt et al., 1997). A similar effect occurs just be-2978

low commensuration, where the vacancies or anti-kinks2979

depin first (Bohlein et al., 2012). Commensuration ap-2980

pears whenever the number of particles p is an integer2981

multiple of the number of substrate potential minima2982

q, p/q = 1, 2 . . . N . At these integer matching fillings,2983

the depinning threshold Fc has a local maximum (Baert2984

et al., 1995; Berdiyorov et al., 2006; Reichhardt et al.,2985

1997, 1998). There can also be fractional commensura-2986

tion effects at fillings such as p/q = 1/2 or 1/3 depend-2987

ing on the substrate lattice symmetry (Bak, 1982; Grig-2988

orenko et al., 2003). In quasiperiodic or frustrated sub-2989

strates, other types of commensuration effects can arise2990

at integer and non-integer matchings (Kemmler et al.,2991

2006; Latimer et al., 2013; Villegas et al., 2006; Wang2992

et al., 2018b). Under an applied drive, a rich variety of2993

dynamical behaviors appear with well defined transitions2994

between different kinds of plastic flow, turbulent flow,2995

and ordered flow, and the extent and number of phases2996

depends on the commensurability, pinning strength, and2997

direction of drive with respect to the substrate periodic-2998

ity (Avci et al., 2010; Benassi et al., 2011; Bohlein and2999

Bechinger, 2012; Bohlein et al., 2012; Dobrovolskiy and3000

Huth, 2015; Gutierrez et al., 2009; Harada et al., 1996;3001

Juniper et al., 2015; Martinoli et al., 1975; Reichhardt3002

et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2018b).3003

The particle-like nature of skyrmions makes them ideal3004

for studying commensurate and incommensurate effects3005

on a range of substrate geometries, and could be ex-3006

ploited to create new types of devices. For example,3007

certain skyrmion configurations in pinning site clusters3008

could represent a memory bit. If a periodic substrate3009

were combined with a race track, a skyrmion subjected3010

to a current pulse would always move a fixed number3011

of substrate lattice constants even under slightly varying3012

pulse duration or direction, giving a more robust device.3013

Periodic pinning could also stabilize skyrmions against3014

thermal wandering over relatively long periods of time,3015

allowing for the precise control of skyrmion motion in re-3016

peatable patterns. A variety of superconducting vortex3017

logic devices such as vortex cellular automata have been3018

proposed for vortices interacting with periodic substrates3019

(Milošević et al., 2007), and similar approaches could3020

be used for skyrmions. Additionally, the Magnus force3021

and internal degrees of freedom could cause skyrmions3022
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FIG. 57 An example of a periodic quasi-one-dimensional sub-
strate for skyrmions (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016b).
The substrate is sinusoidal along the x direction with regu-
lar minima (white) and maxima (green). The skyrmions (red
dots) are driven parallel to the substrate periodicity by FD

||

(blue arrow), or perpendicular by FD
⊥ (red arrow). Reprinted

with permission from C. Reichhardt et al., Phys. Rev. B
94, 094413 (2016). Copyright 2016 by the American Physical
Society.

to exhibit a variety of new types of static and dynamic3023

commensurate phases distinct from those found for over-3024

damped systems.3025

A. One Dimensional Periodic Substrates and Speed-Up3026

Effects3027

We first consider the simplest example of a skyrmion3028

interacting with the 1D pinning array illustrated in3029

Fig. 57. Very different dynamical responses appear de-3030

pending on whether the external driving is applied par-3031

allel or perpendicular to the substrate periodicity. An3032

overdamped system has a finite depinning threshold Fc3033

only for parallel driving, while perpendicular driving sim-3034

ply causes the particles to slide along the potential min-3035

ima. For skyrmions with a finite Magnus force, which3036

move at an angle with respect to the drive, there is a fi-3037

nite parallel depinning threshold even for perpendicular3038

driving. Reichhardt and Olson Reichhardt (Reichhardt3039

and Reichhardt, 2016b) used a 2D particle based simu-3040

lation to study skyrmions interacting with a periodic 1D3041

substrate, and found that for parallel driving, the critical3042

depinning force Fc is independent of the ratio of the Mag-3043

nus force to the damping strength. This is in contrast to3044
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FIG. 58 Illustration of the speed up effect from particle-based
simulations of skyrmion velocities parallel 〈V||〉 (lower blue)
and perpendicular 〈V⊥〉 (upper red) to the substrate period-
icity direction for perpendicular driving FD

⊥ in the quasi-1D
potential illustrated in Fig. 57 (Reichhardt and Reichhardt,
2016b). (a) At θintSkH = 30◦, the initial skyrmion motion is
locked in the perpendicular direction. There is a drop in 〈V⊥〉

at the critical drive F
||
c for the onset of motion in the paral-

lel direction. At (b) θintSkH = 64◦ and (c) θintSkH = 84.3◦, F
||
c

shifts to lower drives and the drop in 〈V⊥〉 becomes more pro-
nounced. (d) The total velocity 〈Vtot〉 vs F

D
⊥ at θintSkH = 84.3◦.

The dashed line indicates the response 〈V0〉 expected in a sys-
tem with no substrate. In the speed up effect, 〈Vtot〉 > 〈V0〉.
Reprinted with permission from C. Reichhardt et al., Phys.
Rev. B 94, 094413 (2016). Copyright 2016 by the American
Physical Society.

the case of random point pinning, where Fc decreases3045

with increasing Magnus force. Although skyrmions can3046

skirt around pointlike pinning sites, they cannot avoid3047

passing through a 1D extended pinning site. For per-3048

pendicular driving, there is no finite depinning threshold3049

and the skyrmions initially move only in the perpendic-3050

ular direction with θSkH = 0◦. As the drive increases,3051

the Magnus force parallel to the substrate periodicity in-3052

creases until, above a critical drive, the skyrmions begin3053

to jump over the barriers and move in both the paral-3054

lel and perpendicular directions. A perpendicular drive3055

produces a situation similar to that of a skyrmion in a3056

thin race track, which moves toward the edge of the track3057

due to the Magnus force and leaves the track completely3058

above a critical velocity. In the case of the 1D periodic3059

substrate in a 2D sample, the skyrmion hops into the3060

next potential minimum when the critical velocity is ex-3061

ceeded.3062

Figure 58 shows the skyrmion velocity-force curves3063

for perpendicular driving in the system from Fig. 573064

(Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016b). In Fig. 58(a) at3065

θintSkH = 30◦, there is a finite depinning threshold F
||
c for3066

motion in the parallel direction, and for 0 < FD < F
||
c3067
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the skyrmion motion is locked along the perpendicular3068

direction with θSkH = 0◦. For FD > F
||
c , the skyrmion3069

begins to move in both directions, and the onset of finite3070

〈V||〉 is accompanied by a decrease in 〈V⊥〉. In Fig. 58(b)3071

and (c), systems with θintSkH = 64◦ and 84.3◦ show that3072

F
||
c shifts to lower drives with increasing θintSkH while the3073

drop in 〈V⊥〉 at F
||
c becomes more pronounced. For a3074

sample with θintSkH = 84.3◦, Fig. 58(d) illustrates the net3075

skyrmion velocity 〈V 〉 = (〈V⊥〉
2 + 〈V||〉

2)1/2 versus FD
⊥3076

along with the velocity 〈V0〉 expected in the absence of3077

a substrate. A pinning-induced speed up effect appears3078

near F
||
c in which 〈V 〉 > 〈V0〉, meaning that the skyrmion3079

is moving faster than it would if the substrate were not3080

present. This speed up effect, which does not occur in3081

overdamped systems, is produced by a combination of3082

the Magnus force and the pinning potential. When the3083

skyrmion is constrained by the pinning potential to move3084

in the direction of the drive, the Magnus force-induced3085

velocity component from the pinning αmFp is aligned3086

with the drive. This is added to the velocity component3087

αdFD produced by the drive, giving a total velocity of3088

〈V 〉 = αdFD+αmFp. The nonconservative Magnus force3089

turns the pinning force into an effective additional driv-3090

ing force. Speed up effects are the most prominent on3091

1D substrates and have been studied numerically for a3092

single skyrmion moving along domain walls (Xing et al.,3093

2020). They can also occur for random and 2D peri-3094

odic pinning arrays. Gong et al. (Gong et al., 2020)3095

numerically studied skyrmion motion in random disor-3096

der and found that the skyrmion velocity can be boosted3097

in regimes where motion in the transverse or skyrmion3098

Hall angle direction is suppressed. This indicates that3099

whenever the skyrmion motion along θintSkH is impeded,3100

the Magnus force can transfer part or all of that compo-3101

nent of motion to the direction along which the skyrmion3102

is constrained to move.3103

Skyrmion speed up effects have been observed in micro-3104

magnetic simulations of race tracks (Sampaio et al., 2013)3105

and for scattering off a single pinning site in both con-3106

tinuum and Thiele based approaches (Müller and Rosch,3107

2015). Iwasaki et al. used a Thiele approach and mi-3108

cromagnetic simulations to examine the large velocity3109

enhancement near a boundary and showed that it is re-3110

lated to a colossal spin transfer torque effect (Iwasaki3111

et al., 2014). The velocity is enhanced by a factor of3112

1/α, where α is the Gilbert damping, and the maximum3113

velocity is determined by the magnitude of the confining3114

force produced by the sample edge. Several other works3115

also describe the acceleration of skyrmions along sample3116

edges (Castell-Queralt et al., 2019; Martinez et al., 2018).3117

Castell-Queralt et al. (Castell-Queralt et al., 2019) ex-3118

amined the dynamics of a skyrmion moving across a3119

rail where, in addition to skyrmion acceleration along3120

the edge, they observed guiding and compressing effects.3121

They found that speed ups of as much as an order of3122

FIG. 59 Results from continuum simulations of a skyrmion
interacting with a line along which the DMI has been changed
by an amount δ compared to the rest of the sample (Castell-
Queralt et al., 2019). (a) A phase diagram as a function of
the product of the skyrmion Hall angle θH and current JHM

vs δ. (b) Illustration of motion in the six different regimes.
The green vertical line is the defect and the curved gray line is
the skyrmion trajectory. Republished with permission of the
Royal Society of Chemistry, from “Accelerating, guiding, and
compressing skyrmions by defect rails”, J. Castell-Queralt et
al., Nanoscale 11, 12589 (2019); permission conveyed through
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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magnitude are possible compared to motion in a sys-3123

tem without defects. Figure 59 shows the results from3124

micromagnetic simulations (Castell-Queralt et al., 2019)3125

of a skyrmion approaching a defect line with modified3126

DMI. Here δ = −1 indicates complete DMI suppression3127

and δ = 1 is unaltered DMI, so that δ < 0 produces3128

skyrmion repulsion and δ > 0 causes the line to attract3129

the skyrmion. The dynamic phase diagram in Fig. 59(a)3130

shows the behavior as a function of the product of θSkH3131

and the current versus δ, while Fig. 59(b) illustrates the3132

six different phases of motion. In phases I and III.a, the3133

skyrmion is guided along the line and shrinks, while in the3134

other phases the skyrmion crosses the line. The skyrmion3135

experiences strong distortion in phase IV, is weakly de-3136

flected in phases II.a and II.b, and is strongly deflected in3137

phase III.b. The same work also demonstrated skyrmion3138

guidance with a strong acceleration effect using a com-3139

bination of two line defects, one repulsive and the other3140

attractive.3141

Reichhardt and Olson Reichhardt (Reichhardt and Re-3142

ichhardt, 2016b) also considered collective effects for3143

skyrmions moving over 1D periodic arrays. A number3144

of dynamical phases arise for perpendicular driving, in-3145

cluding a pinned smectic state similar to that observed3146

for colloidal particles and superconducting vortices in pe-3147

riodic 1D substrates, a disordered plastic flow state just3148

above depinning, a moving hexatic state, and a moving3149

crystal state. All these phases produce signatures in the3150

velocity components and θSkH, and they could be de-3151

tected experimentally via neutron scatting, changes in3152

the THE, or noise measurements.3153

Various interference effects can arise for a skyrmion3154

moving over a 1D or 2D substrate. A dc driven particle3155

moving over a periodic substrate experiences a time de-3156

pendent velocity modulation at a washboard frequency3157

ωd that increases with increasing drive FD or current J .3158

When an ac drive Fac = A sin(ωact) is added to the dc3159

drive, there is a resonance between ωac and ωd at cer-3160

tain values of Fac. Resonance effects have been observed3161

experimentally for superconducting vortex lattices mov-3162

ing over random disorder (Fiory, 1971; Harris et al., 1995;3163

Okuma et al., 2011, 2007). Since the resonance condition3164

is met at a specific dc velocity for fixed ωac, a region of3165

constant or locked velocity appears over an interval of FD3166

values close to resonance. When the difference between3167

ωac and ωd becomes too large, the system jumps out3168

of the velocity locked step; however, additional velocity3169

locking steps appear whenever ωd/ωac is an integer. The3170

velocity steps at the resonant condition and its higher3171

harmonics are known as Shapiro steps (Benz et al., 1990;3172

Shapiro, 1963). If the ac amplitude A is large, nonlinear3173

effects produce fractional steps and strongly fluctuating3174

regions. Shapiro steps have been observed in a wide va-3175

riety of systems that exhibit depinning on periodic sub-3176

strates, such as sliding charge density waves (Copper-3177

smith and Littlewood, 1986) and vortices in type-II su-3178

FIG. 60 Phase locking and Shapiro steps for current driven
skyrmions in MnSi under combined dc and ac driving (Sato
et al., 2020). (a) Magnitude of the narrow band noise fNBN

as a function of dc driving current jdc for different values of
the ac current jac, showing the emergence of a locking step
when jac = 1.95 × 108 A/m2. (b) Dependence of the locking
step width ∆jdc on ac current amplitude jac showing Bessel
function oscillations consistent with Shapiro steps. Reprinted
with permission from T. Sato et al., Phys. Rev. B 102,
180411(R) (2020). Copyright 2020 by the American Physical
Society.

perconductors with 1D and 2D periodic substrates (Mar-3179

tinoli et al., 1975; Van Look et al., 1999). All of these3180

systems are either overdamped or have inertial effects,3181

but none of them include Magnus forces.3182

In skyrmion systems, the Magnus force should pro-3183

duce new phase locking phenomena. For example, the3184

mixing of the velocity components by the Magnus force3185

permits locking steps to occur for any driving direction,3186

as demonstrated in a particle based model for skyrmions3187

moving over a periodic 1D potential with a parallel dc3188

drive and a parallel or perpendicular ac drive (Reichhardt3189

and Reichhardt, 2015). Here, Magnus-induced steps ap-3190

pear in the velocity-force curves with step widths ∆Fac3191

that oscillate according to the Bessel function ∆Fac =3192

|Jn(F
ac
x )|, consistent with Shapiro steps. The locking3193

step orbits are considerably more complex for skyrmions3194

than for overdamped particles. Sato et al. (Sato et al.,3195

2020) measured voltage fluctuations for current induced3196

skyrmion lattice motion in MnSi. They found a narrow3197

band noise (NBN) signal that shifted to higher frequency3198

with increasing current, indicating increasing skyrmion3199

velocity. When they added an ac driving current, a clear3200

mode locking signal emerged with strongly enhanced3201

NBN. The plots of NBN magnitude versus dc current3202

density in Fig. 60(a) contain a step-like regime where the3203

narrow band signal is locked to the washboard frequency.3204

For zero applied ac current, no step is present, but as the3205

amplitude of the ac current increases, the width of the3206

narrow band step ∆jdc in Fig. 60(b) follows the Bessel3207

function behavior of Shapiro steps.3208
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Other combinations of drives for skyrmions on 1D pe-3209

riodic arrays produce unusual collective effects. For ex-3210

ample, in an overdamped system, a perpendicular dc3211

drive combined with a parallel or perpendicular ac drive3212

does not produce any interference effects; however, in3213

the skyrmion system, phase locking effects appear, in-3214

cluding a new phenomenon in which the velocity-force3215

curves contain spikes rather than steps. This Shapiro3216

spike structure occurs when the ac and dc drives are3217

both perpendicular to the substrate periodicity (Reich-3218

hardt and Reichhardt, 2017b). Here, phase locking can3219

cause the skyrmion to move at 90◦ with respect to the dc3220

drive. There can also be regions of negative V⊥, indica-3221

tive of absolute negative mobility (Eichhorn et al., 2002;3222

Ros et al., 2005) where the skyrmion is actually moving3223

against the direction of the external drive.3224

Since skyrmions have internal modes with their own3225

intrinsic frequencies, there should be a wealth of pos-3226

sible resonances involving the coupling of these modes3227

to an external ac frequency, a substrate frequency pro-3228

duced by dc motion over periodic pinning, or the intrin-3229

sic washboard frequency of the skyrmion lattice. These3230

dynamics would be quite different from those typically3231

found for overdamped or rigid particles. There is already3232

some work along these lines by Leliaert et al. (Leli-3233

aert et al., 2019), who performed micromagnetic simu-3234

lations of skyrmions moving through a wire with a pe-3235

riodic modulation of notches produced by varying the3236

DMI. The notches induce a periodic modulation of the3237

skyrmion motion that couples to the skyrmion breathing3238

mode, producing a series of resonances in the velocity-3239

force curves.3240

B. Skyrmions with 2D Periodic Pinning3241

Reichhardt et al. used a particle-based model to3242

study a single skyrmion moving over a 2D square pe-3243

riodic potential (Reichhardt et al., 2015b). This system3244

has a finite depinning threshold and a drive-dependent3245

θSkH, similar to what is observed for random pinning3246

as discussed above (Jiang et al., 2017b; Kim and Yoo,3247

2017; Legrand et al., 2017; Litzius et al., 2017; Reich-3248

hardt et al., 2015a; Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2016a);3249

however, due to the square substrate symmetry, the3250

skyrmion motion preferentially locks to certain directions3251

θSkH = tan−1(n/m) with integer m and n. For a sub-3252

strate with lattice constant a, these integers indicate that3253

the skyrmion moves a distance na in the y-direction dur-3254

ing the time required to translate a distance ma in the3255

x-direction. For example, locking at θSkH = 45◦ occurs3256

when n = 1 and m = 1 while locking at θSkH = 23◦3257

corresponds to n = 1 and m = 2. For increasing drive,3258

the skyrmion can only remain locked in its direction of3259

motion if its net velocity 〈V 〉 decreases, so each locking3260

step is associated with a window of negative differential3261
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FIG. 61 Particle-based simulations of skyrmions moving over
a square array of pinning sites showing quantization of θSkH
(Reichhardt et al., 2015b). (a) The velocity parallel, 〈V||〉
(upper blue), and perpendicular, 〈V⊥〉 (lower red), to the
driving direction vs the dc drive amplitude FD at a Mag-
nus ratio to damping ratio of αm/αd = 4.925. (b) 〈V||〉
vs FD for a larger ratio αm/αd = 9.962. (c) The ratio
R = 〈V⊥〉/〈V||〉 = tan(θSkH) vs FD for the sample in panel
(a), where steps appear at rational fractions. (d) R vs FD

for the sample in panel (b) also exhibits a series of steps.
Reprinted with permission from C. Reichhardt et al., Phys.
Rev. B 91, 104426 (2015). Copyright 2015 by the American
Physical Society.
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FIG. 62 Skyrmion trajectories (lines) for particle based sim-
ulations of the system in Fig. 61 with a skyrmion (red circle)
moving through a periodic array of pinning sites (black dots)
at (a) |R| = 1, (b) |R| = 5/3, (c) |R| = 2, and (d) |R| = 3
(Reichhardt et al., 2015b). Reprinted with permission from
C. Reichhardt et al., Phys. Rev. B 91, 104426 (2015). Copy-
right 2015 by the American Physical Society.
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mobility in which d〈V 〉/dFD < 0. Cusps in both the par-3262

allel and perpendicular velocities, 〈V||〉 and 〈V⊥〉, appear3263

at the transition from one directional locking step to the3264

next, as shown in Fig. 61(a,b). Figure 61(c,d) illustrates3265

the ratio R = 〈V⊥〉/〈V||〉 = tan(θSkH), indicating that3266

θSkH is quantized. On the |R| = 1 step, the skyrmion3267

is constrained to move along θSkH = 45◦, as illustrated3268

in Fig. 62(a). The skyrmion trajectories for motion on3269

the |R| = 5/3, 2, and 3 steps appear in Figs. 62(b), (c),3270

and (d), respectively. In general, the integer steps are3271

more pronounced than the fractional steps. Such direc-3272

tional locking should be a generic feature of ferromag-3273

netic skyrmions moving over periodic pinning arrays. A3274

similar directional locking effect with steps in the veloc-3275

ity force curves was studied for superconducting vortices3276

(Reichhardt and Nori, 1999) and colloidal particles (Ko-3277

rda et al., 2002; MacDonald et al., 2003; Risbud and3278

Drazer, 2014) moving over 2D periodic substrates, but3279

in these overdamped systems, the external drive must3280

change direction in order to generate the locking steps,3281

whereas in the skyrmion system, the driving direction3282

remains fixed.3283

Feilhauer et al. (Feilhauer et al., 2020) employed a3284

combined micromagnetic and Thiele equation approach3285

to study skyrmion motion in a magnetic antidot array.3286

They found that the skyrmion motion locks to the sym-3287

metry angles of the array and that θSkH can be controlled3288

by varying the damping, as shown in Fig. 63. By careful3289

choice of the current pulse direction, a skyrmion can be3290

steered to move into almost any plaquette position, sug-3291

gesting that this drive protocol could be useful for ap-3292

plications. There have already been some experimental3293

efforts to create a similar type of substrate using antidot3294

lattices (Saha et al., 2019).3295

Locking of the skyrmion motion to particular symme-3296

try directions of 2D periodic arrays could be harnessed to3297

create a topological sorting device for different skyrmion3298

species with slightly different values of θintSkH. When one3299

species locks to a substrate symmetry direction while the3300

other does not, the species can be separated laterally3301

over time. A demonstration of this separation effect was3302

achieved in simulations by Vizarim et al. for a bidisperse3303

assembly of skyrmions driven through a square obstacle3304

array (Vizarim et al., 2020a). This procedure is similar3305

to that used in microfluidic systems, and suggests that3306

skyrmion bubbles with a carefully selected size could be3307

separated from skyrmion bubbles of other sizes. Micro-3308

magnetic simulations of skyrmions of different sizes in a3309

branching nanostructure showed that each skyrmion size3310

could be controlled to move at an angle different from3311

the other skyrmion sizes (Chen et al., 2020a), forming a3312

skyrmion interconnect device.3313

Using particle-based simulations, Vizarim et al. also3314

showed that a skyrmion interacting with a 2D peri-3315

odic array under a dc drive and one or more ac drives3316

can undergo a variety of controlled motions (Vizarim3317

FIG. 63 Combined micromagnetic and analytic calculations
of skyrmion trajectories (red lines) in a square array of mag-
netic dots for different values of the damping coefficient α
(Feilhauer et al., 2020). By varying the direction of the ap-
plied current pulse, the skyrmion can be steered to any posi-
tion in the array. Reprinted with permission from J. Feilhauer
et al., Phys. Rev. B 102, 184425 (2020). Copyright 2020 by
the American Physical Society.

et al., 2020b) and can exhibit non-monotonic behaviors.3318

Skyrmions driven over periodic arrays can also exhibit3319

clustering or segregation. This is similar to the segre-3320

gated states found for strong random pinning in both3321

lattice (Koshibae and Nagaosa, 2018) and particle based3322

simulations (Reichhardt and Reichhardt, 2019a).3323

Reichhardt et al. studied collective static arrange-3324

ments of skyrmions interacting with square pinning ar-3325

rays as a function of skyrmion density using a particle3326

based model (Reichhardt et al., 2018). When the number3327

of skyrmions Nsk is an integer multiple of the number of3328

pinning sites Np, a series of commensurate states appear3329

in which different types of skyrmion crystals can be sta-3330

bilized, including square or triangular lattices. Ordered3331

skyrmion lattices can also form at rational filling fractions3332

f ≡ Nsk/Np such as f = 1/2, where the skyrmions adopt3333

a checkerboard pattern. The f = 1.65 and f = 2.0 con-3334

figurations were also observed in continuum-based sim-3335

ulations for a square array of pinning sites produced by3336

local changes in the anisotropy (Koshibae and Nagaosa,3337

2018).3338

Duzgun et al. explored the ordering of liquid crystal3339

skyrmions interacting with a square array of defects using3340

continuum based simulations (Duzgun et al., 2020). At3341

a one-to-one matching of f = 1, the skyrmions form a3342

square lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 64(a). Fillings of3343
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FIG. 64 Continuum simulations of chiral liquid crystal
skyrmions (blue rings) interacting with a periodic array of
obstacles (black circles) (Duzgun et al., 2020). (a) A filling
ratio of f = 1 where the skyrmions form a square lattice. (b)
Alternating dimer ordering for f = 2. (c) A trimer arrange-
ment at f = 3. (d) An ordered quadrimer state at f = 4.
Republished with permission of the Royal Society of Chem-
istry, from “Commensurate states and pattern switching via
liquid crystal skyrmions trapped in a square lattice”, A. Duz-
gun et al., Soft Matter 16, 3338 (2020); permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

f = 2, 3, and 4 produce dimer, trimer, and quadrimer3344

states as shown in Fig. 64(b-d). At some filling fractions3345

such as f = 2, the skyrmions deform into elongated states3346

in order to match the substrate symmetry better.3347

Observation of skyrmion motion in systems with two3348

periodic surfaces can be achieved using moirè patterns in3349

van der Waals 2D magnets (Tong et al., 2018). The moirè3350

patterns are generated by introducing a lateral modu-3351

lation of the interlayer magnetic coupling for different3352

atomic angles. In the case of weak interlayer coupling, a3353

skyrmion can be viewed as moving over a periodic sub-3354

strate composed of trapping sites formed by the moirè3355

pattern. Figure 65(a) shows the periodic motion that3356

can be induced by the pattern. In Fig. 65(b), applica-3357

tion of a current pulse can cause the skyrmion to jump3358

from one side of a trapping barrier to the other. Tong3359

et al. proposed that the 2D moirè trapping array could3360

be used to create a stable background substrate for con-3361

trolled skyrmion motion for various applications (Tong3362

et al., 2018).3363

Skyrmions have also been studied in 2D arrays of artifi-3364

cial spin ice geometries, where the position of a skyrmion3365

FIG. 65 Numerical model for the motion of a skyrmion over
a moirè pattern formed by a van der Waals 2D magnet (Tong
et al., 2018). (a) The localized red region indicates the loca-
tion of the skyrmion as a function of time. (b) The time profile
of the applied current j (green profile) and the energy of the
skyrmion E/I during the motion illustrated in panel (a). (c)
A schematic of the use of a spin-polarized scanning tunneling
microscopy tip (upper left gray) to write a skyrmion, which
is then moved from one substrate minimum to another with a
current pulse (green profile). Reprinted with permission from
Q. Tong et al., Nano Lett. 18, 7194 (2018). Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society.

FIG. 66 An artificial ice geometry for skyrmions (Ma et al.,
2016). (a) The geometry is constructed using elliptical blind
holes with opposite magnetization directions inside and out-
side the holes. (b) The perpendicular or z component of the
resulting stray field. (c) Images of the spin configuration (left)
and the topological density distribution (right) of an isolated
individual skyrmion. (d) Large skyrmions sit at the center
of each blind hole to form a non-frustrated configuration. (e)
Small skyrmions sit at one end of each blind hole and form
a frustrated state. Reprinted with permission from F. Ma et

al., Phys. Rev. B 94, 144405 (2016). Copyright 2016 by the
American Physical Society.

on either end of a double well potential can be mapped3366

onto an effective spin direction. Figure 66 shows schemat-3367

ically how such structures could be made via thickness3368

modulation (Ma et al., 2016). The skyrmions form a spin3369

ice ordering very similar to that observed for supercon-3370

ducting vortices (Libál et al., 2009) on square and hexag-3371
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FIG. 67 Micromagnetic simulations of skyrmion localization
in a sample with blind holes etched on the top and bottom
faces. In (a-e), each blind hole is able to capture a single
skyrmion, but if the spacing between etched regions or the
distance to the sample edge becomes too small, only some
blind holes capture a skyrmion, as shown in (f). Reprinted
under CC license from S. A. Pathak and R. Hertel, Magneto-
chemistry 7, 26 (2021).

onal double well artificial ice arrays. Since the skyrmions3372

can change size or deform, a transition can occur from3373

a frustrated state in which each skyrmion occupies only3374

one side of the double well to an unfrustrated state in3375

which a single skyrmion stretches out and occupies the3376

center of the well, as shown in Fig. 66(d-e). There have3377

also been studies of so-called artificial skyrmion lattices3378

in a 2D array of magnetic dots, where the individual dots3379

contain skyrmion states (Gilbert et al., 2015; Sun et al.,3380

2013; Zhang et al., 2016a). The next step in such work3381

would be to see whether skyrmions in adjacent dots could3382

be coupled, or if the entire system could be placed on a3383

ferromagnetic substrate that would permit the skyrmions3384

to hop directly from one dot to the next. Sun et al. per-3385

formed numerical work along these lines for coupled mag-3386

netic disks (Sun et al., 2018). Pathak et al. (Pathak and3387

Hertel, 2021) used micromagnetic simulations to study3388

geometrically constrained 3D skyrmions in a sample with3389

etched blind holes, as illustrated in Fig. 67. When the3390

constraints are not too restrictive, each blind hole can3391

capture a skyrmion to form a range of patterns, as shown3392

in Fig. 67(a-e). If the spacing between adjacent etched3393

sites becomes too small, or if the sample edge is too close,3394

not all of the blind holes are able to capture skyrmions,3395

as indicated in Fig. 67(f).3396

C. Further Directions for 1D and 2D Periodic Substrates3397

There are a variety of potential race track memory3398

applications of 1D periodic substrates for both bulk and3399

thin films, including situations in which multiple interact-3400

ing skyrmions could be coupled inside a nanowire with a3401

periodic modulation. In this case, mobile kinks in the 1D3402

skyrmion chain could reduce θSkH. An example is shown3403

schematically in Fig. 68(a), where a constriction with a3404

periodic modulation is filled with skyrmions just above3405

1:1 matching. The extra skyrmion forms a kink that3406

FIG. 68 (a) Schematic of skyrmions in a nanowire interact-
ing with a 1D periodic substrate at a filling just above 1:1
matching. The additional skyrmion forms a mobile kink that
moves in the driving direction. Every time the kink moves
through the system, the skyrmion translates by one lattice
constant. (b) The same for an anti-kink just below 1:1 match-
ing, which moves in the opposite direction. (c) Two coupled
wires with different skyrmion species that could bind together
into skyrmion excitons.

travels in the driving direction. In Fig. 68(b), just below3407

1:1 matching a vacancy appears that moves in the oppo-3408

site direction. Here, the skyrmion to the left of the kink3409

experiences a repulsion from its left neighbor that is un-3410

compensated due to the vacancy inside the kink, causing3411

the skyrmion to hop to the right into the kink and result-3412

ing in a leftward-moving kink. The kinks could serve as3413

information carriers instead of the actual skyrmions. At3414

higher drives there is a second depinning transition from3415

kink to bulk flow in which all of the skyrmions move si-3416

multaneously. The periodic modulation could be created3417

using a periodic array of notches (Marchiori et al., 2017),3418

variations of the DMI, spatially varying damping (Zhang3419

et al., 2017b; Zhou et al., 2019a), or periodic thickness3420

modulations (Loreto et al., 2019).3421

For coupled colloidal particles on 1D periodic sub-3422

strates, it was shown that kinks can act like emergent3423

particles with their own internal frequency, making it3424

possible to observe kink phase locking under combined dc3425

and ac driving (Juniper et al., 2015). The 1D substrate3426

need not be static; a dynamic substrate can be created3427

using arrays of different gate voltages (Kang et al., 2016;3428

Liu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2015c) that can be turned3429

on and off to create a flashing potential for the skyrmions.3430

The periodic flashing introduces an additional frequency3431

that could couple with the internal skyrmion frequen-3432

cies. In most overdamped systems, Shapiro steps appear3433

when a dc drive is combined with a single ac driving fre-3434

quency; however, for skyrmions it was shown that bihar-3435

monic ac forces (Chen et al., 2019) can produce directed3436

skyrmion motion even in the absence of a dc drive. Thus,3437

new phenomena could arise for skyrmions under both dc3438
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FIG. 69 Schematic of possible orderings on square and trian-
gular pinning arrays (large blue circles) at half filling. Left:
Skyrmion (small red circles) orderings. Right: The skyrmions
elongate into meron pairs (red lozenges) to create a 1:1 filling
for the square pinning array, but still leave unoccupied pins
in the triangular pinning array.

and biharmonic ac driving over a 1D substrate. It would3439

also be possible to couple together nanowires of differ-3440

ent materials such that the skyrmions interact between3441

the nanowires, leading to skyrmion drag effects as shown3442

schematically in Fig. 68(c). For example, a nanowire con-3443

taining antiskyrmions that couples to another nanowire3444

containing regular skyrmions could produce an effective3445

skyrmion exciton. Driving one magnetic object by cou-3446

pling it to another magnetic object has been proposed3447

for magnetic domain walls (Purnama et al., 2014), and3448

there is also some work on drag-like effects for skyrmions3449

in 1D channels (Bhatti and Piramanayagam, 2019).3450

A wide variety of avenues of study are available for3451

skyrmions on 2D periodic substrates created by a range3452

of methods. New types of skyrmion-based memory de-3453

vices could be produced by storing information in cer-3454

tain skyrmion configurations that could be changed by3455

applying a current. At fillings slightly away from com-3456

mensuration, a well defined number of kinks or antikinks3457

are present that act like emergent particles with their own3458

dynamics. It would be interesting to explore whether the3459

Magnus force or the internal skyrmion degrees of freedom3460

would change the dynamics of kinks and antikinks com-3461

pared to what is observed in overdamped or rigid parti-3462

cle systems. When thermal fluctuations become relevant,3463

the kinks or antikinks could form their own lattice and3464

exhibit melting phenomena. Up to now, numerical work3465

on incommensurate states has employed particle-based3466

models, so new studies based on micromagnetic calcula-3467

tions could reveal many additional effects related to the3468

ability of the skyrmion to change its shape, such as new3469

types of commensuration and dynamical effects. For ex-3470

ample, a system containing twice as many pinning sites as3471

particles normally forms a square or striped sublattice as3472

illustrated in Fig. 69. If the pinning is strong enough,3473

however, the skyrmions can elongate to form pairs of3474

merons that cover each lattice site, representing an ef-3475

fective dimer covering model that has numerous possible3476

ordered states. Triangular substrates at half filling would3477

form strongly frustrated states if the skyrmions elongate3478

into meron pairs.3479

The strong gyrotropic motion of skyrmions makes it3480

possible to explore coupled skyrmions oscillating in dense3481

2D arrays of dots where each dot can have different ma-3482

terials properties. The coupled oscillations could pass3483

through a series of locking transitions as a function3484

of some form of ac driving. The sliding dynamics of3485

skyrmions over a periodic array would also be an interest-3486

ing avenue of study. For example, Koshibae and Nagaosa3487

(Koshibae and Nagaosa, 2018) showed that skyrmion cre-3488

ation and annihilation occurs at certain drives and pin-3489

ning strengths when skyrmions are moving through ran-3490

dom arrays. On periodic arrays, such events may be3491

much better controlled. For instance, a skyrmion could3492

move a specific number of lattice sites before an an-3493

nihilation or creation event occurs. This would allow3494

skyrmions to be moved a precise distance and confer ro-3495

bustness against disorder, suggesting that a race-track3496

combined with periodic pinning could be one of the next3497

steps for realizing memory devices. Under superimposed3498

ac and dc driving, a resonance could arise between the3499

ac drive and the motion of the skyrmions over the sub-3500

strate or the skyrmion breathing modes. Similar effects3501

could be studied for other systems such as merons, com-3502

bined meron-skyrmion lattices, antiskyrmions, bimerons3503

(Zhang et al., 2021), and antiferromagnetic skyrmions3504

(Göbel et al., 2021). In bulk systems, periodic pinning3505

arrays could be present only on the surface or could pass3506

through the bulk in the form of columnar defects gen-3507

erated using patterned irradiation, as has been done in3508

superconducting systems (Civale, 1997).3509

D. Asymmetric Arrays, Diodes, and Ratchets3510

In a ratchet device, an applied ac drive leads to the3511

net dc motion of a particle. Ratcheting motion in over-3512

damped systems is typically achieved using an asym-3513

metric pinning potential (Hänggi and Marchesoni, 2009;3514

Reimann, 2002). The flashing of an asymmetric substrate3515

in a thermal system can generate stochastic ratchet trans-3516

port, while higher dimensional ratchet effects can occur3517

on symmetric substrates if time symmetry is broken by3518

a chiral ac drive. Ratchet effects have been studied ex-3519

tensively in particle-based systems such as colloidal par-3520

ticles (Rousselet et al., 1994; Xiao et al., 2011), vortices3521

in type II superconductors (Lee et al., 1999; Lin et al.,3522

2011; Shklovskij et al., 2014; Villegas et al., 2003), and3523
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FIG. 70 Schematic of a quasi-one-dimensional asymmetric
ratchet potential (Reichhardt et al., 2015c). A skyrmion (red
circle) can be driven by an ac current applied parallel (F ac

|| ,
left green arrow) or perpendicular (F ac

⊥ , righ blue arrow) to
the substrate periodicity direction. An overdamped particle
would exhibit no ratcheting effect under F ac

⊥ , but due to the
Magnus effect, a skyrmion can undergo ratcheting motion un-
der either ac driving direction. Reprinted under CC license
from C. Reichhardt et al., New J. Phys. 17, 073034 (2015).

cold atoms (Salger et al., 2009). In magnetic systems,3524

domain walls interacting with asymmetric dot arrays un-3525

dergo ratcheting motion under various types of external3526

ac driving (Franken et al., 2012; Herrero-Albillos et al.,3527

2018; Marconi et al., 2011). Ratchet effects have gener-3528

ally been studied in overdamped systems; however, ad-3529

ditional effects appear when inertial terms are included3530

in the equation of motion (Hänggi and Marchesoni, 2009;3531

Reimann, 2002). Skyrmions, as particle-like objects, rep-3532

resent a natural system in which to study ratchet effects,3533

and their strong non-dissipative Magnus force can pro-3534

duce new effects distinct from what has been observed3535

previously in other ratchet systems.3536

The first proposal for a skyrmion ratchet involved a 1D3537

asymmetric substrate, studied by Reichhardt et al. (Re-3538

ichhardt et al., 2015c) using a particle based approach.3539

The skyrmions move in 2D on the substrate potential3540

illustrated in Fig. 70, which has the form3541

U(x) = U0[sin(2πx/a) + 0.25 sin(4πx/a)] (16)

where a is the substrate periodicity. In the overdamped3542

limit, if an ac drive is applied in the substrate periodicity3543

or x-direction, a standard ratchet effect arises in which3544

the particle translates by one or more substrate periods3545

in the easy (+x) direction under each ac drive cycle. The3546

depinning threshold is finite for both the easy (+x) and3547

hard (−x) directions but is larger in the hard direction,3548

so the system acts as a diode in the dc limit. If the ac3549

drive is applied in the perpendicular or y-direction in an3550

overdamped system, there is no ratchet effect since no3551

symmetry is broken. In the case of skyrmions with a3552

finite Magnus force, which move at an angle θSkH with3553

respect to the driving direction, a ratchet effect can oc-3554

cur even for purely perpendicular ac driving. This is3555

termed a Magnus ratchet effect. Figure 71 shows the3556
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FIG. 71 Particle based simulations of skyrmion ratchet mo-
tion under perpendicular driving F ac

⊥ on the asymmetric sub-
strate illustrated in Fig. 70 (Reichhardt et al., 2015c). Panels
(a,b,c) show velocities parallel, 〈V||〉 (upper red), and per-
pendicular, 〈V⊥〉 (lower blue), to the substrate asymmetry
as a function of ac driving force magnitude F ac

⊥ for different
values of the Magnus force to damping force ratio αm/αd.
Ratcheting with quantized velocity values occurs in both the
parallel and perpendicular directions above a threshold value
of F ac

⊥ , and there can be drive windows in which no ratcheting
motion occurs. Inset of (a): For an overdamped system, no
ratcheting occurs in either direction at any value of F ac

⊥ . Inset
of (b): Illustration of the skyrmion trajectory on the n = 2
ratcheting step from the main panel. Inset of (c): a blow up
of panel (c) highlighting the presence of fractional velocity
steps. Reprinted under CC license from C. Reichhardt et al.,
New J. Phys. 17, 073034 (2015).

velocity component in both the parallel and perpendic-3557

ular directions for the system in Fig. 70 under perpen-3558

dicular ac driving F ac
⊥ . The inset of Fig. 71(a) indicates3559

that an overdamped system produces no ratchet effect,3560

while Fig. 71(a,b,c) illustrates ratcheting motion in sam-3561

ples with various values of θintSkH. The ratchet velocities3562

have well defined quantized values, and there are regions3563

of ac amplitude over which no ratchet effect occurs. The3564

inset in Fig. 71(c) shows a blowup of a single step where3565

there are also fractional ratchet steps. The skyrmions3566

execute complex 2D orbits while ratcheting, as indicated3567

by the inset of Fig. 71(b).3568

Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2017) used particle based simu-3569

lations to consider skyrmions interacting with 2D asym-3570

metric arrays in which the pinning sites have a density3571

gradient. They found that, depending on whether the ac3572

drive is applied parallel or perpendicular to the substrate3573

periodicity direction, an entirely new type of ratchet ef-3574

fect called a vector ratchet can appear, in which the di-3575

rection of skyrmion motion can be tuned by up to 360◦3576

by varying the ac drive amplitude.3577

Göbel and Mertig (Göbel and Mertig, 2021) performed3578

numerical continuum modeling of skyrmions interacting3579
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FIG. 72 Thiele-based simulations showing the operation of a
ratchet mechanism in a skyrmion racetrack (Göbel and Mer-
tig, 2021). (a) An asymmetry in the racetrack edge combines
with the Magnus force to produce a 2D orbit that translates
over time. (b) A plot of the skyrmion position versus time
showing deterministic ratcheting motion in the +x direction.
(c) The shape of the skyrmion orbit as a function of x di-
rection velocity vx vs the relative displacement in x from the
average position. Reprinted under CC license from B. Göbel
and I. Mertig, Sci. Rep. 11, 3020 (2021).

with a patterned race track to show that θSkH can be3580

used to create a skyrmion ratchet. Figure 72(a) illus-3581

trates the race track geometry with a ratcheting skyrmion3582

orbit appearing as a function of time under an oscillat-3583

ing drive. The Magnus force is responsible for creating3584

the 2D orbit that is necessary to induce the ratchet ef-3585

fect. Figure 72(b) shows that the skyrmion propagates3586

deterministically as a function of time, while Fig. 72(c)3587

illustrates the skyrmion velocity versus relative position.3588

Göbel and Mertig explain that the skyrmion ratchet dif-3589

fers from a standard overdamped ratchet due to the fact3590

that the Magnus force allows velocity components to be3591

created perpendicular to the confining force produced by3592

the sample edges. In continuum simulations of skyrmions3593

in asymmetric constricted geometries under an oscillat-3594

ing magnetic field, Migita et al. (Migita et al., 2020)3595

showed that the diameter of the skyrmion oscillates as a3596

function of time, producing a unidirectional translation3597

of the skyrmion.3598

Skyrmion ratchet effects can emerge even in the ab-3599

sence of a substrate. Chen et al. used continuum based3600

modeling to obtain a skyrmion ratchet effect from bihar-3601

monic ac driving (Chen et al., 2019). The directed mo-3602

tion appears when the internal skyrmion modes induce3603

an asymmetric shape oscillation, and it can be controlled3604

by varying the ac drive parameters. Further studies by3605

Chen et al. extended this mechanism by coupling the3606

skyrmion to a linear defect in order to take advantage of3607

the speed up effect and create an ultrafast ratchet (Chen3608

et al., 2020b).3609

Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2015) found that under an3610

oscillating field, the changing skyrmion shape can pro-3611

duce directional motion in the absence of a substrate. A3612

similar wiggling skyrmion propagation mechanism based3613

on parametric pumping in an oscillating electric field was3614

studied by Yuan et al. (Yuan et al., 2019). There have3615

also been proposals to drive gyrotropic skyrmion motion3616

by means of steps in the magnetic anisotropy (Liu et al.,3617

2019; Zhou et al., 2019b). These results indicate that in3618

skyrmion systems, there are many possible ways in which3619

to achieve the temporal or spatial symmetry breaking3620

required for a ratchet effect. If the skyrmion breathing3621

modes produced by biharmonic drives were coupled to3622

1D, 2D periodic, or asymmetric periodic substrates, the3623

breathing might strongly enhance the directed motion or3624

make it easier to control.3625

The rich Magnus force and internal mode dynamics of3626

skyrmions could produce many other types of ratchets.3627

One effect that has only been considered briefly is col-3628

lective ratchets. In overdamped systems, collective inter-3629

actions between particles can produce incommensurate3630

states in which solitons undergo ratcheting motion with3631

a reversible direction (Hänggi and Marchesoni, 2009).3632

If skyrmions of different sizes or species are present, a3633

ratchet could be realized in which one skyrmion size or3634

species is ratcheted more effectively or in a different di-3635

rection than the other sizes or species. It may be possi-3636

ble to use the internal skyrmion modes to realize prop-3637

agating skyrmion breathing modes, which would have3638

low dissipation and could be used as another method3639

for transmitting information. The skyrmion Hall angle3640

could be alleviated by creating a propagating breathing3641

mode that can excite neighboring skyrmions and travel3642

over some distance before becoming localized. Experi-3643

mentally, asymmetric substrates could be created using3644

periodic gradients in the sample thickness, DMI, doping,3645

irradiation, or magnetic field.3646

E. Coupling Skyrmions to Other Quasiperiodic Lattice3647

Structures3648

Periodic pinning can also be created by causing the3649

skyrmions to interact with other topological objects, such3650

as vortices in a type-II superconductor. More generally,3651

there is interest in coupling skyrmions to superconduc-3652

tors in order to control certain topological aspects of the3653

superconductor (Mascot et al., 2021). Several studies3654

have already examined interactions between supercon-3655

ducting vortices and skyrmions (Baumard et al., 2019;3656

Dahir et al., 2019; Hals et al., 2016; Petrović et al.,3657

2021). Figure 73 shows a schematic from Dahir et al.3658

of a chiral ferromagnet coupled to a superconducting3659

thin film through an insulating layer (Dahir et al., 2019),3660

where the skyrmions produce a vortex-antivortex lattice3661
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FIG. 73 Schematic of the coupling between a chiral ferro-
magnet (CM, lower tan) containing a skyrmion crystal (lower
purple circles) and a superconducting film (SC, upper blue)
(Dahir et al., 2019). The materials are separated by a thin
insulating barrier (center gray) to ensure that only the mag-
netic fields from the skyrmion lattice pass into the super-
conductor. The attractive interaction between vortices and
skyrmions generates vortices (upper orange circles) in the su-
perconductor. Reprinted with permission from S. M. Dahir
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 097001 (2019). Copyright 2019
by the American Physical Society.

FIG. 74 Micromagnetic calculations (arrows) and Thiele
equation calculations (thin lines) of skyrmion trajectories in
the moving frame produced by interactions with a moving
superconducting vortex (Menezes et al., 2019b). The back-
ground coloring represents the z component of the magneti-
zation from the vortex that would appear in the absence of
the skyrmion. Open dots represent fixed saddle points and
filled dots indicate stable spiral points. Reprinted with per-
mission from R. M. Menezes et al., Phys. Rev. B 100, 014431
(2019). Copyright 2019 by the American Physical Society.

in the superconductor. Baumard et al. (Baumard et al.,3662

2019) considered a thin film superconductor in which the3663

skyrmions induce Pearl vortices. The ratio of the num-3664

ber of skyrmions to the number of superconducting vor-3665

tices can be tuned with a magnetic field, and the super-3666

conducting vortex lattice serves as an effective periodic3667

substrate for the skyrmions. If a driving current is ap-3668

plied, the voltage response in the superconductor could3669

be used to detect the skyrmion motion. The effects of3670

either naturally occurring or artificially nanostructured3671

pinning could also be explored. Menezes et al. (Menezes3672

et al., 2019b) calculated the dynamics of skyrmions inter-3673

acting with a moving superconducting vortex using both3674

micromagnetic simulations and the Thiele equation. In3675

Fig. 74, the skyrmion trajectories in the moving frame3676

exhibit gyrotropic spiraling motion, and in some cases3677

skyrmions are captured by the superconducting vortex3678

core. Recently Palmero et al. demonstrated experimen-3679

tally that skyrmions could be used to tailor a pinning po-3680

tential for vortices in a type-II superconductor (Palermo3681

et al., 2020). Petrovic et al. (Petrović et al., 2021) exper-3682

imentally examined the coupling between chiral magnets3683

and superconductors and found that the stray field of3684

skyrmions can nucleate anti-vortices in the superconduc-3685

tor. The coupling to the skyrmions generated features3686

in the superconducting vortex critical current. Future3687

directions include analyzing different types of skyrmions3688

interacting with superconducting vortices, or considering3689

bulk rather than thin film superconducting vortices.3690

F. Single Skyrmion Manipulation3691

A single particle dragged through a random disordered3692

bath of other particles acts as a local probe of colloidal3693

assemblies (Puertas and Voigtmann, 2014) or supercon-3694

ducting vortices (Auslaender et al., 2009; Kafri et al.,3695

2007; Straver et al., 2008). The velocity-force curves of3696

the probe particle provide information about the behav-3697

ior of the bulk system, such as changes in the viscos-3698

ity and pinning force as well as the existence of cutting3699

or entanglement. A similar local probe technique could3700

be applied to a skyrmion system by dragging individ-3701

ual skyrmions with some form of tip or by coupling an3702

individual skyrmion to a driven object. In experimen-3703

tal work along these lines, Ogawa et al. showed that3704

a local optical tip could be used to manipulate mag-3705

netic bubbles (Ogawa et al., 2015). Wang et al. (Wang3706

et al., 2020a) proposed using an optical tweezer to manip-3707

ulate skyrmions by optically trapping and dragging the3708

skyrmion. If the tip speed is too fast, the skyrmion could3709

break away from the tip. Other possible local probes in-3710

clude dragging a skyrmion with a magnetic tip or drag-3711

ging a group of skyrmions with an array of optical traps3712

or magnetic tips.3713

It is possible that skyrmions could host Majorana3714

fermion states (Rex et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2016), so3715

dragging Majorana-containing skyrmions around one an-3716

other on a patterned substrate could provide a method3717

for creating braided Majorana states for qubit operations.3718

Operations of this type were proposed for superconduct-3719

ing vortex systems with Majorana states in the vortex3720

core (Ma et al., 2020). The vortices are coupled to a3721

periodic pinning array and a magnetic tip is used to per-3722

form a representative set of braiding moves that contain3723

all of the necessary operations for quantum logic gates.3724

A similar approach could be used for skyrmions.3725
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IX. FUTURE DIRECTIONS3726

One of the major goals for future work on skyrmions in-3727

teracting with pinning is to develop a comprehensive un-3728

derstanding of the type of pinning produced by different3729

types of defects, such as atoms, groups of atoms, inclu-3730

sions, missing atoms, or doping. For example, localized3731

or etched defects could repel, attract, or provide a com-3732

bination of repulsion and attraction for skyrmions. Pos-3733

sible next steps include creating very detailed substrate3734

patterns for skyrmions that could be used for devices3735

or for studying commensuration effects, skyrmion lattice3736

transitions, and the stability of a wide range of magnetic3737

textures. Nanostructured pinning substrates are known3738

to produce a wealth of phenomena in superconducting3739

vortex systems, and similar effects along with new be-3740

haviors could arise for skyrmions coupled to nanostruc-3741

tured arrays. Issues to explore include the use of dynam-3742

ical substrates that vary over time, created using applied3743

voltages, optical trapping, local temperature gradients,3744

acoustic trapping, or magnetic manipulation. It will also3745

be important to understand how to tailor artificial or3746

quenched disorder to guide skyrmions and create ratch-3747

ets, diodes, or transistors for applications. Another ques-3748

tion is whether quenched disorder has different effects on3749

different skyrmion-like textures. Studies could address3750

whether antiferromagnetic skyrmions or hedgehog states3751

have different pinning and dynamics from skyrmions, as3752

well as the nature of the pinning and dynamics of anti-3753

skyrmions, skyrmioniums, or chiral bobbers. The ques-3754

tion of defect dimensionality is also of interest, such as the3755

creation of effectively 3D defects in the form of columnar3756

defects, which could produce novel skyrmion behaviors.3757

On a more basic science level, the collective dynamics3758

of large assemblies of interacting skyrmions moving un-3759

der driving or shearing is of interest. Here, skyrmions are3760

approached as a new class of system with collective dy-3761

namics interacting with quenched disorder that can pro-3762

duce effects not found in other systems. Such behavior3763

could include skyrmion creation and annihilation, struc-3764

tural transitions among different textures, collective gy-3765

rotropic modes of motion, and collective internal modes.3766

This is a relatively unexplored field of study. Beyond3767

magnetic skyrmions, many of these same effects could3768

arise for other skyrmion-like textures, such as liquid crys-3769

tals, 2D electron gases, Bose-Einstein condensates, super-3770

conductors, optical systems, and soft matter systems.3771

X. SUMMARY3772

Skyrmions are attracting increasing interest as new3773

materials continue to be identified that support differ-3774

ent skyrmion species as well as related topological ob-3775

jects. Since skyrmions can be manipulated or driven by3776

a variety of techniques, the role of pinning or quenched3777

disorder will become a more important aspect of future3778

skyrmion studies. There is already considerable evidence3779

that skyrmions can experience both weak and strong pin-3780

ning effects depending on the sample thickness or mate-3781

rial type, and it has been demonstrated that skyrmions3782

exhibit a rich phenomenology of dynamics, including gy-3783

rotropic motion and the skyrmion Hall angle, all of which3784

appear to depend on the nature of the disorder as well as3785

on the drive. Due to the presence of the Magnus force,3786

both individual and collective skyrmion states undergo3787

new types of pinning and depinning phenomena that are3788

distinct from those previously studied in overdamped sys-3789

tems. Pinning and dynamic effects of skyrmions inter-3790

acting with disordered or ordered substrates are of tech-3791

nological importance for skyrmion applications, and the3792

Magnus effects in the skyrmion system open a new field3793

in equilibrium and nonequilibrium statistical mechanics.3794
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